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Abstract
In high-tech industries, characterized by high-mix, low-volume production, complex products, rapid
technological developments, long lead times and high value products, inventory management is
challenging. These challenges and uncertainties can lead to material shortages as well as obsolescence.
An analysis in this study revealed that an obsolescence metric based on total expected MRP demand at
FEI does not perform well in contrast with using the last PO receipt and transaction date. Next, an
inventory classification framework has been modeled and analyzed, in which the classification criteria,
number of classes, class sizes and target setting have been analyzed. This revealed that, on an item level,
the price*MOQ/demand criterion performs slightly better than the annual dollar volume and
price/demand criteria in terms of both cost and service level. Moreover, it was shown that the currently
known end-item fill rate expressions based on a linear combination of the item fill rates do not produce
accurate results when the number of items in a BOM is large, which is common in the high-tech industry
with high-complex items. Finally, a tool has been developed to 1.) classify items, 2.) set reorder levels
and calculate the corresponding end-item fill rates based on target fill rates and maximum inventory
constraints and 3.) to quantify the impact of parameters by means of a KPI sensitivity analysis and
simulation.
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Executive Summary
In this report the results of a Master thesis project on inventory management, classification and
parameterization are presented, conducted at FEI Legacy, part of Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., which
delivers high-end solutions in the microscope industry. The study has been conducted at the Logistics
department, in collaboration with the Eindhoven University of Technology.
Problem description
FEI produces microscopes which are characterized by their high complexity, high degree of
customization and, hence, have long lead times. The industry FEI operates in can be characterized by
high-mix and low-volume production, complex products, rapid technological developments, long lead
times and high value products. Combined with supply, product and manufacturing complexity, market
uncertainty and a high pace of innovation, this results in a challenging planning and control
environment. Moreover, the growth and shift in demand, long internal lead ti mes and capacity
shortages pose a great challenge. These uncertainties can lead to material shortages and unbalanced
inventory. Therefore the following main research question has been formulated:
How can FEI improve its inventory management in a make-to-forecast environment, such that material
shortages are reduced and inventory turnover is increased, against minimal costs?
Analysis of problem context and parameters
Because of the strong growth in demand (37% increase on microscope-level from 2016 to 2017), FEI is
experiencing capacity shortages in the factory. To increase capacity, the focus on the production process
has increased, with the aim to reduce the total lead time. An analysis of the material shortages revealed
that there are, on average, 6.4 item stock outs per week that may severely interrupt the execution of
one or multiple work orders if not solved before a certain due date. A subsequent analysis showed that,
on average, these material shortages are solved 8 days after the due date. This implies that a focus on
material unavailability can have a substantial impact on the desired lead time reduction. Besides the
growth in demand, the customer demand is also shifting from Low Base to High Base systems, the latter
having a higher lead time than the former, which increases the capacity shortages even more.
An analysis of lost hours in the factory revealed that the actual waiting time in the factory due to
material stock outs is not accurately recorded and that categories to address the lost hours to are
general and multi-interpretable. It is therefore advisable to structure the lost hours registration by
formulating clear and unambiguous definitions for categories and creating sub categories, in order to
create a structured overview to be able to effectively tackle the causes.
Currently, an ABC classification is used to classify items and set parameters based on the annual dollar
volume (=demand*price). A study on the safety stock, remarkably, showed that currently the safety
stock value is independent of the coefficient of variation (i.e. variation in demand). Moreover, a rule is in
place that says X (stable demand) and Z (unstable demand) items should not get any safety stock.
However, especially for items with a high variation in demand it is recommended to use safety stock to
v

be able to absorb the variation in demand. Next, the current transport time parameter values are based
on worst-case scenarios, which indirectly cause an inaccurate allocation of safety time to items. It is
therefore suggested to use the actual averages and possibly correct them for supplier on-time delivery
performance and variation in lead time. Furthermore, for items with a MOQ larger than the EOQ, a L4Lpolicy is used instead of a POQ policy. However, the current EOQ values are highly inaccurate since
transport costs are excluded from the order cost definition which results in too low values for the
optimal order quantity, which means the exception rule denoted above is based on a faulty EOQ value.
Obsolescence and order quantity
Next, the current definition to measure obsolescence was analyzed. The current definition classifies
inventory as obsolete if the current inventory on hand exceeds the total expected MRP demand. Since
the MRP demand only ranges for 6 quarters and the demand for the longer term is still an
underestimate, this indicates the extent of obsolescence may be (highly) overestimated. An analysis of
the current inventory based on the last PO receipt and transaction dates confirms this. A subsequent
analysis showed that 17% of the total number of SKUs have been in the warehouse without being used
for a year against 7% when looking at the total raw material value.
Since the current order cost factor to calculate the EOQ is inaccurate, an effort was made to analyze the
holding cost and transport cost. A review on the discount rate and the mark-up percentage to determine
the cost-price for customers showed that a 10% interest rate seems to be a good estimate. Next, the
transport costs were analyzed from which it was concluded that setting a variable transport costs per
item, based on the country of origin of the supplier is hard, since consolidated data on a supplier level is
not systematically recorded and invoices (i.e. prices) are hard (only manually) to link to orders.
Moreover, the analysis revealed that the majority of the transport costs depend on item weight, which
may be a first step to provide an estimation of the actual transport costs.
Supply chain strategy
A review on related literature shows that a parameter setting function is an essential element of the
supply chain hierarchy. Moreover, following Fisher's model (1997), FEI’s portfolio belongs to the
innovative products, which implies the need for a responsive supply chain, identified by speed and
flexibility from both the manufacturer and supplier to enable responsive reactions to fluctuations. To
achieve this, excess buffer capacity should be deployed, major investments in lead time reductions
should be made, product differentiation should be done as late as possible and decisions should be
made with a focus on speed, flexibility and quality. To reduce the lead time, it is recommended to define
lead time metrics and clearly define the start and end point and assign responsibility to every segment
of the total lead time, especially on moments of handoff between different production stages. Finally, it
is suggested to track inventory through the entire production system to enable an analysis on where,
why and how long inventory is waiting, to be able to effectively tackle the right causes at their roots,
which can next to lead time reduction lead to an improved inventory turnover.
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Classification
A classification analysis has been conducted by modeling a classification framework and comparing
results for different criteria, number of classes, class sizes and class targets. It revealed that the
price/demand criterion classifies around 30% of the items different than the currently used annual
dollar volume (ADV). To analyze the best combinations of price and service levels (i.e. fill rates), an
algorithm using the (𝑅, 𝑠, 𝑛𝑄) policy was used. To this end, regression and detrending were performed,
after which it was concluded that the Poisson and Gamma distribution provided the best fit based on a
two-moment fit model and the Chi-squared goodness-of-fit test.
Since, in an assembly environment, the service
focus on fulfilling complete orders instead of
overall demand quantities is of more interest, the
aggregate service level had to be defined on an
end-item rather than an item level. Analysis of
(lower bound) approximations from the literature
analyzed in this thesis showed not to be accurate
in case of many items, which is typically the case in
the high-tech industry. Performing the analysis for
Figure 1 Analysis of Feigin's (1999) end-item fill rate expression
six end-item planning-BOMs revealed that with
even low service levels on an end-item level, individual item fill rates already approach 100% (see
figure). This is thus an interesting area for future research.
Mathematical expressions for this order fill rate assume that all BOM-items have to be present in order
to start assembly. In reality, however, there are also items that do not cause direct delays if the item is
not present at the moment assembly starts. Since not all items cause a direct delay if not present in
time, it is therefore suggested to set manual target service levels for these items.
Tool
To support the latter, a tool has been developed along with a concise manual. The tool enables one to
quantify and analyze the impact of changing parameters and consists of three different modules. The
first module comprises a KPI sensitivity analysis and discrete event simulation. The second module
facilitates the calculation of optimal reorder levels and corresponding safety stocks for a given target
service level. To account for the risk of obsolescence, an option was developed to constrain the
maximum inventory on hand to a set number of weeks of expected demand. Moreover, it also provides
a calculation of the end-item fill rate based on the item fill rates and BOM dependencies. Finally, the
third module provides a classification function to determine the corresponding class of each item, for a
given criterion, number of classes and class size thresholds.
Finally, a first guide to change management was provided with an eight-step change management
approach and the most important conclusion to convince people of the urgency to change, demonstrate
the benefits of the change outweigh the risks and involve all people affected by the change.
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1 INTRODUCTION
This report constitutes the thesis report for the Master Thesis to be performed at FEI Legacy, part of
Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., in partial fulfillment of the Master of Science in Operations Management &
Logistics at the Eindhoven University of Technology. FEI is specialized in delivering solutions in the
microscope industry both to industrial customers and customers in the science area. The research will
be performed at the FEI Acht site in Eindhoven at the Procurement department, part of the Logistics
department, consisting of planning, procurement, warehousing and order desk & shipping. The site in
Eindhoven solely produces Transmission Electron Microscopes (TEMs), characterized by their high
complexity and high degree of customization. All microscopes produced at this site are unique, require
an extensive testing process and, hence, have long lead times.
The industry FEI operates in is characterized by a high-mix and low-volume production, complex
products, rapid technological developments, long lead times and high value products. This increases
demand uncertainty and makes inventory management challenging. Moreover, the supply, product and
manufacturing complexity, market uncertainty and the high pace of innovation result in challenging
planning and control tasks. These uncertainties can lead to material shortages and unbalanced
inventory. The aim within the Logistics department is to ensure the availability of material in the right
quantity, of the right quality at the correct location and time. Therefore, the research project described
in this study will focus on methods for improved inventory management under the uncertainties
described above. This all with the goal in mind to deliver valuable recommendations and insights to
support FEI’s Logistics department in achieving their goal of operational excellence.

1.1 Thesis outline
The outline of this research is as follows: first, the methodology, company background, operational
context and research assignment will be elaborated upon in Chapter 1. The project approach will be
elaborated upon, using a structured review methodology. The project assignment will be formulated by
defining the (main and sub-) research questions, the deliverables and project planning. In the next
chapter, Chapter 2, an overview of the problem context will be provided, resulting in an extensive causeeffect analysis. Next, in Chapter 3, a literature review is conducted on inventory classification followed
by a classification framework in Chapter 4, where the impact of changing several factors related to
classification on the service level are studied. Finally, in Chapter 5 a tool is developed to quantify the
impact of changing parameters and a first guide to change management is elaborated upon. The report
is finalized with conclusions and recommendations in Chapter 6. As complementary information and
understanding, in APPENDIX C – Analysis of Planning and Control at FEI, the current planning and control
processes at FEI will be described in more detail, followed by a short overview regarding the production
process.
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1.2 Research paradigm and cycle
In order to perform the research in a structured way, the project approach will be elaborated upon in
this chapter. First the paradigm on which the research will be based and the cycle to be followed will be
described. In the next section the conceptual project design will be established and, finally, the project
planning will be outlined.
The research described in this report belongs to the paradigm of design sciences, which has the core
mission to develop valid prescriptive knowledge in the form of technological rules or solution concepts
to subsequently design solutions to field problems (Van Aken, Berends, & Van der Bij, 2007). Design
science research typically follows the reflective cycle, as shown in Figure 2 (Van Aken et al., 2007).
Select type of
problem

Select case

Problem mess

Evaluation
Develop
technological rules

Problem definition

Regulative
Regulative cycle
cycle
Analysis and
diagnosis

Intervention

Plan of action

Reflect on results

Figure 2 Reflective cycle, including the regulative cycle

The reflective cycle is based on problem solving and follows the regulative cycle. The aim is to select a
problem, solve it through the use of the regulative cycle, reflect on the results and determine what can
be learned from it for similar future projects, develop preliminary technological rules and, finally, start a
new project focusing on the same type of problem. The regulative cycle consists of five phases (Van
Aken et al., 2007) which will be elaborated upon in APPENDIX A – Project Methodology and Planning,
along with the Conceptual Project Design and the project planning.

1.3 Company background
FEI Legacy is an American publicly traded company that designs, manufactures and supports microscope
solutions that enable the creation of images at the micro-, nano- and picometer level. FEI Legacy was
founded in 1971 as Field Electron and Ion Co. and the current company was formed as a result of the
merger between FEI and Philips Electron Optics in 1997. As of 2016, FEI was acquired by Thermo Fisher
2

Scientific Inc., an American multinational with over 50,000 employees in 50 countries and world leader
in serving science with the mission to enable their customers to make the world healthier, cleaner and
safer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 2015). Headquartered in Hillsboro, Oregon, USA, FEI Legacy has over
3000 employees and operates in over 50 countries with a global revenue of about $930 million in 2015.
On a global level, raw materials & assembled parts, work-in-process and finished goods accounted for
$56.3, $75.7 and $26.9 million at the end of 2015 (FEI Company, 2015). FEI Legacy operates in a
competitive industry of which major competitors include, amongst others: JEOL Ltd., Carl Zeiss SMT
A.G., Hitachi High Technologies Corporation and Tescan, a.s. (FEI Company, 2015).
FEI Legacy is the leader in high-performance electron microscopy and serves customers in both industry
and science and focuses on Materials Science, Natural Resources, Life Sciences and Electronics. FEI
Legacy manufactures the Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), Transmission Electron Microscope
(TEM), DualBeam and Focused Ion Beam system (FIBs) (FEI Company, 2017b) for customers around the
whole world (Figure 3).

Figure 3 Net Sales by Geographic Region

Its main manufacturing locations are located in Hillsboro (United States), Eindhoven (The Netherlands)
and Brno (Czech Republic) and over 80% of its products are produced in Europe. The location in
Eindhoven is used for R&D, manufacturing, sales, marketing and administrative functions, primarily
focused on the Science branch.

1.4 Operational context
To give an overview of the environment and industry FEI 1 operates in, this section will give an overview
of the complexities FEI has to deal with, regarding its suppliers, targets, market and products.
1.4.1 Supply complexity
FEI uses numerous vendors for the supply of parts, components and subassemblies for support and
manufacturing of its products. However, for several key items FEI relies on only one or a limited number
of suppliers. This may be due to the high precision criteria for certain items for which only a limited
number of suppliers is eligible or because the item is proprietary in nature in which case it can only be
sourced from a single supplier. What complicates the situation even more is that some suppliers are

1

Throughout the remainder of this report, when referred to ‘FEI’, the FEI Legacy production site Acht in
Eindhoven, part of Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., is meant.
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competitors as well. To minimize downtime in manufacturing due to stock-outs, items that are sourced
from a single or a limited number of suppliers are monitored in particular. Failure to receive the right
items of the right quality in a timely manner can result in downtime of production and late delivery of
the product to the customer. Next, because the life cycle of products is short and supply lead times can
take up to several months, inventory management is complex and challenge operations and supply
chain managers (De Kok et al., 2005).
1.4.2 Internal targets
FEI operates on quarterly based targets; therefore, they ship approximately 70% of their products in the
last month of each quarter. As a consequence, a substantial portion of net sales is derived in the last
month of each quarter. Since the products of FEI are high-priced, failure to meet a shipment deadline
can have adverse consequences for that quarter’s operational result. This quarter-end pressure is
depicted in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 Quarter end Pressure

1.4.3 Market uncertainty
The industries in which FEI operates can be characterized as cycli cal, implicating product demand from
customers fluctuates with economic up- and downturns, which increases demand volatility and
complicate forecasting. Downturns result in reduced product demand and might lead to erosion of
selling prices and overcapacity and production sites. Moreover, especially within the Science branch,
customer demand is dependent on (government) subsidies. Revenues are thus largely dependent on
spending patterns of its customers and they can either delay or cancel orders in reaction to business and
economy conditions. This results in both uncertainty regarding the timing of demand and variability in
terms of the demanded quantity.
Cancellation risks increase during periods of economic uncertainty. Depending on the stage of product
completion, FEI’s customers can cancel or reschedule orders against a limited or no fee. This implies the
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number of outstanding orders is not necessarily an accurate indication of estimated revenues. In 2015,
total (global) cancellations for FEI summed to an amount of $7.9 million (FEI Company, 2015).
Rescheduling may occur in case a customer, for example, has to adjust its facility to meet the tool’s
requirements (e.g. vibration free rooms), especially in case of high-performance TEMs having special site
requirements. In this case, postponement of the delivery/due date may be necessary to account for the
additional adjustment time.
Next to cancellations and rescheduling, customers can also request changes in the configuration until
four weeks before the shipment date. These changes may include additions or changes to the
configuration developed until that moment. These changes may thus result in unexpected demand for
additional items that may have supply lead times of several months, which increases the total lead time
substantially and complicate the purchasing process.
1.4.4 Product and manufacturing complexity
The products FEI offers are of a highly complex nature. Every microscope produced is unique and
tailored to the customer’s requirements. The production site in Eindhoven solely manufactures TEMs.
The TEM has several variants which can be distinguished by their different options and functionalities.
As described in APPENDIX B - The Transmission Electron Microscope, the TEM consists of several
modules, either standard and part of every TEM or optional. The TEM is, roughly explained, built by
placing the different modules on top of each other. Next to the optional modules that can be requested
by customers, they can also demand unique additions or adjustments, so-called Non-Standard Requests
(NSRs), which can add a substantial amount of time to the production time if the factory has no
experience with it yet. On average, customer orders have seven NSRs (Kraaij, 2016b). An additional
factor that makes the production process complex is the high sensitivity to vibrations due to the high
precision of the microscopes. To assure the microscope meets its requirements, extensive testing has to
be carried out. Because of the high pace of innovation and complex products, engineers in the factory
need to have a high skill-level. Since the production of TEMs is so unique, only internal training and
education is possible, meaning FEI cannot hire employees with the required knowledge and skills. Since
the training of newly-hired employees is around 1.5 years, FEI has to anticipate early on future capacity
expansions.
Due to the highly complex products FEI produces, a diverse customer base and a complex product line,
manufacturing, planning and control challenges increase in size. These bigger challenges may result in
excessive inventory, manufacturing capacity issues, higher costs (of materials and labor), delays in
product and shipments and increased service costs.
1.4.5 High pace of innovation
The industry in which FEI operates is characterized by a high pace of innovation, both because of the
constant technological changes their customers experience as well as FEI’s goal to retain their
technologic leadership advantage by pursuing constant R&D efforts to improve its products and
processes (FEI Company, 2015). Hence, the life cycle of products is low and the phasing in and out of
products occurs at a fast pace. The short life cycle combined with an internal lead time of about 9
5

months and a total lead time (including supply of parts) that can have a duration of more than 1,5 years
results in a high risk for obsolescence. Moreover, due to the constant innovation and complexity of the
products, R&D and engineering is often still involved during production to solve flaws and issues.

1.5 Motive for Research
FEI is operating in a fast growing high-tech industry, characterized by a high-mix (i.e. every microscope is
unique) and low volume environment. This makes inventory management substantially more complex
compared to many other sectors with low-mix high-volume production.
The vision for Logistics for the year 2017 is to support the execution of the build plan. More specifically,
to this end Logistics should, on the one hand, align and support the balancing of supply and demand. On
the other hand, it should be ensured that required material is available in the right quantity, quality,
place and time (FEI Company, 2017a). Especially in the latter Procurement has a major role.

1.6 Main research question and scope
In this section the first step of the regulative cycle will be completed with an analysis of the problem and
the formulation of research questions. As elaborated on in this report, given the growth and shift in
demand, the long lead time and capacity shortage are great challenges the Eindhoven Acht Production
site currently has to deal with. To reduce the delays in the lead time due to logistic factors, part of the
focus of this research will be upon material availability. Stock-outs can, amongst others, be tackled by
building in buffers such as safety time and safety stock. However, this may eventually lead to excess
inventory and obsolescence, resulting in a low inventory turnover. Therefore, to find a balance between
these aspects, inventory turnover will be the second main topic of this research. For this reason and
based on the analysis in this report, the cause-effect analysis and the motive described above, the
following main research question is formulated:
How can FEI improve its inventory management in a make-to-forecast environment, such that material
shortages are reduced and inventory turnover is increased, against minimal costs?
Given the upward trend in demand, unique items and low volume demand, inventory management
becomes challenging. Forecast errors may lead to both excess inventory and material shortages. Excess
inventory results in a lower inventory turnover and implies increased holding costs. In the worst case,
excess inventory leads to obsolescence; either because of upgrades or no/low demand. Due to the highvalue products, material shortages that interrupt production are costly.
For these reasons, the objective of this research is to extend the scientific knowledge and provide
concepts and recommendations that enable FEI to reduce material shortages, obsoleteness and increase
their inventory turnover. To achieve this, the research will be focused on the analysis of the inventory
control (e.g. product segmentation) and procurement processes within FEI with the goal to get a good
understanding of the current operations and identify points of improvement.
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1.7 Research sub-questions
To answer the main research question stated above, in this section several sub-questions will be
formulated to guide the research.
To get an understanding of the current logistics operations within FEI and determine the current
performance, the following orientating research questions are formulated:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What are the types of uncertainty in FEI’s supply chain and how do they impact operations?
What are the current challenges affecting inventory management at FEI?
Which factors impact material shortage and inventory turnover and how?
What are key features for inventory management in a make-to-forecast setting, characterized by
a high-mix, high-complexity and low-volume production environment
5. How can FEI apply product classification to improve parameterization and inventory control?
6. How to efficiently balance buffer options and obsolescence?
7. How should FEI use and implement the new insights and concepts?

1.8 Deliverables
To get a clear overview of the aim for the output and results of this research, the deliverables will be
stated. Since the research will be executed at a company as part of a research performed in partial
fulfillment of the requirements for the Master degree, the thesis has a twofold objective: on the one
hand to provide FEI with valuable recommendations and insights to advance its inventory management
and, on the other hand, to contribute to the existing academic literature on the topics described in the
above section. To contribute to the currently existing literature, the aim will be to acquire generalizable
results. Although all questions 2-7 have the twofold character described above, especially research
questions 4 and 6 have an academic character and require an extensive literature review to be
answered.
More specifically, the aim of this research is to provide the following deliverables:
 The first objective is to provide a clear overview of the current situation, regarding both the
challenges and uncertainties, as well as the methods used and performance of current
operations (related to research questions 1-2)
 An evaluation of best practices and key factors for inventory management in a make-to-forecast
setting, characterized by a high-mix, high-complexity and low-volume production environment,
and potential solutions that can be applied to improve material availability and inventory
turnover (related to research questions 3-4)
 An investigation of the currently used inventory segmentation and parameterization
procedures and alternative ways to approach this to support the setting of buffers and reduce
obsolescence (related to research questions 5-6)
 A prototype tool might be developed to validate and quantify the causes as well as to get a
better insight in the effects of decisions
 A first guide to implement the proposed recommendations and concepts (related to research
question 7)
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2 ANALYSIS AND DIAGNOSIS
In this chapter the second step of the regulative cycle will be followed in which the con text and nature
of the problem is reviewed. An analysis of the plannig and control processes at FEI is provided in
APPENDIX C – Analysis of Planning and Control at FEI.

2.1 Capacity Expansions
Currently, FEI is experiencing strong growth in demand with an expected increase of
37% in shipped systems from 2016 to 2017. To deal with this, they have to ramp up
capacity, amongst others in terms of production and inventory. The size of demand is
growing to a level that is too high to be satisfied with the current number of production
slots in the factory. For this reason, the decision has been made to increase production
capacity by extending the current site with the construction of another production hall.
In May 2016 a new hall was opened with 11 additional positions for High Base Systems.
The full capacity of this new hall is already used and the growth in demand is continuing.
Therefore, production capacity is increased again in 2017 with another hall for High Base
systems, containing 13 positions with a completion date in the beginning of Q2 in 2017.
This brings the total production capacity of the Eindhoven factory to 59 High Base
Figure 5 The new
Positions and 13 Low Base Positions. If the positive trend in demand continues in the High Base Hall
future, production capacity will fall short again at some point. In an additional way to opened in Q2-2017
increase capacity, higher management has decided to increase the focus on the
production process itself. This implies the aim is to reduce the lead time to be able to build more
microscopes per quarter.

2.2 Increase in lead time
For every type of microscope an estimated lead time has been defined, which is used by planners to
create the Master Production Schedule (MPS) or build plan. The planned lead time per microscope is
mainly determined by the inclusion of a DCOR probe corrector and/or Image Corrector. These are two
optional modules and can be added to a microscope if requested by the customer. The addition of these
modules has a significant impact on the estimated lead time, as depicted in Figure 6. As can be seen, not
every type of microscope can be equipped with these modules. The graph displays the internal lead time
for a microscope, used by Planning (e.g. for the MPS planner to create the build plan or to send out
forecasts to Procurement indicating when specific items are needed). The internal lead time is the total
time from the moment the mounting of modules on top of each other into a column starts to the
moment the microscope is moved out of the factory. The supply lead time of parts and make-to-forecast
assembly lead time of modules is not included in this time.
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Figure 6 Planned lead time per microscope type and added modules

2.2.1 Planned vs. Realized lead time
These lead times are the estimated lead times but can change due to many factors. As indicated,
customers can request adjustments or additions to the configuration. If they, for example, request the
removal of the image corrector, the lead time will be significantly impacted since the microscope has to
be disassembled almost completely again to a module level. Next to that they can request a
postponement of the ship-date because they do not have the money for the investment yet or the
facility where the microscope is to be placed is not ready yet. Moreover, during the testing phase
unexpected flaws may be identified that may take some time to be fixed. As shown in Figure 7, the
realized (internal) lead time, on average, exceeds the estimated lead time. Especially in case of the Titan
Low Base systems the difference is large, with the average realized (internal) lead time being about
twice as long as the planned lead time. Next to lost hours due to reconfigurations, engineer and
materials shortages, this difference can mainly be attributed to the make-to-forecast environment.
Microscopes can be added as ‘anonymous’ tools to the MPS planning based on projected future
customers (the Generic configuration), implying no customer order is coupled to it yet. Besides planning
with ‘anonymous’ orders, production can start as well without a coupled customer order. If no customer
can be matched to this basis configuration, the internal lead time will increase. Next, the lead time can
be influenced due to so-called red cards. If a system at a customer in the field breaks down and the part
to be replaced is not on stock, higher management may decide to issue a red card to take the part out of
a microscope in the factory, which may lead to a substantial lead time increase. Moreover, the demand
for Low Base systems is strongly decreasing, making it harder to match a customer to those systems.
Furthermore, due to capacity constraints the production start date may be later than the planned start
date, which affects the realized total lead time from Figure 7 as well.
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Figure 7 Average Planned vs Realized lead time

2.2.2 Increase in lead time due to change of demand
Besides the realized lead time being larger than the planned lead time on average, another factor exists
that seriously affects the average lead time. As could be seen in Figure 6, the planned lead time for Low
Base systems is lower than the planned lead time for High Base systems. The trend over the last few
years shows that the demand ratio between Low and High Base systems is shifting with High Base
systems getting more popular, as shown in Figure 8. Hence, the number of systems than can be
produced with the current capacity reduces. Although the number of systems that can be produced is
reduced because of this shift, one should note that this does not necessarily negatively affect the
revenue targets since the selling price of High Base systems is higher as well.

Number of systems

High Base vs Low Base

High Base
Low Base
2014

2015

2016

2017

Year

Figure 8 High Base vs Low Base Demand ratio

2.2.3 Lost hours
Another factor that impacts the lead time is the waiting or lost hours in the factory, which is the time
that production is interrupted due to resource scarcity. This resource scarcity can consist of, amongst
others, a shortage of slots in the factory, a lack of (qualified) engineers at the right time and material
unavailability (e.g. because the item is not delivered in time or rejected because the part does not meet
the pre-specified quality conditions). Although lost hours are recorded by workers in the factory, the
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ERP system does not allow for a detailed analysis and breakdown of the causes of lost hours. Lost hours
can either be registered on the worker status or the microscope production status. In case of a material
shortage, workers tend to do other (useful) tasks and their productivity is not lost for 100%. Likewise,
the production status of the microscope is also not necessarily affected by a material shortage, since
there might be other tasks or work orders on the microscope that can be executed in this case.
Additional rework to incorporate the stocked out item might be necessary later on though. Because of
this, a material shortage is usually not recorded on the worker or microscope status. In the same vein,
several other causes are not properly reported as well. Issues that do get recorded in the system are
entered manually and therefore hard to analyze for a large data set. These issues are recorded under a
category, but the category labels are quite general and not properly defined. Quality issues, for example,
are labeled as both mechanical and logistics lost hours. It is therefore suggested to formulate definitions
for the categories and make them unambiguous. Moreover, the definition of sub-categories can
structure the registration even more.
To prevent and solve material shortages, a Daily White Board Meeting takes place every morning, during
which the supervisors from Procurement, Planning and Manufacturing come together to analyze and
discuss potential upcoming or current material shortages that seriously interrupt production. For this
meeting, material shortages are defined as “all materials which cause direct delays or stops at the
production floor, or material shortages which are critical show stoppers for the start up of work-orders
with direct consequences for our end-customers”. Information about the item number and description,
corresponding supplier, work orders that are affected, remarks, actions taken and the responsible
person are recorded in a spreadsheet. Next to this, a due date (i.e. the latest acceptable date the
material needs to be available) and solve date (i.e. date at which the issue has been completely solved)
are recorded as well. To track the status of the item shortage, every issue is ‘scored’ with a
50/90/95/98/99/100% score, indicating the progress. All items on the White Board are already on order,
but may be subject to late arrival risks for production due to e.g. the following factors:









Rejection: Items may be rejected because they do not comply with the quality specifications.
Repair: Due to breakdowns, repair orders may come up (i.e. unforeseen demand).
ECO: Engineering Change Orders (ECO), which are changes in e.g. components, assemblies or
work orders. Especially because of the high level of innovation, specification changes during
integration and assembly are not uncommon. Due to these ECO, other items may be needed.
Pull-in: Due to changes in e.g. the MPS or work-order planning an order may be needed earlier.
Configuration change: Due to requested changes in e.g. the configuration by the customer,
demand for new items may come up.
Incomplete delivery: Although a supplier may deliver the requested order in time, it can still be
incomplete, due to e.g. mistakes or capacity shortages at the supplier’s side .
Lost item: the required items may be on stock and be picked for the corresponding work order
but may then get lost after delivery in the factory.
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Wrong picking: It may be the case the item needed for the start of a work-order is present in
the warehouse, but that the wrong item has been picked. Although this is an issue that is easy to
solve, it can still interrupt production and therefore shows up at the White Board.
BOM accuracy: The work instructions may indicate the use of an item that is not present on the
BOM. In this case the missing item may be on stock and can be picked, in which case there is no
problem. If the needed item is not on stock, it can severely interrupt production for a longer
time.
Picklist not executed: if the picklist is not executed in time by the material handlers in the
warehouse and the corresponding items are not in the factory at the right time at the right
place, the work-order may be interrupted.

Depending on the cause, Production, Planning or Procurement may be responsible to solve the issue.
As shown in Figure 9, quite some stock outs interrupt production on a weekly basis, with an average
number of 6.4 new issues per week. Every issue can interrupt the start of one or multiple work-orders.
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Figure 9 Material Shortage Reports during Daily White Board Meeting

The majority of the issues is not solved before the due date, as indicated in Figure 10. On average, issues
are solved 8 days after the due date, with a minimum and maximum of 36 and 74 days, respectively. So,
although lost hours due to material shortages are not structurally recorded, it can be concluded that
stock outs have a significant impact on production (interruption).
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Figure 10 Deviation per issue from due date for Daily White Board Meeting

2.3 Inventory Classification and Parameterization
2.3.1 ABC Classification
To improve the planning and control regarding inventory, FEI makes use of the so -called ABC
classification. The ABC classification is one of the most widely used methods to classify inventory in
practice (Teunter, Babai, Syntetos, & Test, 2010), especially useful in organizations with a large number
of distinct items (Eric et al., 2016). One of the reasons the ABC method is so popular, is that it is easy to
apply and simple to understand (Ng, 2007). The ABC is a useful method to divide inventory into the
trivial many and the significant few (Willis & Shields, 1990), i.e. to decide on which items to devote more
or less attention and control. For FEI, the classification serves as an input to decide on the values of the
parameters for procurement and inventory management to be used in the ERP system. Items are
divided over three separate groups (A, B and C) based on their importance or criticality, with A being the
group containing the most important items (Yang & Niu, 2009). The classification FEI uses is based on
the two year turnover volume of the item: the historic data for the past 52 weeks and the forecast for
the upcoming year. This volume is calculated by multiplying the standard cost (=purchase price at the
supplier) by the total number of used parts. In case of new items, no historic data is available yet and a
one-year forecast is used. However, since the turnover volume of other items is based on two years, this
greatly underestimates the turnover volume of these new items. Next, the items are ranked by their
total turnover volume and classified according to the Pareto rule, stating that a “small percentage of a
group accounts for the largest fraction of its impact or value” (APICS, 2016). In case of FEI, this means
that the items that belong to the upper 80% of the turnover volume are classified as A, the upper 5-15%
as B and the remaining lower 5% as C. Applying this classification to the purchase item inventory at FEI
results in the classification as shown in Table 1. As can be seen, in case of FEI the Pareto 80/20 rule is
more extreme: 80% of the turnover volume is not caused by 20 but by just 5% of the total number of
distinct items.
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Table 1 ABC classification FEI at 01-03-2017
Class

Number of SKUs
#

%

Two year turnover
volume
%

A

191

5.0%

80.7%

B

572

15.0%

15.7%

C

3047

80.0%

3.6%

Total

3810

This classification includes Kanban parts and parts that have no projected demand for the upcoming 12
months, which will be referred to as obsolete items in this case. Excluding these two types of parts
results in the following classification (Table 2). Since Kanban parts are usually characterized as low-cost
high-volume items, the cost range for the C-class increases in size, as expected.
Table 2 ABC Classification FEI at 01-03-2017 excluding Kanban and Obsolete items
Class

Number of SKUs
#

%

Two year
turnover volume
%

A

116

5.0%

77.2%

B

348

15.0%

18.1%

C

1856

80.0%

4.7%

Tota l

2320

After objectively determining the class of every SKU (Stock Keeping Unit), the items are subject to a
subjective revision. This includes the changing of classes based on factors ignored in the model, such as
supply complexities. The resulting classification of the last couple of years, including the cost of goods
sold (COGS), is shown in Figure 11.

Inventory value and COGS

Value

Blank
C
B
A
COGS
Period

Figure 11 ABC Classification
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Based on this ABC classification, the corresponding parameters were determined:
Review Period
The review period (Order Period at FEI), is the time between successive evaluations of the inventory
status of a specific item to determine whether reordering is necessary.
Safety time
To build in time for supply uncertainty, a safety time has been defined for every item. The safety time is
the number of days that an item is reviewed before its normal review time. For the classes A and B this
time has been set at 5 days and for class C at 20 days.
Safety stock
Safety stocks are only used for a limited number of items, depending on two criteria (referred to as
factor analysis). Moreover, safety stocks are only defined for items classified as ‘Y’ in the XYZ
classification, as will be elaborated upon in the next section. Safety stocks are not defined for X items
since they are regarded as having stable demand for which accurate forecasts can be made, reducing
the need for safety stocks. Safety stocks for Z items are not defined because using the factors described
below, safety stocks would increase to a (too) large value.
 On-time delivery: if the supplier of an item has an on-time delivery (OTD) lower than 96% and
has had four late deliveries in the past 12 months, the safety stock is calculated as follows:
𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑡 12 𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑠
𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 =
∗ 𝐴𝑣𝑔. 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
 Rejection: if the total number of days to repair a rejected item in the factory is more than the
purchase lead time to order a new item, the safety stock is calculated as follows:
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑟𝑒𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑡 12 𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑠
𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 =
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠
 Exceptions: Kanban items and items that have an MOQ smaller than the demand during lead
time are excluded from safety stock allocations.
The choice for the on-time delivery and rejection criteria was made after a comparison with the
standard deviation as a base for the calculation. The formula used, conform Axsäter (2015), was
expressed as follows:
𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 = 𝑡𝛽 ∗ 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑
Where 𝑡𝛽 was defined as the standard normal distribution parameter for a 𝛽 service level. However, the
assumption was made that for a service level of e.g. 95%, 𝑡𝛽 = 1.95. However, this is not true since,
using the standard normal distribution tables, for probabilities of e.g. 90%, 95% and 99%, z-values (i.e.
𝑡𝛽 -values) of 1.29, 1.65 and 2.33 should be used. This leads, for the 95% probability to a significantly
lower safety stock.
The choice between safety time versus safety stock can depend on several factors (Atan, De Kok,
Dellaert, Van Boxel, & Janssen, 2016). Reasons to use safety time over safety stock are if demand and
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supply uncertainties are primarily due to timing rather than quantity, if demand and lead time variability
are high at the same moment or if items undergo rework often and are therefore subject to
obsolescence risk (Atan et al., 2016).
Looking at the criteria above, one can conclude the safety stock value is independent of the coefficient
of variation (CV) of demand, as can be seen in Figure 12. This graph contains all items for which both the
CV and safety stock value (≥0) are known. As can be seen, 64% of the items with a safety stock>0 have a
CV≤1, implying that it is not necessarily the items with a higher variability in demand that have a safety
stock>0. Although including on-time delivery and rejections in the safety stock value makes sense, it is
strongly suggested to include the demand variability as well.

Percentage of number of items
with Safety Stock > 0

Cumulative Distribution safety stock items
100%
80%
60%

40%
20%
0%
0,166 0,266 0,311 0,444 0,559 0,829 1,065 1,236 1,524 1,954 2,421 3,464 3,464
Coefficient of Variation
Figure 12 Cum. Distribution for all items with inventory (01-2017) and safety stock > 0

Requisition lead time
Every Monday a requisition list is generated listing all the items that need to be reviewed during every
day of that week. The requisition lead time is the number of days a purchaser has to order an item from
the date stated at the requisition list. This time has been set at 3 days for all classes. To elaborate: an
item at the requisition list recorded at, for example, Monday has to be ordered no later than
Wednesday.
Order policy
In contrast to the four common inventory control systems as depicted in Table 3, FEI uses a different
strategy. In general, inventory control policies are differentiated on two factors: periodic vs. continuous
review and a fixed vs. variable replenishment quantity.
Table 3 Inventory control policies

Fixed base replenishment quantity
Variable replenishment quantity

Periodic review
(𝑅, 𝑠, 𝑛𝑄)
(𝑅, 𝑠, 𝑆)
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Continuous review
(𝑠, 𝑄)
(𝑠, 𝑆)

The variables in the table above are defined as follows (Broekmeulen & Van Donselaar, 2014b):
 R=Review period; the time between consecutive inventory level evaluation moments.
 s=reorder level; if the inventory position (strictly) drops below this critical level, inventory has to
be replenished.
 Q=fixed based replenishment quantity; replenishment quantities can only be multiples of Q (due
to delivery in e.g. full case packs or pallets).
 n=the integer multiple of the fixed based replenishment quantity Q that is needed to raise the
inventory position to or above the reorder level s.
 S=order-up-to-level; if the inventory position drops below the reorder level, the replenishment
quantity has to bring the inventory position to or above the order-up-to-level S. The
replenishment quantity in an order-up-to-level policy is thus variable, depending on the
inventory position at the review moment.
The (𝑅, 𝑠, 𝑛𝑄) policy, for example, can thus be defined as follows: “If at a review moment the inventory
position is below the reorder level s, then n times Q units are ordered with n the minimum integer
which is needed to bring the inventory position after orderi ng back to or above the reorder level s”
(Broekmeulen & Van Donselaar, 2014b).
For all three classes A, B and C, FEI makes use of a periodic review period R. Due to the short product life
cycles and high-mix low-volume environment FEI operates in, FEI does not make use of a fixed order-upto-level S; at every review moment they order exactly what they need according to the forecast.
Likewise, a fixed reorder level s per item is not used either. Procurement does make use of safety stock
for part of the inventory though. Moreover, FEI has to deal with Minimum Order Quantities, recorded in
the supply contracts set up between the supplier and Sourcing. The replenishment quantity can thus not
always equal the needed quantity (offset by the inventory on hand and in transit and backorders).
For all three classes the same order policy is used: the Period Order Quantity (POQ), in terms of the
classification above equal to a (R) policy. Every review period the inventory status and forecast are
analyzed and the deficit is ordered.
Transport Lead Time
The transport lead time FEI employs depends on the location of the supplier being in- or outside the
European Union. For the former a 7 day lead time and for the latter a 14 day lead time is used. This is a
‘worst-case’ scenario however and is a rough estimation. It is therefore recommended to analyze the
actual transport times in and outsize of the EU. This worst-case scenario indirectly functions as safety
time as well, but the allocation of safety time to items in this way is not accurate. Since the realized vs.
planned supplier lead times are known on a supplier level, basing the transport lead time on these levels
would provide a more accurate estimation. Aggregating the on-time delivery (OTD) performance of
suppliers leads to the graph in Figure 13. As one can see, the target OTD for suppliers is set at 96%. It is
therefore recommended to base the transport time on actual supplier performance and variance in lead
time.
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OTD Percentage

On-Time Delivery (OTD)
100%
98%
96%
94%
92%
90%
88%

On-Time
KPI-Target

Period
Figure 13 On-Time Delivery performance on aggregate supplier level

Exceptions
Not all items use the parameters of the ABC classification.
 Items for which the Minimum Order Quantity (MOQ) is higher than the Economic Order
Quantity (EOQ) and commercial products (e.g. NSRs) use a Lot-for-Lot policy (L4L) instead of the
POQ. This implies these items do not have a review period and are only ordered when a need
occurs in the exact quantity needed.
 Kanban parts also follow a different policy. Currently, all Kanban parts have the same supplier
(MAG45). For the Kanban parts a two-bin system is used with two storage locations, one within
the warehouse and one within the cleanroom. When a worker takes the last item from a bin,
they take the bin, put it at the bottom shelf and pull the second bin to the front. The supplier
checks the bins twice a week at fixed days, at Tuesday and Thursday. If they notify a bin is empty
they scan the card from the bin and pull-out an orange label to indicate is has been scanned.
The bin is then replenished at the next review moment and placed behind the bin that is still in
place. The name FEI uses for this order policy is the Fixed Order Quantity (FOQ). Since the
supplier is located close to the production site of FEI, frequent inventory reviews by the supplier
are possible. Currently, workers in the cleanroom often take more items from the bin at the
central storage area than needed, to subsequently ‘store’ it at the place they are working, to
avoid spending time to walk from their working spot to the storage area for only one item.
Hence, the bins are often empty while there is still enough inventory at other locations in the
cleanroom. Moreover, the parts usage cannot be accurately recorded in this way. Therefore,
plans are in place to locate several two-bin storage locations in the cleanroom with smaller
quantities in each bin.
 The last type of items that form an exception are obsolete and new items, that get the
classification Blank instead of A, B or C.
o Obsolete items are items that have a forecasted demand of zero for the upcoming 12
months. The order period for these items is set at 180 days. Since obsolete items have
no forecasted demand, using a POQ order policy of 180 days seems illogical. Using the
L4L-policy and ordering whenever a demand comes up is more reasonable.
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o

New items are items that do not have (much) historic demand (yet) and for which an
accurate forecast cannot be made. For these items a need may occur every now and
then, but the unpredictability of this need makes the creation of a forecast highly
inaccurate. Therefore, these items do not have an order period but a Lot-for-Lot order
policy to order the needed quantity whenever a demand comes up.

A summary of this section along with the parameter values is provided in Table 4.
Table 4 Parameter Order values

Cl a s s

Cri teri on

Order
Pol i cy

A
B
C

Two yea r turnover > €140.000
€20.000 < Two yea r turnover < €140.000
Two yea r turnover < €20.000
Obs ol ete i tems
New i tems
MOQ>EOQ
Commerci a l i tems
Ka nba n i tems

POQ
POQ
POQ
POQ
L4L
L4L
L4L
FOQ

Blank
Exceptions

Order
Period
(da ys )

Sa fety
ti me
(da ys)

Requisition
Lea d-Time
(da ys )

Tra nsport
l ead time
EU (da ys )

21
60
180
180
0
0
0
0

5
5
20
5
5
5
5
5

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

Tra nsport
l ead time
non-EU
(da ys )
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14

2.4 Inventory analysis
2.4.1 Inventory turnover
To analyze the inventory performance of FEI, the inventory turnover is analyzed as depicted in Figure 14,
with an average of 1.51 over the last 12 months. The inventory turnover is defined as “the number of
times an inventory cycles, or “turns over”, during the year” (APICS, 2016). The inventory turnover is
calculated by dividing the cost of goods sold by the average inventory level (raw material + work-inprocess + finished goods) during that period. FEI calculates their yearly inventory turnover by scaling
their three-month COGS to a 12 month COGS, instead of taking the sum of the COGS of the last 12
months, as shown in the following formula:
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝐺𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑠 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑑 ( 𝐶𝑂𝐺𝑆) 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑠∗4
𝐵𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔+𝐸𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 3 𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑠
2

Month-Year

Figure 14 Inventory turnover
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𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 =

To give an indication of the values behind the inventory turnover, the inventory turnover of 1.61 based
on the period November 2016 to January 2017 is calculated as follows (note that the values are scaled
for condidentiality):
𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 =

(€10.98 + €146.43 + €12.86) ∗ 4
= 1.61
€419.84 + €427.95
2

As one might note, the COGS in December 2016 is much larger than the COGS in November 2016 and
January 2017. This is caused by the quarter-end pressure and targets, as explained in Figure 4 earlier on.
Based on the inventory turnover, the Days Sales of Inventory (DSI) can be calculated, which is the
number of days it takes FEI to turn over its entire inventory value (into sales).
𝐷𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 =

𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦
∗ 365
𝐶𝑂𝐺𝑆

A turnover of 1.61, as calculated above, implies it takes on average 227 days for FEI to turn their
inventory into cash.
As indicated above, the average inventory includes, besides raw material inventory, work-in-progress
(WIP) and finished goods inventory as well. Because of the long internal lead times and high value of
microscopes, the value of work-in-progress constitutes a major part of the total inventory value, as
shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15 Inventory breakdown (average per quarter)

2.5 Obsolescence
Because of the short product life-cycle and item upgrades, products get out-of-date relatively fast. Next
to this, customers may cancel orders. This may result in FEI having excess inventory that they may not
be able to ‘sell’ anymore. Moreover, due to the MOQs that Procurement has to comply with, the order
quantity they have to order may be larger than the quantity needed. If FEI cannot sell these remaining
items anymore, they may end up becoming obsolete. FEI does have warranty obligations to customers
for which they have to store inventory for a couple of years, even if the item is not used in current
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production anymore. These quantities are small compared to the quantities required for production
however.
2.5.1 Current obsolescence calculation
FEI labels items as having an obsolescence risk if the current Quantity On Hand (QOH) is larger than the
total expected demand in the MRP system. The obsolete inventory value is subsequently calculated as
follows:
𝑂𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 = (𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑂𝑛 𝐻𝑎𝑛𝑑 − 𝑀𝑅𝑃 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑) ∗ 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒
The total expected MRP demand is based on information from S&OP that plans about six quarters
ahead. If the current inventory on hand exceeds this value, it does not mean there is no expected
demand for this quantity anymore however. When analyzing the difference between the MRP demand
for the upcoming 12 months and the total MRP demand, it is revealed that for items with a nonzero
expected MRP demand, the total MRP demand is, on average, only 14% higher than the demand for the
first 12 months. This may indicate that the expected MRP demand for more than one year ahead is less
accurate and underestimates the real demand. This is not strange since forecasting further away into
the future is generally harder.
The above calculation has been used by finance since May 2016. Before this date, items were marked as
either obsolete or not (i.e. not in terms of risk). If marked as obsolete, the entire QOH value was used
for the obsolete inventory value. Since the fraction of items marked as obsolete was s ubstantially less
before May 2016, the total obsolete inventory value was lower as well, as can be seen in Figure 16. Since
the obsolete inventory value on itself does not give a good representation, due to e.g. growth in
demand, it has also been expressed as a percentage of the total raw material value. This graphical
analysis shows that the obsolete inventory fraction seems to be quite high. Therefore, the current way
of measuring obsolescence will now be analyzed.

Figure 16 Obsolescence following FEI calculations, both as absolute value as well as the fraction of raw material value
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2.5.2 Alternative obsolescence calculations
Obsolescence can be measured in more ways than the method described above. To analyze the extent
of aging inventory, the warehouse inventory can be analyzed on two factors. On the one hand, the Last
Transaction Date, which is the last date a SKU has been moved from the warehouse to the factory. On
the other hand, the Last PO (Purchase Order) Receipt Date, which is the date of the last replenishment
of a certain SKU. In Figure 17, these two factors are graphed against each other. As can be seen, both
the transaction and PO Date can be larger than each other. A larger Last PO Receipt Date indicates the
inventory has not been used yet since the most recent replenishment. This means all SKUs above the
black diagonal in Figure 17 indicate SKUs that have not been used yet since the last replenishment.
Especially the SKUs on the left size of the graph have been stored in the warehouse without usage for a
long(er) time. The SKUs in the bottom right are indicate SKUs that have been replenished a long time
ago, but for which the items are still used. This may indicate that at the time of ordering too much
inventory was ordered due to e.g. a large MOQ or forecast errors. Ideally, all SKUs are located close to
the diagonal in the upper right corner (except for SKUs stored for warranty purposes, this is not stored
in the system however).
Moreover, in Figure 17, all dots are marked as having an obsolescence risk or not. This classification is
based on the description above: an item has an obsolescence risk if the QOH is larger than the total MRP
demand. As one can note, a considerable number of items that have not been used for a long time are
not marked as having an obsolescence risk (blue dots). This thus highly questions the current way of
measuring obsolescence.

Figure 17 Snapshot of Last PO Receipt Date vs Last Transaction Date at 07-02-2017 for all SKUs for which both dates were
stored - Obsolescence
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Using the current obsolescence calculation for February 2017 gives a value of €2,943,469 (for all items
for which the last PO Receipt and Transaction Date are known). The same analysis using the last PO
Receipt and last transaction date as a criterion, result in an obsolescence values of €971,994 for 1 year
and €572,000 for 2 years back. This implies an overestimation of 67% (1 year) and 81% (2 years). The last
PO Receipt is included as well, since a recent PO Receipt is regarded as indicator that demand is
expected in the (near) future, which makes the item thus not obsolete. Only using the last transaction
date result in obsolescence values of €1,100,744 (1 year) and €645,095 (2 year). This analysis shows the
current obsolescence calculations seems to highly overestimate the real obsolescence value. Another
analysis from finance multiplies inventory with risk percentages per time period of MRP demand instead
of regarding the complete inventory value as obsolete. This leads to a lower cost but still depends on the
expected MRP demand and not on the last Transaction and PO Receipt date.
To analyze the characteristics of the dots/items in the scatter plot in Figure 17, the graph has been
plotted for both the ABC-Blank classification as well, as shown in Figure 18. As can be seen, it is
especially the Blank and C items that have been in the warehouse for a long time without being used. In
the legend on the right the number of items per class are displayed. Because of the high density of dots
in the upper right corner, the A and B items, that are mainly present there, are overshadowed by the
high number of C items.

Figure 18 Snapshot of Last PO Receipt Date vs Last Transaction Date at 07-02-2017 for all SKUs for which both dates were
stored - ABC-Blank

To analyze the extent of obsolescence further, the last time the current SKUs on stock in the warehouse
were used can be graphed, as shown in Figure 19. Due to the low number of SKUs in the period 20102014, these years are shown on an aggregated year level. To analyze the last transaction date in terms
of percentages, the cumulative distribution is shown as well. This shows that about 17% of the total
number of SKUs have been in the warehouse for more than a year without being used. Besides an
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analysis based on the number of SKUs, the same can be done for the total value. This shows that,
contrary to the 17% when looking at SKU-level, about 7% of the total raw-material value has been in the
warehouse for more than a year without being used.
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Period
Figure 19 Snapshot of (Cumulative) Last Transaction Dates at 07-02-2017 for all SKUs for which data was available; # SKUs

To analyze what type of items have a Last Transaction Date relatively long ago, the relationship with the
demand variation can be investigated by plotting it against the coefficient of variation (CV), as depicted
in Figure 20. In this graph, a clear pattern can be observed, with the trendline having a clear downward
slope. Looking at the (overall) plot, the ‘older’ the Last Transaction Date, the higher the CV. This
indicates that the demand variation can serve as quite a good way to estimate obsolescence. However,
this may be due to the increasing number of zero demand values in the more recent time periods. An
analysis of the number of zero demand values and the CV gives a correlation coefficient of 90.5% and a
trend analysis shows a positive trend with an R-squared significance value of 0.80, which explains the
relationship in the graph.
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Figure 20 CV vs. Last Transaction Date for the past 12 months for all items with inventory (03-2017) for which both values
were available
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2.5.3 Inventory record accuracy
Ordering by Procurement takes place based on the inventory records in the ERP System QAD. If these
records are inaccurate, over- or under-ordering may be the result, resulting in possible obsolescence
and material shortages. The target accuracy is set at 97%, which is not achieved frequently, as can be
seen in Figure 21
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Figure 21 Inventory Record Accuracy

2.6 Cause-Effect analysis
To structure the above given analysis, the issues, challenges and problems have been linked to their
causes in the cause-effect diagram, which is depicted in APPENDIX D – Cause-Effect Diagram.

2.7 Minimum order quantity
Within FEI, the Minimum Order Quantities agreed upon with suppliers are determined by Sourcing. The
basis of determining the MOQ for any product and supplier is that FEI preferably wants to order a SKU
only three to four times a year since the costs for setting up an order at the supplier are considerable. So
if the annual demand of a SKU is e.g. 120, then the MOQ that is aimed at is around 30 to 40. Next,
Sourcing requests quotations for the unit price for different MOQs at the supplier and then decides
upon an appropriate MOQ. Because most items FEI orders at suppliers are custom-made, orders are
subject to setup/change-over costs. In some cases the unit price can therefore significantly drop if the
MOQ is increased. This price-elasticity,

∆𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒
∆𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦

, can therefore impact the choice of the MOQ as well.

Factors like holding, ordering and transport costs and volume (for storage space in the warehouse) are
thus not specifically taken into account. Since the MOQ has a major impact on the processes at
Procurement, it is highly advised to create a tactical level including both Sourcing and Procurement to
jointly determine the best suitable MOQ values, lead times and other contractual agreements.
Because of the customization, the MOQ is generally not subject to fixed case-pack sizes. Therefore, FEI is
free to decide on the desired MOQ, subject to the corresponding costs (Dutch: wie betaalt bepaalt).
Another factor that is of importance is the risk-profile and maturity of the item. If an item has just been
introduced, the projected demand may still be uncertain and highly variable leading to a relative low
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MOQ. If the item is in the maturity phase of its life cycle, which can be a multi -year period, and demand
is stable the MOQ is naturally increased. If an item is at the end of its life cycle within FEI, if e.g. a new
version of the item is available or the type of microscope in which it is used is phased-out, the MOQ will
be reduced. Currently, there are no fixed review periods for evaluation of the MOQ. Every supplier has a
designated contact person within Sourcing that updates the MOQ if (s)he considers it necessary. It is
therefore suggested to create explicit rules for this to structure this process. Contract prices are, on the
other hand, updated on a yearly basis. Contracts between FEI and suppliers are arranged on a global
level, i.e. contract prices and MOQs agreed upon with a supplier apply to all FEI sites, i.e. Eindh oven
Acht, Brno and Hillsboro. MOQs are regarded as individual obligations, meaning that MOQs are not
shared between sites, e.g. ordering 90 units for Brno and 10 for Eindhoven with a MOQ of 100 is rare.
The high level of customization of items also means that the suppliers may have to purchase specific raw
materials at their suppliers as well, may have to order sub-assemblies or send items to other parties for
processing that need to purchase their raw materials as well. Therefore, lead times are often long and
can easily take up several months from the moment of ordering.
As a way to reduce the long lead times, FEI sends out forecasts to a vast amount of suppliers so suppliers
can anticipate and, for example, already start buying their raw materials and/or sub-assemblies. This
way the lead time can significantly be reduced at the moment of actual ordering. The sending out of
forecasts (in line with the contrast between Make-To-Order (MTO) to Make-To-Forecast (MTF)) can
result in large cost reductions as well, since production batches are not started for single orders but for
aggregated quantities. SKUs are then produced in so-called Minimum Production Quantities (MPQ) and
subsequently (temporarily) stored at the supplier, after which they can be ordered (Dutch: afroepen) in
smaller quantities (MOQ=1) with a relatively short lead time. In the end, FEI does still have the liability to
make sure the sum of these small orders sum to the MPQ, but can do so with small orders according to
demand and is no longer subject to large MOQs and corresponding storage costs.

2.8 Supply chain integration
As indicated in the section 0, FEI shares its forecasts for items with a vast number of suppliers. To decide
for which items forecasts are sent to the suppliers, the XYZ-classification is used. The XYZ-classification is
a predictability analysis and classifies items based on the “consistency and predictability of the
movement”, determined by the items’ standard deviation and coefficient of variation (Dhoka &
Choudary, 2015). X class items can be characterized as highly predictable/uniform demand, Y items as
having variations in their movement/varying demand and, finally, Z items as highly
unpredictable/abnormal demand. Therefore, forecasts for Z items are generally not sent to suppliers.
Currently, the distribution of items over the classes X, Y and Z is around 15%, 21% and 65%, respectively.
To carry out the XYZ analysis, the standard deviation and coefficient of variance have to be computed
for every product using the following equations:
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𝑁

1
𝜎 = √ ∑(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥̅) 2
𝑁
𝑖=1

𝐶𝑉 =

𝜎
𝑥̅

Where,
𝜎 = 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑥 𝑖 = 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑠
𝑥̅ = 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
𝑁 = 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
𝐶𝑉 = 𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
The three classes are distinguished in the following way:
𝑋: 0 ≤ 𝐶𝑉 ≤ 0.5
𝑌: 0.5 < 𝐶𝑉 ≤ 1
𝑍: 𝐶𝑉 > 1
FEI sends out forecast for items that are part of either class A or B and class X or Y. To get an indication
of what fraction of the items this concerns, the ABC vs. XYZ classification is visualized in Figure 22.

ABC vs. XYZ Classification
Percentage of # of SKUs

100%
80%

1%
39%

4%

19%

44%

60%

40%

55%

44%

30%

16%

22%

A

B

Blank
Z
Y

20%
0%

87%

X

15%
12%

C

11%
1%
Blank

Class
Figure 22 ABC vs. XYZ Classification of over 5000 items

Concepts that have been introduced relatively recently, are Move-Rate planning and Vendor-Managed
Inventory (VMI). The former is comparable to sending out forecasts, but now the actual usage rates in
the factory are sent out to the supplier. The latter is a means of inventory management in which the
supplier has access to the inventory data of FEI as is responsible for maintaining a certain level of
inventory at FEI’s warehouse. At FEI the supplier is required to keep the inventory level between the
upper safety level (USL) and the lower safety level (LSL), which functions as a buffer.
Because the supplier anticipates on the forecasts and already makes costs, FEI has a liability to the
supplier. The size of the liability is expressed in percentage of the total price and is increasing in the time
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since the sending out of the forecast. An example is depicted in Figure 23. If, in this example, FEI would
like to cancel their order five months after sending out the forecast, they are liable to the supplier for
50% of the total price. In reality, the cancellation of an order seldom happens.

Figure 23 Example of liability to supplier

2.9 Economic order quantity
As described before, FEI has to adhere to the Minimum Order Quantities (MOQ) agreed upon between
the supplier and Sourcing. Reasons for the MOQs can be requirements from the supplier due to fixed
case pack sizes or discount quantities when buying in larger batches. To evaluate the impact of the
current MOQs, it would be interesting to compare the model to batch sizes according to the Economic
Order Quantity (EOQ).
The Economic Order Quantity is the order quantity that minimizes the sum of the holding and ordering
costs and assumes constant demand (Muckstadt & Sapra, 2010). To determine the EOQ the following
notation will be used. The set of SKUs will be denoted by 𝐼 and the number of SKUs in 𝐼 is |𝐼| ∈ ℕ ≔
{1,2, … } . The SKUs will be numbered as 1, … , |𝐼|. The 𝐸𝑂𝑄𝑖will be calculated for every item 𝑖 using an
order quantity 𝑄𝑖 , fixed order cost 𝐾𝑖 , purchase cost 𝑐𝑖, annual interest rate 𝑟𝑖 and annual demand
quantity 𝑑𝑖. Note that the annual holding cost for an item 𝑖 can thus be expressed as 𝑐𝑖 ∗ 𝑟𝑖 .
The cost function used to determine the EOQ consists of the purchasing, order and holding costs. The
purchasing costs are simply the multiplication of the annual demand by the price. The number of placed
orders per year equals

𝑑𝑖
𝑄𝑖

and therefore the total order cost per year can be represented by
𝑄

𝑐 𝑖∗𝑟𝑖 ∗𝑄𝑖

2

2

average inventory per cycle is equal to 𝑖 , leading to annual holding costs of
following total cost formula:
Annual total cost for item 𝑖 = 𝑇𝐶𝑖(𝑄𝑖 ) = 𝑐𝑖 ∗ 𝑑𝑖 +

𝑑𝑖 ∗𝐾𝑖
𝑄𝑖
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+

𝑐 𝑖∗𝑟𝑖 ∗𝑄𝑖
2

𝑑𝑖 ∗𝐾𝑖
𝑄𝑖

. The

. This leads to the

To find the Q that minimizes the total costs, the derivate of the total cost can be taken with respect to
𝑄𝑖, resulting in the following:
𝑑𝑇𝐶𝑖
𝑑𝑖 ∗ 𝐾𝑖 𝑐𝑖 ∗ 𝑟𝑖
=−
+
=0
𝑑𝑄𝑖
𝑄𝑖2
2
2∗𝑑𝑖∗𝐾𝑖

Solving for 𝑄𝑖 gives the optimal order quantity: 𝐸𝑂𝑄𝑖 = √

𝑐 𝑖∗𝑟𝑖

. This result may lead to a non-integer

value. To determine an integer value for 𝐸𝑂𝑄𝑖, 𝑇𝐶𝑖(𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 (𝐸𝑂𝑄𝑖)) and 𝑇𝐶𝑖(𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑝(𝐸𝑂𝑄𝑖 ))
can be compared to choose the rounded 𝐸𝑂𝑄𝑖 with the lowest total cost. This EOQ model has some
assumptions however, such as deterministic and constant demand, independence between products
and no production capacity constraints (Hopp & Spearman, 2001)
2.9.1 Holding cost
To determine the annual holding cost, first an assessment of the annual interest rate has to be made.
The currently used rate to determine the EOQ is 10%, but is based on a not-known estimate from years
ago . The holding cost, along with factors such as ordering cost, transport costs etc., are cost factors that
are commonly used in methods to determine (close-to-) optimal inventory policies. What is remarkable
is that relatively little research has been performed on finding ways to accurately determine those cost
parameters, although nearly all models use (some of) them (Berling, 2008). The holding cost, the cost of
physically having inventory on stock, is associated with costs of having capital invested, write-offs on
warehouses, salaries for warehouse staff, etc. (Berling, 2008). Traditionally, the first factor, cost of
capital, is assumed to account for the largest part of the holding cost. Therefore, it is generally assumed
that holding cost can be expressed as a percentage of the item value (Azzi, Battini, Faccio, Persona, &
Sgarbossa, 2014). In practice, holding cost are often not known precisely and estimated by managers
and determined based on rules-of-thumb (Azzi et al., 2014). Enquiries at the finance department of FEI
showed that an accurate approximation of the current holding cost rate is not known. The mark -up
percentage of purchase items (i.e. the percentage of the cost price added to the cost price to cover (part
of) the overhead costs) is determined on a yearly basis. It is calculated by combining the yearly total
costs associated with the departments Logistics and Sourcing and dividing it by the total expected
purchase value for the upcoming year. The purchase value corrected for the mark-up percentage is used
in determining the cost price of end items. The mark-up percentage for the year 2017 is determined at
9,5%. Although this percentage can be related to the holding costs, it is no accurate approximation. An
often used factor used to determine the holding cost rate is the opportunity costs used in discounted
cash flow models, i.e. the discount rate (Azzi et al., 2014). The currently used discount rate for capital
expenditures (capex) requests is around 10%. This implies that the rate of return on capital investments
requested by e.g. business units has to be at least 10% to be considered for approval. Therefore, the
estimated interest rate of 10% seems to be a good approximation.
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2.9.2 Order and Transport costs
The order cost that is currently used at FEI is defined per order line and is €18,-. An order can consist of
one or multiple order lines. Every order line represents a different SKU, i.e. an order line constitutes the
order for a SKU for a quantity of one or multiple items of that SKU. Every order brings along a
corresponding transportation cost. At FEI, transport costs are not recorded on an item-level however.
Since the transport costs are relatively large compared to the cost of creating an order line, they have a
significant impact. Currently, outside the EU FEI has contracts with around 7 carriers world-wide: FedEx,
DHL Express, UPS, DB Schenker, Panalpina, Expeditors and Nippon Express. For every supplier, FEI has a
designated carrier. The rules agreed upon with the suppliers follow the so-called Incoterms, which are a
set of rules that define the trade terms between the supplier and buyer in foreign trade to provide
guidance to all involved parties (APICS, 2016). The Incoterms define where the responsibilities from the
supplier and buyer end and begin, respectively, regarding costs, risk and insurance. An overview of the
different Incoterms and corresponding responsibilities is depicted in Figure 48 in APPENDIX F Incoterms. FEI prefers the EXW and FCA incoterms since they are experienced with transportation and
have well-priced contracts with carriers. Since FEI was acquired by Thermo Fisher Scientific in 2016, they
expect to get better contracts with carriers, i.e. better priced, in the (near) future.
The prices for sending goods depend both on the volume and weight. All goods transported from
outside the EU are sent by air-transport. Within the EU goods are usually sent over land, mainly using
FedEx, DHL Express and UPS. In case of expedited or priority shipments it may still be decided to use airtransport. Suppliers like VDL and MAG45 that are located next to FEI deliver directly to FEI.
In 2015, the cost for all air-freight transportation totaled to an amount of €164,784 and 55774 for a total
of 15 different suppliers, mainly located in the United States. A summary of the transport and weight
characteristics of these shipments can be found in Table 5. The reason the data for 2015 is used is that
the consolidated data for 2016 is not available (yet). The majority of air-freight shipments was carried
out by Panalpina, a freight forwarder. The cost per shipments consisted of freight costs, a fuel surcharge,
pickup and delivery costs, (terminal) handling costs and brokerage costs (since Panalpina is a freightforwarder). The distribution of these cost factors is shown in Figure 24.
Table 5 Transport cost and weight summary all air-freight non-EU 2015

Min
Average
Max

Transport cost
€21.04
€592.75
€7,178.52
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Weight (kg)
1
200
2555

Transport Cost Distribution
9%
2%
2%
3%

Freight Costs

6%

Fuel Surcharge
Pickup Costs
58%

21%

Delivery Costs
Handling Costs
Brokerage Costs

Figure 24 Transport Cost Distribution, Air-freight Panalpina 2015

If FEI orders multiple SKUs at the same supplier, these items are consolidated for the shipment with the
carrier. On the final invoice from the carrier the specific SKUs or PO number are not listed anymore, but
only the weight and country of origin are recorded. This means that with the current data it is highly
complex to link shipment costs to ordered SKUs for all orders. If a PO and shipment are linked, one could
take the weighted average of the shipment costs with respect to item weights to determine the
transport cost per item, since item weights are recorded in FEI’s ERP system QAD. Since the weights of
items vary highly, as shown in Table 6, one should not take the simple average but the weighted
average. In this case one should still note that the total weight on the invoice includes the packaging
material as well. By taking the weighted average one could still account for this. The transport cost for a
SKU could be estimated using the following expression:
𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑆𝐾𝑈 𝑖

𝑤𝑖 ∗ 𝑄𝑖,𝑗
∗𝑐
∑𝑖𝜖𝐼 𝑤𝑖 ∗ 𝑄𝑖,𝑗 𝑗

Where,
𝑤𝑖 = 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝐾𝑈 𝑖 (𝑘𝑔)
𝑄𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝐾𝑈 𝑖 𝑜𝑛 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑗
𝑐𝑗 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑝𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑖
Table 6 Item weights for all active purchase items

Min
Average
Max

Weight per SKU(kg)
0.00001
4.67
1673

The average cost per kilogram for air-freight in 2015 can be calculated as

€592.75
200 𝑘𝑔

= €2.96/𝑘𝑔. However,

the 200kg average weight includes packaging material, so the actual cost per kilogram is considerably
higher, which makes this value unreliable to use. Since the transport costs constitute a large part of the
fixed costs but making an accurate estimation of the transport costs per item, depending on the weight
and country of origin of the supplier, is complex with the currently available data, using the EOQ may
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not provide accurate results. The inaccurate value of the EOQ that is currently used by only using the
costs per order line also makes the exception used in the ABC classification for items with MOQ>EOQ
inaccurate.
2.9.3 MOQ compared to EOQ
To get an indication of the difference between the current MOQ and EOQ value when using an annual
interest rate of 10% and order costs of €18, the following comparison analysis has been made, as shown
in Table 7. As one can note, the EOQ, on average, is substantially higher than the MOQ (61 is on
average). Including the transport costs would only increase the order costs and, hence, the EOQ itself as
well. Increasing batch quantities (to the EOQ) reduces the need for safety stock (Axsäter, 2015) but can
as well lead to higher obsolescence risk.

Table 7 MOQ vs. EOQ comparison (excluding transport costs) for over 4000 P-items

MOQ
Min
1
Average 35,63625
Max
10000

EOQ
1
99,07529
17942

Deviation: EOQ-MOQ
-2379
61,43929
6295

2.9.4 Review period
Currently, every Monday a requisition list is generated listing all the items that have to be ordered. The
review period is therefore one week. The optimal review period can be determined using the Economic
Order Interval (EOI) denoted below. Note in the formula above that 𝑐𝑖 ∗ 𝑑𝑖 is the same as the annual
dollar volume, the commonly used criterion for the ABC classification. This implies that the higher the
annual demand volume, the shorter the economic order interval. Moreover, the shorter the review
period, the lower is the need for safety stock (Axsäter, 2015). 𝐸𝑂𝐼𝑖 =
2∗𝐾𝑖

√

𝑟𝑖

∗√

1

𝑐 𝑖∗𝑑𝑖
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𝐸𝑂𝑄𝑖
𝑑𝑖

=√

2∗𝑑𝑖∗𝐾𝑖

𝑐 𝑖∗𝑟𝑖 ∗𝑑2𝑖

=√

2∗𝐾𝑖

𝑐 𝑖∗𝑟𝑖 ∗𝑑𝑖

=

3 LITERATURE REVIEW ON PARAMETER SETTING AND
CLASSIFICATION
In the next three chapters the plan of action stage from the regulative cycle will be completed including
a review of related literature and exploration of different solution concepts. As indicated in the causeeffect diagram, a considerable number of causes are related to inventory classification and parameter
inaccuracy. Several parameters are class-based, they are based on tacit knowledge and trial-and-error,
and are not always updated frequently. As Kraaij (2016a) in his research also indicated, parameter
setting is currently not defined as an integrated process and not executed in a structural manner. The
presence of a parameter setting function is essential and should be defined following the Planning
Hierarchy Framework of De Kok & Fransoo (2003) and serves as input for Supply Chain Operations
Planning (SCOP). One can extend this model by including, amongst others, supply chain design and stock
points. Applying the model to the situation at FEI leads to three production units (PU): model assembly,
assembly of generic systems and final assembly, as depicted in Figure 25 (Bertrand et al., 2016; De Kok &
Fransoo, 2003). Within this network four decoupling points (DP) can be distinguished. Decoupling Points
are the “locations in the product structure or distribution network where inventory is placed to create
independence between processes or entities” (APICS, 2016).
The Hierarchical Planning Framework introduced by Kraaij (2016a), who combined the Supply Chain
Planning (SCP) Matrix (Fleischmann & Meyr, 2003) and SCOP Hierarchy (De Kok & Fransoo, 2003),
specifically includes parameter setting under, amongst others, Procurement to describe planning in the
high-tech industry (see Figure 47 in APPENDIX E – Hierarchical Planning Framework).

Figure 25 Parameter setting in the supply chain hierarchy, adjusted from De Kok & Fransoo (2003)

One of the objectives of the proper setting of parameters is to achieve a more predictable supply chain
environment, to achieve performance goals related to e.g. fill rate, waiting time, Work-in-Progress and
on-time delivery, and/or to construct buffers to create flexibility. Moreover, having a structured
parameter setting process in place is of major importance for the control of internal determinants (e.g.
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demand anticipation, manufacturing flexibility and inventory (buffers)) (Kraaij, 2016a). These internal
determinants are elements that enable the creation of Supply Chain Responsiveness (SCR): “the speed
with which the system can adjust its output within the available range of the four external flexibility
types: product, mix, volume and delivery, in response to an external stimulus, e.g. a customer order”
(Reichhart & Holweg, 2007), which is associated with improved firm performance and enhanced
competitiveness, (Moyano-Fuentes, Sacristán-Díaz, & Garrido-Vega, 2016; Qrunfleh & Tarafdar, 2013).
Safety stock, defined as “the average level of the net stock just before a replenishment arrives”(Tan,
2014), is one way to protect against uncertainties and can function as a buffer for higher-than-average
demand during lead time and supply uncertainties (Axsäter, 2015). Moreover, following the buffering
law, variability is always buffered by a combination of inventory, capacity, time and/or quality (Hopp &
Spearman, 2001). Therefore, a high degree of responsiveness, i.e. flexibility, reduces the need for
buffering.
The guidelines used for the currently used ABC-classification are based on tacit knowledge as well and
have not been (extensively) reviewed when the classification was introduced. These guidelines include,
amongst others, the used criteria for classification, the number of classes, the corresponding class sizes
and the targets and parameter values per class. Therefore, i n this section a review on classification will
be carried out. Setting the proper parameters also depends on other factors in the supply chain, e.g.
supply and demand, as visualized in Figure 26. The setting of parameters should thus be regarded as an
integral process that views parameters as factors with a high level of interdependency.

Figure 26 The expanded role of Inventory Management (Jouni, Huiskonen, & Pirttilä, 2011)

Fisher (1997) presented a model to select the appropriate supply chain strategy for a product, based on
several characteristics (Dong, Lee, Hussain, Drake, & Lee, 2013):



Functional products are characterized by stable demand, long life cycles, low profit margins, low
variety and high volumes.
Innovative products, on the other hand, are identified by volatile demand, short lifecycles, high
profit margins, high variety and low volumes
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They further characterize innovative products as being demand/customer-order driven, having an MTO
(vs MTS) manufacturing strategy and MRP (vs JIT/Kanban) production control. The class an item belongs
to determines the availability and inventory needs for items. FEI’s portfolio of microscopes can be
regarded as innovative products, for which a responsive supply chain, contrary to an efficient one,
should be selected (Kaipia & Holmström, 2007). A responsive supply chain can be identified by speed
and flexibility from both the manufacturer and supplier to enable responsive reactions to fluctuations.
This implies building up buffers for critical items, especially if lead times are long. To clarify the
difference in the required focus for executing strategy, a differentiation is shown in Table 8. A mismatch
between then type of product and supply chain strategy may result in significant problems (Lo & Power,
2010). A focus on efficiency by e.g. using large lot sizes works counterproductive to lead time reduction
(Suri, 1999). Furthermore, innovative products are suited to agile supply using demand-driven rather
than lean supply with forecast-driven planning, due to their volatile demand character (Mason-Jones,
Naylor, & Towill, 2000). Agile supply is focused on increasing flexibility by focusing on reducing lead
times and increasing the service level (Dong et al., 2013).
Table 8 Strategy focus efficient vs. responsive supply chains (Fisher, 1997; Lo & Power, 2010)

Primary purpose

Manufacturing focus/
inventory strategy
Lead time focus
Product-design strategy
Supplier selection criteria

Efficient supply chain
Supply predictable demand efficiently at
the l owest possible cost
Ma i ntain high average utilization ra te
Generate high turns and minimize
i nventory throughout the chain
Shorten lead ti me as l ong as i t does not
i ncrease cost
Ma xi mize performance a nd minimize
cos t
Sel ect primarily for cost a nd quality

Responsive supply chain
Res pond quickly to unpredictable demand in order
to mi nimize stock-outs, forced markdowns, and
obs olete i nventory
Deploy excess buffer ca pacity
Deploy significant buffer s tocks of parts or finished
goods
Invest a ggressively i n ways to reduce lead ti me
Us e modular design in order to postpone product
di fferentiation for a s long as possible
Sel ect primarily for s peed, flexibility a nd quality

Demand integration (increasing access to demand information through the supply chain) is a helpful tool
to enable rapid and efficient supply of goods, coordinated planning and improved communication,
which in turn facilitates an increase in responsiveness to changes in demand (De Treville, Shapiro, &
Hameri, 2004). With more accurate and timely demand information a supplier can reduce its inventory,
increase its delivery reliability (i.e. service level/fill rate) to customers, or both. In turn, if the supplier
increases its delivery reliability, the customer can reduce its inventory buffers, creating a win -win
situation. The value of sharing demand information increases with demand variability and when the
offset between the production and order cycle of the supplier and customer increases , and decreases
with lead time (Bourland, Powell, & Pyke, 1996; De Treville et al., 2004).
To reduce lead time a first step is to create metrics that properly reflect the lead time. For the definition
of these metrics, it should be clearly identified what the start and end points are of measuring lead time
(Suri, 1999). At FEI, one could for example choose the end point at the moment the microscope moves
from the factory to the warehouse, the shipping date, the arrival time at the customer or the moment
the microscope is in production at the customer site. Since a microscope may have to wait a substantial
amount of time in the warehouse after it has been finished because the customer site is not ready and
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since transport time is not in FEI’s reach of influence, one may decide to end th e lead time
measurement at the moment of moving the microscope from the factory to the warehouse. A second
point of importance is to assign responsibility to a person/team for each segment of the total lead time,
having no gaps in the measurement, especially at moments of handoff between different production
stages. Finally, one should track inventory through the entire production system. To eliminate
unnecessary time out of the total lead time, one should also clearly track the causes of items that are
waiting. If there is e.g. a substantial delay between the release and start of a work order, one should be
able to see if this was due to a material shortage, a backlog or other causes (Suri, 1999). Having a clear
overview of the location of inventory, the amount of actual production and waiting time and the
corresponding causes enables one to cut away unnecessary waiting time and to focus on and tackle the
causes that really have an impact.
In many firms items are often aggregated and grouped together using a classification method after
which different control policies are allocated to different groups. This grouping of items provides
management with more effective ways to specify, monitor and control system performance, since
(strategic) objectives can generally be easier represented in terms of groups (Chakravarty, 1981; Cohen
& Ernst, 1988; Millstein, Yang, & Li, 2014). Inventory control in all stages of production (e.g. raw
materials, spare parts, work-in-process and finished products) is of major importance and can lead to
high capital and operations costs and a reduced production efficie ncy if not executed and controlled
well (Bose, 2006).
Within inventory management, safety stock parameters are used to deal with uncertainties and (try to)
prevent production lines from being interrupted. However, managers often miss-use these parameters
and may not be aware of the impact of changing this parameter has on inventory until it is too late
(Dhoka & Choudary, 2015). According to Dhoka & Choudary (2013), the appropriate use of classifications
can reduce these errors. The level of automation of inventory management is expanding more and
more. To be able to manage inventory with the use of ERP systems, underlying parameters such as the
re-order level, MOQ, lot-size and lead time have to be determined. In order to simplify the use of these
systems and improve the inventory management, the parameter settings in MPS and MRP systems have
to be clearly understood and mapped. To achieve this, product classification methods are a convenient
and effective way to group products based on one or multiple criteria and define different parameter
settings for different groups of products (Dhoka & Choudary, 2015). The classification can be based on
underlying assumptions and (qualitative or quantitative) data. The main goal of classifying products here
is to reduce the complexity of inventory management, which is accomplished by defining inventory
control methods and service levels per class instead of per individual SKU (Teunter et al., 2010). The
movement of parts through the supply chain is greatly impacted by parameter settings and the correct
setting of parameters is therefore of major importance (Dhoka & Choudary, 2015). Besides supporting
stock control, classification may also be used for forecasti ng techniques by making them classdependent (Boylan, Syntetos, & Karakostas, 2008).
Due to constant innovation, the length of product life cycles is reducing. Moreover, constant innovation
may result in production processes and products becoming more complex, leading to a more complex
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inventory management as well (Dhoka & Choudary, 2015). Although main objectives are usually focused
on revenue and profits, the focus on control of inventory, working capital and efficiency is getting
stronger (Dhoka & Choudary, 2013). One of the ways to deal with inventory management becoming
more complicated is to classify inventory into different segments.
As can be concluded from the above, inventory classification can have many benefits and support
control and management. One of the most basic ways to classify inventory is based on the concepts of
importance and exception. To determine if products should be labeled as important or exceptional,
some commonly used criteria are value, quantity, demand, availability, weight and volume (Dhoka &
Choudary, 2015). The majority of the product classification methods divide products over three different
segments. To overcome possible limitations of classification methods, methods may be combined to add
dimensions to the matrix or framework to make the analyses more effective and overcome
disadvantages (Eric et al., 2016).

3.1 The ABC analysis method
As indicated in Chapter 2, one of the most widely used methods to classify inventory in practice is the
ABC classification method (Teunter et al., 2010). Although the ABC method can be applied in several
domains, it is most commonly used within inventory classification (Eric et al., 2016). The results of the
ABC classification are often input for the setting of various parameters for planning and inventory
management in automated process and ERP systems (Dhoka & Choudary, 2015). Moreover, the ABC
method is used to streamline organizations, manage inventory with many distinct items (i.e. SKUs) and
to classify production line operations to eventually improve the effectiveness of production parameters,
resulting in cost and time reductions (Eric et al., 2016). APICS defines the technique as “the classification
of a group of items in decreasing order of annual dollar volume (price multiplied by projected volume)
or other criteria (APICS, 2016). This array is then split into three classes, called A, B and C”. Next, the
same targets are set for all items in the same class.

3.2 Criteria
Although the most traditional approach is to rank items based on the annual dollar volume, there are
many other relevant criteria that could be taken into account in the classification method (e.g. supply
certainty, criticality, lead time, obsolescence, review and replenishment costs, substitutability,
commonality and minimum order quantities) to provide a more comprehensive managerial approach
(Flores, Olson, & Dorai, 1992; Flores & Whybark, 1986; Teunter et al., 2010). To apply multiple criteria,
an overall item performance has to be calculated based on a weighted score that combines the scores
of the different criteria and their weights (Douissa & Jabeur, 2016). A leading factor in choosing the
number of criteria is to not complicate the management and control process. When choosing for
multiple criteria, it is essential to maintain a reasonably simple and understandable set of inventory
policies (Flores et al., 1992). Teunter et al. (2010) showed that to achieve cost optimal (or cost-service
efficient) solutions, the use of a single criterion is sufficient; a single criterion can take multiple
parameters into account though.
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Besides annual dollar volume, some other relevant criteria that may be included in a multi -criteria
classification were elaborated upon by Flores et al. (1992) and Flores & Whybark (1986):









In the very dynamic environment of the high-tech industry with constant technological
developments, obsolescence of items may be a factor of great interest.
Lead time can be an important factor regarding both its length and variability in order to assure
an adequate supply. The lead time length is crucial for responsiveness in case of sudden
changes. The variability, on the other hand, has a significant impact on the required size of the
safety stock to achieve a certain service level.
Next, substitutability of items affects inventory management as well. Items with a close
substitute provide more flexibility and a lower required response time, leading to a lower item
criticality.
This leads to the next potential criterion of criticality, related to stock-out costs and the impact
non-availability of an item has on the interruption of production. A high criticality demands a
high level of vigilance.
Commonality, another criterion relevant in the manufacturing domain, concerns the number of
usages an item has, i.e. in how many products the item is used. If the commonality is high,
unavailability of an item can have a high impact and may be a reason to devote additional
attention and control to such an item and classify it as an A item.

3.3 Class sizes
The ABC classification is based on the well-known Pareto principle, which means that a small portion of
items together constitute the majority of total item value, of which an example is depicted in Figure 27
(Ng, 2007).

Figure 27 ABC Classification

This specific breakdown of numbers is not strict and several papers present a slightly different
partitioning (Flores et al., 1992). One of the factors the partitioning depends on is the number of items
that can be controlled effectively within each category (Flores et al., 1992). The focus for segmentation
should be on the items responsible for the majority of the total spending, meaning it is not economical
to spend time and effort on areas with small spending (O’Brien, 2015). In general, the classification of
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SKUs is solely based on rules of thumb (e.g. A items constitute 70% of the number of items) (Van
Wingerden, Tan, & Van Houtum, 2016). This simplification can lead to sub-optimal results. A common
rule of thumb is to classify 20% of the total SKUs as A, 30% as B and 50% as C (Nahmias, 2009; Teunter et
al., 2010; Van Wingerden et al., 2016).

3.4 Number of classes
The traditional way of classifying items into three classes can easily be extended to more or less classes.
According to Lee (2002), increasing the number of classes can lead to reduced inventory investment
costs, since it is not clear if three classes can capture the high diversity of characteristics in case of a
large number of SKUs. On the other hand, increasing the number of classes can complicate inventory
management. The number of classes used in practice does usually not exceed six (Teunter et al., 2010).
Moreover, Wingerden et al. (2016) show that the best class sizes depend on the aggregate service level
target.
Some studies propose to use an adapted version of the ABC method by eliminating the B class, arguing
there is no need to include it (Hautaniemi & Pirttilä, 1999; Ramanathan, 2006; Willis & Shields, 1990).
Items classified as A items are identified by high cost, uniqueness and limited availability and are
scheduled by an MRP system and then kanban-pulled through the production site. Moreover, A items
are harder to procure and usually only offered by one (or a few) suppliers. For this reason these items
are usually single-sourced (i.e. a company obtains an item from a single supplier), which increases the
risk of on-time availability of the item. To assure a sustainable supply, a decent buyer-supplier
relationship has to be established with a smooth collaboration between the two parties, e.g. sharing
demand forecasts and capacity restrictions and making financial commitments. Because the items have
a high cost, over-stocking them should be avoided. To achieve this, ordering is done frequently and in
small lot sizes, which also leads to a lower lead time (Willis & Shields, 1990).
C class inventory items, on the other hand, are characterized by non-uniqueness, a low value and can be
considered as shelf-items. Furthermore, C items are generally easy to procure, offered by multiple
suppliers and preferably close to the plant to reduce the lead time, resulting in an easier and more
flexible control and inventory management. Moreover, C items are commonly purchased in bulk
quantities and can therefore have, compared to A items, a relatively long review period. C items are
frequently managed using two-bin or re-order-point policies (Hautaniemi & Pirttilä, 1999; Willis &
Shields, 1990).

3.5 Resulting strategies
After classifying items one needs to decide on how to manage the items in each of the classes and which
targets to set. Since the service level is one of the most important performance measures within
inventory control, it is common to set a service level target for each class. However, within the literature
there is no general consensus about what those targets should be and which class should get the highest
service levels. Most related literature only focuses on the classification and corresponding criteria itself
without considering the resulting costs and performance, the actual objective for which it is used (Babai,
Ladhari, & Lajili, 2015; Van Wingerden et al., 2016).
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The typically used goal is to minimize cost and maximize the service level, i.e. “the fraction of demand
that is satisfied directly from stock on hand; the so-called fill rate” (Teunter et al., 2010). To apply this in
multi-item inventory systems the objective that is commonly used is the average fill rate over all items,
calculated by taking the weighted average fill rates of all individual SKUs, where the weights are
determined by using the fractions of demands of the individual SKUs (Teunter et al., 2010). However, in
general, using a mixed cost-service objective is more complicated. Therefore, inventory theory is usually
focused on a cost-approach, where, instead of using a service level requirement, stock-outs incur a
penalty cost and the objective function is to minimize total (inventory and penalty) costs (Teunter et al.,
2010).
Although Millstein, Yang, & Li (2014) argue that, as a rule-of-thumb, service levels are set highest for A
class items and lowest for C class items, other research questions this (Teunter et al., 2010). They claim
that there are no clear guidelines for the setting of service levels in literature. Since A class items are
generally the most critical in determining the profit and most costly in case of stock-outs, the service
level should be set highest for this class to prevent backorders as much as possible. On the other hand,
they argue that, since C items are of such (relatively) low value, it is not worth it to invest time and
resources in dealing with stock-outs and to therefore set high service levels for this class. Moreover,
using the annual dollar volume, the inventory carrying costs for A items are relatively high compared to
B and C class items. Moreover, several authors recommend to exercise a high and strict level of control
and supervision on the inventory levels and policies of A items, by using a continuous review policy or a
periodic review with short review cycles. By shifting tight control for C items to A items, total inventory
control can be improved (Bose, 2006; Eric et al., 2016; Yang & Niu, 2009). According to Dhoka &
Choudary (2015), planning parameters for C class items are typically not defined due to their low
financial impact. A possible cause of these conflicting arguments is that the traditional annual dollar
volume criterion was not developed from an inventory cost perspective (Teunter et al., 2010).
The above recommendations do, however, not consider the relative class sizes and the corresponding
impact on the aggregate service level (Van Wingerden et al., 2016). Because of the interdependency of
the different aspects (classification criteria, number of classes, class sizes and target setting), they
should be determined jointly.
3.5.1 Just-In-Time
Moreover, expensive A class items that are subject to high holding costs, are well-suited for tight
control. To exercise a tight control and maintain minimum inventory levels for these items, they should
be synchronized with the production process, which is in line with the concept of Just-In-Time (JIT). JIT
contracts are characterized by frequent replenishments in small quantities that are closely tuned to the
actual requirements in the production process to reduce buffer inventories (De Treville et al., 2004). To
enable suppliers to act on the requirements in the production process, production schedules are often
shared with suppliers with the main goal to signal them in case of schedule changes. Another advantage
of sharing the production schedule is that it can make the creation of purchase orders redundant and
agreeing with the supplier that it exactly delivers according to the requirements in the production
schedule. Using the JIT concept sounds therefore attractive, but can only work under certain
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circumstances. The relationship with the supplier should change from an arm’s length relationship into
partnerships (De Treville et al., 2004). To this end, suppliers must be reliable, concerning delivery time
and quantity as well as quality. If the manufacturer cannot rely on this, an entire production order may
have to wait due to stock unavailability. Therefore, companies using JIT deliveries often introduce
vendor certification programs, in which supplier procedures are assessed and efforts are made by the
manufacturer to support the supplier in adopting this system. Often, suppliers are only willing to switch
to JIT deliveries if the company’s orders comprise a considerable fraction of the total demand the
supplier faces. Moreover, if the production schedule changes (significantly), it may be impossible to
deliver the required quantity in time, due to e.g. a lack of required raw materials (Hopp & Spearman,
2001).
3.5.2 Lot-for-Lot
If either the supplier or producing firm is not able or willing to apply the JIT approach, there is still an
alternative to match purchases to production schedules. This can be done using (in MRP terms) lot-forlot (L4L) policies, which is a lot-sizing method that, every period, generates orders with lot sizes equal to
the net requirements for that period. Lot-for-lot orders are a type of discrete order quantity, in which an
order quantity is based on an integer number of periods of demand (APICS, 2016). What differentiates
JIT from L4L-ordering is that, using L4L, orders are based on planned production schedules while with JIT
orders are matched to actual production schedules (Hopp & Spearman, 2001). Clearly, both JIT- and L4Lpolicies are not suitable for low-cost C items. The increased risk of stock-outs and associated order costs
in such a case do not outweigh the reduction in e.g. holding costs.
3.5.3 Holding inventory
Because not all items can be delivered just-in-time due to uncertainties in demand and supply, there is a
need for holding inventory. The size of the inventory hold on stock is influenced by three main factors
(Hopp & Spearman, 2001). The first one is related to batching, due to e.g. quantity discounts, economies
of scale related to transport costs and limited supplier capacity. This kind of inventory can be referred to
as can be referred to as cycle stock, since it is the part of inventory that depletes between consecutive
order cycles and increases again at the moment of receiving goods from the supplier (APICS, 2016). The
second factor regards variability, that can be related to e.g. changes in production schedules or variable
supplier delivery. The stock that is held to account for this variability is commonly referred to as the
safety stock or time, and orders are set such that the expected inventory stays above this safety level.
The third main factor that influences inventory sizes is obsolescence and arises due to change in demand
and/or design. This stock was, initially, ordered as cycle or safety stock but changed into obsolete stock
and is generally sold for a low value or disposed of. When raw material inventory is moved from the
warehouse to the factory, it changes into WIP. WIP is generally in one of five states: queueing (waiting
for a resource, e.g. person or machine), processing (being worked on), waiting for batch (waiting to form
a batch), moving (move between persons/work stations) or waiting to match (waiting for parts). Since
FEI does not produce in batches, this type of WIP does not occur.
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Following Little’s Law that defines the long-term relationship between WIP, throughput and cycle times,
the amount of WIP has a direct impact on the latter two factors:
𝑊𝐼𝑃 = 𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ𝑝𝑢𝑡 ∗ 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒
Aiming at a WIP of zero should never be the goal, since this leads to a throughput of zero. To determine
the accurate WIP level, Little’s Law can be used. Increasing WIP can lead to an increased through put
until the throughput of the bottleneck is reached (e.g. 0.5, see Figure 28). If one keeps increasing the
WIP, then the cycle time of a system starts to increase (see Figure 29) above its raw processing time (the
sum of the long-term average process times) (Hopp & Spearman, 2001).

Figure 28 Example of the influence of WIP on throughput

Figure 29 Example of the influence of WIP on cycle time
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4 A FRAMEWORK FOR ABC CLASSIFICATION
As indicated, to conduct a structured and proper ABC classification, an integral approach is required,
taking the different aspects jointly into account. Van Wingerden et al. (2016) conducted a research on
the design of a generalized ABC classification considering multiple alternatives per aspect and different
combinations of aspects to, in the end, determine the best combination of the four different aspects.
The results were tested against the system approach, which is similar to an ABC classification with the
number of classes being equal to the number of SKUs, meaning that an individual target service level is
set for each class (and thus each SKU). The system approach is therefore the optimal approach, but can
be harder to manage. Van Wingerden et al. (2016) provided a structured approach to minimize
inventory investment costs while meeting an aggregative service level target. Using spare parts data and
by comparing several different criteria, they showed that using this approach the resulting inventory
investment costs can get close to the result of the (optimal) system approach.
They found that the best class sizes have a significant impact on the aggregate performance and that
they depend on the target aggregate fill rate. Moreover, they showed that using the rules of thumb used
for the class sizes (20% of the items in class A, 30% in class B and 50% in class C) can result in inventory
investments costs much higher than the optimum. Due to the use of enumeration to determine the
optimal target service levels per class, the computation time increases significantly when the number of
classes increases. To deal with this, they suggest the use of an algorithm that greatly reduces the
computation time and justify this method since the average cost increase compared to enumeration is
below 2%.
Van Wingerden et al. (2016) performed their research using empirical data of spare parts for ground
support equipment at an airport, assuming the demand follows an independent Poisson process. To
analyze what the best characteristics for an ABC-classification for FEI are and to verify if the findings and
insights generated by these authors can be generalized to other industries and also apply to a different
set of data with a different demand distribution, the ABC classification will be analyzed and reviewed in
this study and applied to the situation at FEI.

4.1 Model
Before the design of the ABC classification, the model with all its characteristics corresponding to the
situation at FEI will be described. In this model a single warehouse where multiple SKUs are stocked will
be considered, also referred to as a single-location multi-item model. As indicated in Chapter 2, every
review period FEI analyses the forecasted needs against the current inventory at that moment and
orders the deficit using minimum order quantities, if needed. In this thesis the (𝑅, 𝑠, 𝑛𝑄) order policy
will be modeled: every R time units the inventory position will be evaluated. If at such a review moment
the inventory position is strictly below the reorder level 𝑠, then 𝑛 times 𝑄 units are ordered to bring the
inventory position back to or above the reorder level 𝑠. Whenever a demand occurs, it is either
delivered from stock or backordered if the inventory on hand does not suffice (i.e. no lost sales).
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4.2 Demand and distribution
The demand data used for the model is the historic weekly demand for the past 52 weeks (at 12-042017). The demand is defined as the transfer from items in the warehouse to the factory. Before using
the demand data the data has to be cleansed. Therefore, products with a total demand less than one,
products other than purchase items (P-items) (e.g. work-in-progress items, M-parts), KANBAN items,
inactive items, products with a cost equal to zero and products for which no accurate lead time is
available were removed from the dataset. After this data cleansing a demand data set of 4011 SKUs
remains. The items in this data set are quite diverse, as indicated in Table 9, with demand ranging from
1 to 19,000 per year and prices ranging from €0.01 to €488,862.75. An overview of the cumulative
demand is shown in Figure 30.
Table 9 Summary of demand data set

Min
Average
Max

Demand per year per SKU
1
168.93
19,000

Price (€)
0.01
2,014.17
488,862.75

Lead time (days)
13
78.60
270

MOQ
1
35.64
10000

Cumulative Demand
100%
CDF

80%
60%

40%
20%

4001

3751

3501

3251

3001

2751

2501

2251

2001

1751

1501

1251

1001

751

501

251

1

0%

SKUs (sorted on ascending total demand)

Figure 30 Cumulative Demand graph

4.2.1 Regression and detrending
To be able to determine the service levels for the ABC classification, the demand distribution needs to
be known. Before being able to fit a distribution to the demand, it needs to be checked if the demand
shows a (positive or negative) trend. And if so, the demand for those items should be detrended before
fitting a possible distribution.
For this reason, linear regression will be performed on every item in the demand data set. Looking at the
overall growth in the aggregate number of systems, a linear trend shows a better fit (higher R2-value)
than an exponential fit. However, due to the phasing-in and-out of new and obsolete items, some new
items have a long period with zero demand after which suddenly a weekly nonzero demand takes place,
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and vice versa for obsolete items. A long period of zero demand at the beginning or end of the 52-week
period may cause an (in reality non-existing) significant trend. The data set has no properties in which
can be seen when the item was phased-in/-out, it is therefore, especially for items with very low
demand hard to identify if an item had a long period of zero demand or that this was caused by phasingin/-out. Besides the chance of identifying non-existing trends, detrending the data subsequently may
lead to high negative demand values, which is something that should be prevented.
Therefore, for the regression analysis and further classifications, only the demand values from the first
to the last nonzero element are taken in case the first and/or last 16 weeks of the 52-week period have
a total demand of zero. However, this is done for all items except for the first 2000 items in the data set
(sorted on total demand) which have long periods of no demand because of the low demand pattern of
the item in general. To clarify this, two exemplary scenarios are depicted in Figure 31 and Figure 32. The
first graph shows the undesirable situation where a trend is identified due to a zero demand period for
the first 12 weeks. The second graph shows the same graph, but now excluding the first 12 weeks of no
demand.

Figure 31 Example graph with 12 weeks of zero demand

Figure 32 Example graph excluding the first 12 weeks
without demand

Next, to prevent the identification of any non-existing trends even more, the significance level will be set
at 1%. This leads to a total of 1094 items (27%) with a significant trend out of 4011, where the first
significant trend is identified for item 509. The linear trend model is represented by the following
formula, where 𝐷𝑡 is the demand in period 𝑡:
𝐷𝑡 = 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡 + 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 ∗ 𝑡 = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑡
For all items with a significant trend, the demand data will be detrended following the following
formula:
𝐷𝑡,𝑑 = 𝐷𝑡,𝑡 − 𝑡 ∗ 𝑏
Where 𝐷𝑡,𝑑 and 𝐷𝑡,𝑡 represent the detrended demand and demand with trend in period 𝑡, respectively.
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4.2.2 Distribution fitting
Since the demand data shows high variation in demand levels, different demand distributions may be
appropriate for slow and fast moving products. Looking at the slow moving items, the demand can be
characterized as intermittent demand, meaning that demand occurs sporadically, with some time
periods having no demand at all (Snyder, Ord, & Beaumont, 2012; Teunter, Syntetos, & Babai, 2011).
The demand quantities itself for these items are rather constant (usually 1), meaning it is not
characterized as lumpy demand (i.e. if there is also a high variability in the nonzero demand (Willemain,
Smart, & Schwarz, 2004). Particularly SKUs with intermittent demand are often subject to the greatest
risk for obsolescence (Syntetos, Babai, Lengu, & Altay, 2011). For low demand and small demand sizes,
using a discrete distribution is general more appropriate and gives often better results than using a
continuous distribution (Broekmeulen & Van Donselaar, 2014b; Snyder et al., 2012). Moreover, Axsäter
(2011) showed that using a continuous distribution like the Normal distribution leads to substantial
errors in case of (very) low demand. Therefore, for the slow moving items the fit with discrete
distributions will be tested. Based on the cumulative demand graph in Figure 30, the boundaries
between the slower and faster moving items will be set at 80%, when demand is sorted on the sum of
demands from week 1-52.
For slow moving items the Poisson distribution is regarded as a very well fitting distribution (Syntetos et
al., 2011). Furthermore, the Poisson distribution is an often used distribution in the maintenance and
spare parts industry, characterized by intermittent demand as well (Van Wingerden et al., 2016).
Another option is the use of the Negative Binomial Distribution. There is many empirical evidence that
support the use of the Negative Binomial distribution and it is often recommended to be applied in
practice (Syntetos et al., 2011).
For the medium- and fast(er)-moving items, continuous distributions will be tested as well. The Normal
distribution is a commonly used method, both in theory and practice. A disadvantage of this distribution
is the high probability of negative demand if the coefficient of variation is high and that it may be less
suitable for slower moving items with an intermittent demand pattern, in which case the coefficient of
variation is typically high. Moreover, Axsäter (2011) argues that the Normal distribution is usually not
reasonable to use if the demand during lead time is less than ten, making it generally unsuitable for slow
moving items. Furthermore, because the Normal distribution is symmetrical, while demand in reality is
usually right-skewed (Axsäter, 2011), this distribution may be less appropriate. An often suggested
alternative to this situation with intermittent demand is to use the non-negative Gamma distribution
(Teunter et al., 2010; Teunter & Duncan, 2009). It is argued that the use of a Gamma distribution
performs better for a positive or right-skewed density than the more often used Normal distribution
(Dunsmuir & Snyder, 1989). It has also been argued that for intermittent demand with many nonzero
demand and a positive skewness for positive demand, the Gamma distribution is a good distribution to
consider (Nenes, Panagiotidou, & Tagaras, 2010). Moreover, the Gamma distribution can represent a
wide range of distribution shapes (Boylan, 1997), is only defined for non-negative values and has the
advantage its generally mathematically tractable within inventory control (Syntetos et al., 2011). The
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Gamma distribution can be regarded as the continuous analogue of the Negative Binomial Distribution
(Teunter, Syntetos, & Babai, 2009).
4.2.2.1 Goodness-of-fit test
To test if there is a significant statistical fit for a certain distribution the Chi-Square test will be used,
which is a goodness-of-fit test that measures the fit between the observed and expected demand. The
Chi-Square test groups data together in bins/categories and checks if the observed and expected
demands fall in the same category. Another option is the use of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test or the
Anderson-Darling test. The advantage of the latter methods are the fact they do not require the
grouping of data, but they are only accurate if demand is strictly continuous (Syntetos et al., 2011),
which make these methods unsuitable. The null-hypothesis of the Chi-Square test is that the observed
data comes from the specified distribution with a certain significance level (in this thesis 5%), i.e. there is
a significant fit is the hypothesis is not rejected. The corresponding Chi -Square test statistic is calculated
as follows:
𝑁

𝜒2

=∑
𝑖=1

(𝑂𝑖 − 𝐸𝑖 )2
𝐸𝑖

where 𝑂𝑖 are the observed counts and 𝐸𝑖 the expected counts, based on the hypothesized distribution.
Next to the Chi-Square test, Adan, Van Eenige, & Resing (1995) developed a fitting procedure. They
presented a method to fit a discrete distribution based on the mean and variance (the first two
moments) of a random variable. To determine the appropriate distribution, they defined the variable
𝑎=

1
𝑐𝑣2 −
𝜇

=

𝜎2
𝜇2
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𝜎2
−1
𝜇

𝜇

𝜇
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. Looking at the data, for the first about 8% of the items this value is (very

close to) zero, after which it starts to vary. A value of 𝑎 = 0 implies that the mean is equal to the
variance, 𝜇 = 𝜎 2, which is exactly the characteristic of the Poisson distribution. For this reason and since
the Poisson distribution is commonly used for slow movers as indicated above, for these items the
Poisson distribution will be used. Since after these items the variable 𝑎 starts to vary, the Chi-Square test
will be used for the remaining items.
The Chi-Square goodness-of-fit test will be performed in MATLAB, which contains a function (chi2gof) to
apply the test and automatically indicates p-value and whether the null-hypothesis is rejected or not at
the specified significance level. To use this function only the parameters of the distributions have to be
specified:
Poisson distribution
 𝜆=𝜇
Negative Binomial distribution
 𝑝 = 𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =


𝜇
𝜇+𝜎2

𝑟 = 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 = 𝑝 ∗ 𝜇
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Normal distribution
 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 𝜇
 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝜎
Gamma
𝜇
 𝛼 = 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 = ( ) 2


𝛽 = 𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 =

𝜎
𝜎2
𝜇

Exponential
 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 𝜇
The results of the test are depicted in Table 10. As can be seen, for both the slower and faster moving
items, the Gamma distribution provide the best fit.
Table 10 Goodness-of-fit results

Slower movers 8-80% Faster movers 80-100%
Poisson
68.7
41.0
Neg. Binomial
56.8
35.9
Normal
20.5
68.5
Gamma
83.1
83.5
Exponential
55.0
34.5
Based on these results, two distributions will be used for the remaining analysis, the Poisson and the
Gamma distribution.

4.3 Service level
The service level used in the analysis is the fill rate 𝑃2, the long-run fraction of demand that can be
delivered immediately from stock (De Kok, 2010). This expression is equal to 1-the fraction of demand
that is not delivered from stock on hand, i.e. backorders. The mathematical derivation of the service
level of the Poisson and Gamma distribution is presented in APPENDIX G – Service level derivation.
Since, as analyzed in Chapter 2, the EOQ provides inaccurate values due to the lack of a precise
estimation of the transport costs, the MOQ will be used in the analysis for the fixed order quantity and
to calculate the review period. To keep the review period within limits, the review period is set at 26
weeks/half a year if the calculated review period exceeds this value.
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4.4 Design
4.4.1 Criteria
To analyze if the current criterion used at FEI, the annual dollar volume, performs well against other
related criteria, several alternatives will be tested:






Annual Dollar Volume (ADV)
The currently used criterion at FEI and the traditional criterion used in practice. Calculated by
multiplying the number of SKUs demanded with the SKU price. Next, they are ranked in
descending order of ADV.
Price/Demand (PD)
This criterion is suggested to counter the potential shortcoming of the ADV criterion at first
sight. Generally, items with a high demand rate are characterized by a low price, and vice versa.
Multiplying these two factors, demand and price, may balance out items with a high price and
low demand and items with a low demand and high price, putting them closer to the middle in
the resulting order. To counteract this possible flaw of the ADV criterion, the Price/Demand can
be used to strengthen the effect when items have a low price/high demand or high price/low
demand, by dividing the two factors. Next, they are ranked in descending order with fast moving
and low cost items at the top.
Price*MOQ/Demand (PMD)
This criterion is based on a criterion suggested by Teunter et al. (2010) and extends the previous
criterion by adding the Minimum Order Quantity.

Classifying items on these three criteria using the current approach of three classes and class sizes of
5%, 15% and 80% of the SKUs for class A, B and C, respectively, shows around 30% of the items are
classified different with respect to the Annual Dollar Volume criterion. Using the often cited class sizes in
literature of 20%, 30% and 50% (Teunter et al., 2010) demonstrates even larger deviations, as shown in
Table 11.
Table 11 Difference in classification with different criteria based on 6101 SKUs

Class size
5/15/80%
20/30/50%

ADV vs PD
28.8%
53.3%

ADV vs PMD
29.1%
51.8%

PD vs. PMD
9.5%
23.0%

4.4.2 Number of classes
Next, the number of classes for each criterion has to be determined. As indicated earlier on, the
traditional approach is to use three classes; A, B and C. However, a more detailed distinction may lead to
better results, i.e. higher service level vs. cost performance. However, the more classes are used, the
more complex inventory control may be become. Nahmias (2009) indicates that the number of classes
can be extended to four or five if deemed necessary. Teunter et al. (2010) argue that in practice the
number of used classes is not more than six. For this reason, this thesis will consider the range from two
to six classes.
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4.4.3 Class sizes
After deciding on the number of classes, the sizes of the corresponding classes have to be determined.
The most common used division of class sizes is to classify 20% of the items as class A, 30% as class B
and 50% as class C (Nahmias, 2009; Slack, Brandon-Jones, & Johnston, 2013; Teunter et al., 2010).
However, this partitioning is more a rule-of-thumb, since there is not much (extensive) research
conducted on this topic (Teunter et al., 2010). Moreover, the appropriate percentages depend on the
firm and can thus deviate from the recommended/traditional approach (Nahmias, 2009; Stevenson,
2002). For six classes, Teunter et al. (2010) propose to use the partitioning 4% (A), 7% (B), 10% (C), 16%
(D), 25% (E), 38% (F).
To find the best class sizes with respect to service levels and costs, enumeration over the class threshold
values will be conducted, where the number of threshold values is equal to 1-the number of classes. The
threshold value is the boundary between two classes. The threshold values are set equal to the 𝑥-th
percentile and enumeration over class sizes will be conducted with increments of 10%. With
enumeration increments of 10%, the largest threshold value is 90%, to pre vent an empty class.
Moreover, the threshold values of subsequent classes should be ascending as well. So the threshold
value for the partitioning for e.g. 2 classes can take on the values 𝑥1 ∈ {10%, 20%, … ,90%}.
Accordingly, the threshold values of split 𝑛 for a classification with 𝐾 classes can be defined as: 𝑥 𝑛 ∈
{𝑥𝑛−1 + 10%, … ,100% − (𝐾 − 𝑛) ∗ 10%} Based on the chosen threshold values, the class a SKU falls
into, 𝑘 𝑖, 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, can be determined. It should be pointed out that the threshold value of two classes can
thus never be the same, since this results in an empty class.
4.4.4 Target setting
Next, following the concept of the ABC classification, a control method for every class of SKUs has to be
determined. Since the service level belongs to one of the most important KPIs regarding inventory
control (Teunter et al., 2010), in this thesis the difference in control will be focused on the target service
level. More specifically, the fill rate 𝑃2 will be used as target. An important differentiation that has to be
made compared to the study from Van Wingerden et al. (2016) is the definition of the aggregate service
level. In contrast to a spare-parts setting with mainly independent demands, FEI operates in a
manufacturing environment where multiple items are needed at the same moment. This will be
elaborated upon in the next section.

4.5 The service level for assembly systems
The service level definition used in the spare parts setting is a service level on an item -level, i.e. it
denotes the service level for individual items (item-based fill rate). In most high-tech industry
manufacturing environments, products are generally composed of many different items from many
different suppliers, see e.g. Figure 33. Such a system is composed of an assembly system (left side) and a
distribution system (right side), where the main issue within the former is the coordination of items and
the key issue in the latter the coordination among products (Song & Zipkin, 2003). Assembly of items
into a product thus requires the simultaneous availability of multiple items in order to fulfill a demand.
The service level for individual items is therefore not an accurate representation of the service level for
end-items, e.g. microscopes in this case. In addition to this, the problem can be further complicated by
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so-called item commonality, where an item can be used in multiple parent items (APICS, 2016), i.e. an
item can appear on the BOM of several products (Lu, Song, & Yao, 2003). In this case, the stock-out of
one item can potentially cause a delay in the delivery of multiple end-items, creating a dependency. To
determine the service levels of these end-items, one should consider the service levels of multiple items
(Lu & Song, 2005; Song & Yao, 2002). The service level on this aggregate end-item level is also commonly
referred to as the order fill rate in literature (Song, 1998), and is particularly interesting if the service
focus is upon fulfilling complete orders instead of overall demand quantities (Larsen & Thorstenson,
2014).

Figure 33 Example of a multi-item multi-product inventory and production system

A lower bound for the end-item service level is presented by Van Jaarsveld, Dollevoet, & Dekker (2015),
who based their expression on Boole’s inequality2 :
𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑙 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑛 = 1 − ∑(1 − 𝑃2,𝑖 (𝑠𝑖 ))
𝑖∈𝑝𝑛

The advantage of this expression is that the end-item fill rate can be expressed as a linear combination
of the individual item fill rates. As one can note, the disadvantage of this expression is that if the set of
items in the BOM 𝑝 for end-item 𝑛 is large and/or if the service level of the individual items are low, this
lower bound rapidly becomes negative. Feigin (1999) presents an expression for the end-item fill rate
solely based on the individual item fill rates as well. However, the result from this formula cannot
become negative. Correcting for the error in the notation of the paper of Feigin (1999), the end-item fill
rate can be defined as follows:
−1

𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑙 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑛 = (1 + ∑ 𝑓𝑖̅ /𝑓𝑖 )
𝑖∈𝑝𝑛

Where,
𝑓𝑖 = 𝑃2,𝑖 (𝑠𝑖) = 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑙 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑖
𝑓𝑖̅ = 1 − 𝑃2,𝑖 (𝑠𝑖 )
2

Boole’s inequality states that, given a finite sets of events, the probability that at least one event happens is
smaller or equal than the sum of the probability that an individual event oc curs, i.e. if 𝐸1 , 𝐸2 … , 𝐸𝑛 denote the set
of 𝑛 finite events and 𝑃(𝐸𝑗 ) denotes the probability that event 𝐸𝑗 occurs, then 𝑃( ⋃𝑗∈𝑛 𝐸𝑗 ) ≤ ∑𝑗 ∈𝑛 𝑃(𝐸𝑗 ) (Upton &
Cook, 2014)
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This expression can be rewritten, using the notation in this thesis, as:
1
𝑃2,𝑒𝑛𝑑−𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑛 =
1 − 𝑃2,𝑖 (𝑠𝑖 )
1 + ∑𝑖∈𝑝𝑛
𝑃2,𝑖 (𝑠𝑖)
The definition of the end-item fill rate can be regarded as a worst-case scenario, since it assumes that
the assembly of an end-item cannot start until every single item is available. In reality, and also at FEI,
there are items that do not cause direct delays if not present at the moment assembly starts, since they
are only needed later on in the assembly process or can be mounte d at a later moment. To determine
which individual items are present in a certain end-item, the information from the planning-BOM is
required, which shows which items are required in which quantity. An example of how BOMs are
registered at FEI is shown in APPENDIX J – Example of a BOM structure. To perform the framework
analysis, the planning-BOMs on a microscope level will be used. For the analysis a total of 6 planningBOMs will be used, which closely cover the current portfolio, i.e. the Titan ChemiSTEM, LB, ETEM, HB,
Krios and Metrios, as visualized in Figure 34.

Figure 34 Majority of microscope portfolio at FEI site in Eindhoven (FEI Company, 2017c)

An analysis of Feigin's (1999) expression for the fill rate reveals that, to get a decent average service
levels over all planning-BOMs, individual item fill rates approach 100%. The expression for 𝑃2,𝑒𝑛𝑑−𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑛
takes on low values in case some items have a low fill rate or if the number of items becomes large. The
former happens using the system approach or classification and the latter is the case since the planningBOMs contain many items. A graphical analysis of the formula from Feigin (1999) is depicted in Figure
35. This shows that with, for example, 400 items all with fill rates equal to 99%, the end -item fill rate
drops to around 20%. With decreasing item fill rates, the drop in the end-item service level goes even
faster. Since the planning-BOM of FEI’s microscopes contain much more items (around 700 to 1100 rows
in each planning-BOM) but the service level of FEI is, obviously, not around 0%, this highly questions the
accuracy of this formula. It is, however, still a better approximation than the more pessimistic model
with the expression ∏𝑖∈𝑝𝑛 𝑃2,𝑖 (𝑠𝑖 ), of which the end-item fill rate goes down in an even faster pace (as
shown in APPENDIX K – End-item fill rate approximation). Feigin's (1999) formula can thus be regarded
as a lower-bound, but does not seem to approach the actual service level.
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100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Item P2 99.5%
Item P2 99%
Item P2 95%
Item P2 90%
Item P2 80%
Item P2 70%

1
25
49
73
97
121
145
169
193
217
241
265
289
313
337
361
385
409
433
457
481

End-item fill rate

End-item fill rate vs. number of items

Number of items

Figure 35 Graphical analysis for 500 items of the end-item fill rate expression from Feigin (1999)

Because the assembly of a microscope is a large operation and takes several months, no t all items are
needed at the start of assembly, referred to as the lead time offset. For example, if a certain item is only
needed four weeks after the production start date of a microscope, the uncertainty period for this
module is equal to its lead time minus these four weeks. The average lead time for all items in the 6
planning BOMs mentioned above is equal to about 8.5 weeks. Some lead-time offsets are only defined
on a module level, so have to be extended to the underlying items in the BOM. Looking i nto these
offsets shows that around 43% has a registered lead time offset in the system with an average of 55
days. Correcting the supplier lead time for the lead time offset leads to an average lead time of 6.2
weeks, i.e. a 27% decrease. In this analysis the lead time was set to zero if the offset was larger than the
supplier lead time.
To determine an aggregate service level over the six systems mentioned above, a weighted average will
be used instead of just taking the mean of all service levels. The we ighted average will account for the
relative demand of the end-items, i.e. putting a higher weight on end-items with (relatively) high
demand. The aggregate service level can therefore be defined as 𝑃2 (𝑠) = ∑𝑛∈𝑁

𝐷𝑛𝑃2,𝑛 (𝑠)
(Van Houtum &
∑𝑛∈𝑁 𝐷𝑛

Kranenburg, 2015). Where 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁, 𝐷𝑛 and 𝑃2,𝑛 (𝑠) denote a microscope 𝑛 in the total set of microscopes
𝑁, the yearly demand for microscope 𝑛 and the fill rate for microscope 𝑛, respectively. For the latter,
the fill rate for a microscope, the expression from Feigin (1999) is used.
𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

To reach the aggregate fill rate, one needs to decide on the target service levels per cl ass 𝑃2,𝑘
,𝑘 ∈
𝐾. For each class 𝑘, the reorder level 𝑠𝑖, 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, will be set to the lowest integer such that it satisfies the
𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡
target service level for its class, 𝑃2,𝑘,𝑖 .
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This leads to the following problem:
min 𝐶(𝑠)
subject to 𝑃2 (𝑠) ≥ 𝑃2 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡
𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡
𝑠𝑖 = min (𝑦 |𝑃2,𝑖 (𝑦) ≥ 𝑃2,𝑘,𝑖 ,𝑦 ∈ ℕ0 } , ∀ 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾
𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

𝑃2,𝑘

∈ [0,1), ∀ 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾

Where 𝐶(𝑠) = ∑𝑖∈𝐼 𝑐𝑖 ∗ 𝑟𝑖 /52 ∗ 𝑠𝑖 to calculate the inventory investment holding costs per week.
As one can note, the model allows SKUs to have a reorder level equal to zero, since, following the
formulas in APPENDIX G – Service level derivation, the fill rate 𝑃2 can be larger than zero with a reorder
level equal to zero, due to the MOQs.

4.6 Algorithm
Enumeration over multiple criteria, number of classes, class sizes and target service levels increases the
computation time significantly. When the number of classes increases, the run time increases
exponentially (Van Wingerden et al., 2016). For this reason, instead of enumeration an algorithm will be
used that closely approaches the results of enumeration and reduces the run time with a factor 20 in
case of five classes (Van Wingerden et al., 2016). To reduce computation time, a random sample of 200
items will be taken. The algorithm is based on the biggest bang for the buck principle, i.e. the largest
increase in service level per euro.
The results of the algorithm for the different criteria, number of classes, class sizes and targets, will be
compared to the item- and system-approach. Using the item-approach, one target service level will be
set for all SKUs, which is similar to setting the number of classes in the algorithm equal to one and is
expected to give the worst cost-performance efficient result. On the other hand, it will be compared to
the system approach, where the number of classes in the algorithm will be set equal to the total number
of SKUs |𝐼|.
Since decent aggregate fill rates require high item fill rates for all items, all item service levels (and thus
𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

the target service levels for all classes 𝑃2,𝑘

), are set to 80% to initialize the algorithm. Then, per class
and item, the smallest integer reorder levels (𝑠 + 𝑣𝑘 ) are calculated necessary to bring the item service
𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

level 𝑃2,𝑖 (𝑠𝑖 ) to 𝑃2,𝑘

𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝

+ 𝑃2

𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝

. In the calculations, a fill rate step-value 𝑃2

= 0.01 will be used.

Next, a ratio Γ𝑘 is calculated for every class, to determine which class brings the largest increase in the
aggregate end-item service level per invested euro. Subsequently, for the class with the largest ratio, the
reorder levels are increased to (𝑠 + 𝑣𝑘 ). This methodology is repeated until the aggregate fill rate 𝑃2 (𝑠)
𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

reaches the target aggregate fill rate 𝑃2

.
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Therefore, for all criteria, different number of classes, class sizes and target levels, the following
algorithm will be applied:
𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

1. 𝑆𝑒𝑡 𝑃2,𝑘
≔ 0, ∀𝑘 ∈ 𝐾
𝑠𝑖 = 0, ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐼
𝑠 = (𝑠1 , 𝑠2 ,… , 𝑠|𝐼| )
𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝐶(𝑠) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑃2 (𝑠)
2. 𝐹𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾
a) 𝐹𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼
𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡
𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝
𝐼𝑓 𝑘 𝑖 = 𝑘: 𝑣𝑖 = min {𝑦|𝑃2,𝑖 (𝑦): ≥ 𝑃2,𝑘,𝑖 + 𝑃2 ,𝑦 ∈ ℕ0} − 𝑠𝑖
𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒, 𝑣𝑖 = 0
b) 𝑣𝑘 = (𝑣1 , 𝑣2 , … , 𝑣|𝐼| )
𝑃2 (𝑠 + 𝑣𝑘 ) − 𝑃2 (𝑠)
Γ𝑘 =
𝐶(𝑠 + 𝑣𝑘 ) − 𝐶(𝑠)
3. 𝑘 𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≔ arg max{Γ𝑘 : 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾}
𝑠𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑠𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝑣𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

𝑃2,𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 = min{𝑃2,𝑖 (𝑠𝑖 ):𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, 𝑘 𝑖 = 𝑘 𝑚𝑎𝑥 }
4. 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝐶(𝑠) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑃2 (𝑠)
𝐼𝑓 𝑃2 (𝑠) ≥ 𝑃2 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 ,𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝, 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑔𝑜 𝑡𝑜 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝 2
𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝

The reason that in this thesis Γ𝑘 is based on an increase of the service level by 𝑃2
instead of the
reorder level by one, is that for items with high demand the increase of the reorder level from zero to
one has an almost negligible impact on the service level. This is visualized in Figure 36, which shows an
example of the iterations of the item approach for one specific item. As one can see, the increase of the
reorder level until 25-30 has hardly any influence on the service level. Therefore, the algorithm for the
system approach might not stock the item at all, even though the item may have a low price. A way to
tackle this problem to some extent is by setting starting levels (larger than zero) for the reorder level of
these kind of items.

Algorithm iterations item-approach
Item fill rate

100%
80%
60%

40%
20%
0%
0

10

20

30

40

50

Reorder level
Figure 36 Example of the iterations of the item-approach for item 4022 198 70281
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4.7 Results
The results of the algorithm, item- and system approach are visualized in Table 13. The detailed results
can be found in the tables in APPENDIX H – Algorithm Results. The algorithm has been coded and
executed in MATLAB and the corresponding script can be found in APPENDIX I – MATLAB Algorithm
script. An example of the aggregate end-item service level calculation is shown below. The end-item
service levels of the six systems are corrected for their fraction of total demand. The column
‘P2*Demand’ is summed and divided by 244 (=total demand) subsequently to arrive at the aggregate
end-item service level. Note that the demand for 2016 has been scaled for confidentiality reasons.
Table 12 Calculation of Aggregate end-item service level for the ADV criterion with 2 classes and 50% target

End-item

End-item service level

Demand 2016

P2*Demand

HB

0,541

56

30,276
56,496

Krios

0,504

112

Chemistem

0,502

4

2,008

Metrios

0,479

44

21,092

LB

0,531

20

10,628

ETEM

0,555

8

4,44
0,512

Aggregate Fill Rate:
Table 13 Results of classification comparisons

Aggregate end-item fill rate
Criterion

#Classes

≥30%

≥40%

≥50%

2

€ 12.015

€ 14.484

€ 15.102

3

€ 12.103

€ 14.160

€ 14.752

4

€ 12.225

€ 14.329

€ 14.939

5

€ 12.197

€ 14.245

€ 14.882

6

€ 12.208

€ 14.247

€ 14.879

2

€ 12.647

€ 13.713

€ 14.631

3

€ 12.482

€ 12.805

€ 14.572

4

€ 12.382

€ 12.731

€ 14.572

5

€ 12.423

€ 12.789

€ 14.723

6

€ 12.389

€ 12.787

€ 14.561

2

€ 12.215

€ 12.735

€ 13.520

3

€ 11.510

€ 11.921

€ 12.469

4

€ 11.479

€ 11.872

€ 12.442

5

€ 11.544

€ 11.955

€ 12.521

6

€ 11.515

€ 11.969

€ 12.514

Item approach

€ 16.015

€ 17.564

€ 18.635

System approach

€ 11.345

€ 11.458

€ 11.885

Annual Dollar Volume (ADV)

Price/Demand (PD)

Price*MOQ/Demand (PMD)
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As one can see, among the three criteria the PMD criterion performs the best. The differences are not
large however since the majority of the item fill rates approach 100%. From the tables in the Appendix it
can be concluded that it is advisable to set higher service levels for low-cost and high-demand items.
Because the item service levels approach 100% due to the working of Feigin's (1999) approximation, this
analysis does not reveal recommended class service levels for all items. As expected, the item approach
produces the worst results. This also serves as a validation to support the correctness of the results.
When increasing the number of classes, the total costs do not always decrease however. Analysis
reveals that this is due to two reasons. First of all, it is because the algorithm uses a service level stepvalue. This means that if the aggregate service level equals 0.499999 while the target is 0.5, in the next
iteration the algorithm will increase the item service levels in the class with the highest gamma-value
with the step-value. This implies the resulting aggregate service level the next iteration may well exceed
0.5 (e.g. 0.53) for e.g. 3 classes, while the aggregate service level for 2 classes was 0.501, explaining the
higher cost. The second cause is the fact the step-value is added to the target fill rate in a class, where
𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

𝑃2,𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 = min{𝑃2,𝑖 (𝑠𝑖 ):𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, 𝑘 𝑖 = 𝑘 𝑚𝑎𝑥 }. Next, the service level of an item is only increased if it
𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

complies with the condition 𝑃2,𝑖 (𝑠𝑖 ) < 𝑃2,𝑘,𝑖

𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝

+ 𝑃2

(as explained in the previous section). The

increase of an item fill rate thus depends on the specific items in each class. When the number of classes
𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡
is increased, the items in classes will change, which means the 𝑃2,𝑘,𝑖 will be different as well every
iteration. This means the algorithm produces different results with a different number of classes , which
may lead to slightly higher costs. Complete enumeration over all possible combinations would solve this
issue.

4.8 Conclusion
Since decent aggregate fill rates require high item fill rates for all items using Feigin's (1999) model, the
added value of classification reduces since the item service levels in most classes approach 100%
anyways. The approximation from Feigin (1999) does thus not provide an accurate approximation of the
real end-item fill rate, but does still function as a lower bound and provides a correct trade -off for the
individual item fill rates. Further research into this area is thus interesting and highly recommended.
Since, in reality, not all items are required at the start of assembly, one may (manually) set the target
service levels for these items at a lower value and by applying ‘micro management’ on these items with
a strict control prevent they become bottlenecks. To facilitate this, a tool has been developed to see
what reorder levels and parameter values (e.g. safety stocks) are required for a certain target service
level. Moreover, it shows the end-item fill rate for individual item fill rates to provide an indication of
the impact of changing these item fill rates. This will be elaborated upon in the next chapter.
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5 QUANTIFYING THE IMPACT OF PARAMETERS
To quantify and analyze the impact of changing parameters, a prototype tool has been developed as
part of this thesis. This is in line with one of the deliverables to get a better insight in the effects of
decisions (e.g. changing parameter values) via a tool. While the analysis and the classification framework
of the previous chapter were coded in MATLAB because of the higher computation speed compared to
Microsoft Excel and VBA (Visual Basics for Applications), the prototype tool has been developed in Excel.
The reason for this is that Excel is more user-friendly and employees at the Logistics department do not
work with MATLAB. From the perspective of change management, this is a more preferred method. To
increase the functionality and user-friendliness of the tool, functions will be defined to calculate KPIs. All
functions developed in the tool start with ‘=FEI_xxx’, where x denotes the name of the function.
Some additional variables that will be used in the tool next to the ones already used in the analysis so far
are the inventory on hand, expected order lines, expected order size and costs. The corresponding
expressions will be derived in APPENDIX L – Derivations and script for VBA Tool. The corresponding VBA
code can be found in in this Appendix as well. These KPIs will be used to calculate the actual costs
related to stocking inventory, backorders and ordering. The DoBr-Tool (Broekmeulen & Van Donselaar,
2014a) and Classical Inventory Models tool (De Kok, 2002) were used as input and subsequently adapted
and extended with extra functionalities. The structure and view of the tool along with a concise
explanation about the working of the tool can be found in APPENDIX M – Tool .
The tool consists of several sheets. The first sheet contains an introduction and short explanation of the
tool. The second tool serves as input, where demand data, current lead time, MOQs etc. can be entered.
The third sheet basically consists of two parts, a KPI sensitivity analysis and discrete event simulation.
The fourth sheet enables one to calculate reorder levels, safety stocks and end-item fill rates for given
item fill rates. Finally, the fifth sheet determines, for a given criterion, number of classes and class size
thresholds the corresponding class of each item.

5.1 KPI sensitivity analysis and simulation
On the third sheet one can select an item after it automatically loads the current parameter settings,
such as the average demand and standard deviation, lead time and MOQ. Based on these settings, it
determines a list of reorder levels that result in a good service level. For these reorder levels it
subsequently shows the corresponding fill rate, average inventory, expected order lines and order size
and the expected costs, based on the order, holding and penalty costs. Moreover, to account for the risk
of obsolescence it shows the number of weeks of demand that can be covered with the average
inventory on hand. To analyze the impact of changing one or more parameter values one can manually
change the parameter values and compare the KPIs. The reorder level, annual interest rate, penalty cost
and order cost can be changed manually as well. This way one can create an insight in the improvement
potential of changing certain values. It can, for example, support decision making regarding lead time
and MOQ values in supplier contracts. Since two sets of parameter settings can be compared at the
same time, this analysis facilitates a sensitivity analysis. Although the tool is based on single item
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analyses, one is able to see in how many planning-BOMs, out of the six systems analyzed in the previous
chapter, the item is present to get an indication what the impact is on changing the parameter. The
second part of this sheet comprises a simulation option. One can graphically see how the inventory
position and inventory on hand change over time. The number of simulation periods can be manually
entered. Obviously, the higher the number of periods, the better one can get an overview of the long
term performance. Next to evaluating the change in KPIs, a graphical visualization may give an even
better indication of the improvement potential of changing parameters.

5.2 Calculation of reorder levels with a target fill rate
The fourth sheet provides a tool to determine the best item reorder levels for given target items service
levels. Since order and penalty costs are hard to estimate exactly, it may make more sense to set the
reorder level based on a fill rate target instead of minimum costs. By inserting the desired fill rate, the
tool calculates the corresponding reorder level. Moreover, it shows the resulting end-item fill rates for
all six systems. Especially for low cost items it is advised to set the target fill rate high to prevent any
out-of-stocks and leave more time to control expensive and critical items. Expensive items can
subsequently be given a slightly lower fill rate to still end up with a decent aggregate end-item fill rate.
Next, to account for the risk of obsolescence, one can that the expected average inventory on hand
should not exceed a certain number of weeks of demand. To increase the understandability, a graphical
display has been added to analyze the impact on the fill rate, see Figure 37 for an example.
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Figure 37 Change in fill rate due to a maximum inventory constraint of 26 weeks for 500 items

5.3 Implementation
When transforming processes within organizations, change management is a major component to make
a change successful. Since Kraaij (2016a) mentioned the lack of organization change theory as one of the
limitations one his study and since a first guide to implementation is one of the deliverables of this
study, as requested by the two company supervisors, a concise review on organization change
management will be conducted in this section.
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Many organization change initiatives fail and do not result in the intended goals and are often
considered as implementation failures rather than flaws in the proposed ideas its elf. Many of these
implementation failures are regarded to be due to the fact that managers underestimate the role
individuals play in the change process and that transformation is seen as an event and not as a process
(Choi, 2011; Kotter, 2007). Change can be defined as the “implementation of new procedures or
technologies intended to realign an organization with the changing demands of its business
environment, or to capitalize on business opportunities” (Kogila, 2016). Since change management is not
the main topic of this thesis, it will only be elaborated upon concisely. Kotter (2007) proposes that the
change of successful change is increased by a good understanding of the stages of change, and the
pitfalls associated with each stage. Therefore, he suggested the following eight-stage process to guide
organizational change (Kotter, 2007; Tamilarasu, 2012):
1.) Establish a sense of urgency by identifying and discussing crises and opportunities.
2.) Create a guiding coalition by forming a group with shared commitment, enough power to lead and
make the change happen and the right mix of skills and levels.
3.) Develop a vision to direct the change efforts and a strategy to achieve the vision.
4.) Communicate the change vision and strategy in every possible way and involve everyone affected
by it.
5.) Empower others to act on the vision by removing obstacles to changes, encouraging risk taking,
responding to employee’s needs and concerns, being open to feedback.
6.) Generate short-term wins in the form of visible performance improvements and recognize and
reward progress and achievements. Set realistic aims, keep the amount of initiatives manageable
and finish currents stages before starting new ones. Possibly start with a pilot-project to discover
possible issues and difficulties before implementing the change organization-wide.
7.) Consolidate gains and produce more change. Use the increased credibility from short-term wins to
change systems and policies that undermine the vision, foster and encourage ongoing change and
highlight achieved and future milestones.
8.) Anchor new approaches in the corporate culture by highlighting the connections between the
change initiatives and the (corporate) success, promotion and new change leaders. Weave the
change into the culture.
Resistance to change may occur due to the fact that people prefer predictability and stability in both
their professional and personal lives. Therefore, they often avoid situations that threaten their selfinterests, increase stress or involve risks. When changes to the status quo are proposed, they may
therefore often be inclined to resist the change (initially) until they are convinced and/or aware that the
proposed benefits outweigh the risks or threats to their self-interest. Moreover, people may resist
change if they don’t believe in the added value of the change, they are worried that the change will lead
to personal loss (e.g. job security, money, status, freedom), they had no input and were not involved in
the decision and have the feeling the change is imposed upon them, they are not convinced the change
will succeed (e.g. because the organization lacks the resources to implement the change) , they feel
manipulated since the changes were kept secret in the initial stages, have an ‘if it’s not broken, don’t fix
it’ mentality or believe it is not the right time for the particular change (Tamilarasu, 2012).
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6 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In this last chapter, the reflective cycle will be completed by reflecting upon the results of this study and
drawing conclusions by addressing the research questions. Next directions for improvement will be
elaborated upon, which finishes the reflective cycle explained as part of the methodology.

6.1 Research questions
In the introduction an overview of the current operational context at FEI was given which lead to the
formulation of the main research question:
How can FEI improve its inventory management in a make-to-forecast environment, such that material
shortages are reduced and inventory turnover is increased, against minimal costs?
In this section this main question will be addressed in an integral way by answering the sub research
questions that were formulated to guide the research.

1. What are the types of uncertainty in FEI’s supply chain and how do they impact
operations?
There are several factors that cause uncertainty for FEI, which were analyzed in Chapter 1. First,
the high dependency on sole source suppliers, often with limited production capacity and long
supply lead times, lead to volatile supply. Due to the quarterly based targets the majority of
products are shipped during the last weeks of every quarter, leading to unstable production
environment. The cyclicality of the industry FEI operates in lead to volatile demand regarding
both timing and quantity and complicate forecasting. Moreover, cancellation risks, rescheduling
and configuration change requests until late in the production process create additional
uncertainties. FEI’s product portfolio consists of products of a highly complex nature and every
product is unique due to the Non-Standard Requests (NSRs) customers can request. Finally, the
high pace of innovation, due to the fast changing industry, and constant R&D efforts cause a
short product life cycle. Combined with long lead times of about 9 months and total lead times
of over 1.5 years including the supply of parts lead to uncertainties and risks for obsolescence.

2. What are the current challenges affecting inventory management at FEI?
The challenges that FEI has to deal with were addressed in Chapter 2. Due to the strong growth
in demand, with a planned increase of around 37% increase from 2016 to 2017, FEI has
increased its capacity by building additional production halls. In an effort to increase capacity in
other ways, the focus on the production process has been increased in an aim to reduce the
lead time. Due to requests for configuration changes by customers during the production
process the lead time can increase significantly. Another factor that impacts the lead time is the
fact that the demand is shifting from Low Base to High Base systems; the latter having a higher
planned lead time than the former. Material stock outs have substantial impact on interruptions
in the production process with 6.4 issues per week, which each interrupt one or multiple workorders, and an average solving date of 8 days after the due date, as explained in section 2.2.
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3. Which factors impact material shortage and inventory turnover and how?
An extensive evaluation of the causes and effects that affect the inventory related problems at
FEI was given in the cause-effect diagram in section 2.6. The main factors that impact material
unavailability are the rush in/out ordering due to, amongst others, parameter inaccuracy,
forecast errors, suboptimal MOQs, inaccurate inventory records and unbalanced inventory. The
inventory turnover is mainly impacted by excess inventory, due to e.g. inaccurate forecasts,
forecast commitments and high MOQs. A more detailed overview with underlying causes is
given in the cause-effect diagram.

4. What are key features for inventory management in a make-to-forecast setting,
characterized by a high-mix, high-complexity and low-volume production environment
In Chapter 3 a review on different supply chain strategies depending on the production
environment was conducted along with the relevance of parameterization. Following the
Planning Hierarchy framework of De Kok & Fransoo (2003), parameter setting is an essential
function. A structured parameter setting process enables the creation of Supply Chain
Responsiveness by influencing internal determinants such as demand anticipation,
manufacturing flexibility and inventory (buffers). The innovative products of FEI, combined with
volatile demand, a short lifecycle, high variety and low volume require a responsive supply
chain. This means one should deploy excess buffer capacity (in terms of e.g. inventory and
factory utilization), one should invest aggressively in ways to reduce lead time, postpone
product differentiation and select suppliers based on speed, flexibility and quality rather than
cost. Moreover, demand integration enables a more rapid and supply of goods which facilitates
responsiveness. Finally, in line with a focus on lead time reduction, one should investigate what
causes the long lead time and where exactly time wastes can be eliminated. A first way to
reduce it is by formulating an exact definition of the lead time, assign responsibility to every part
of the total time, structure the lost hours registration and track the material flow through the
entire production system.

5. How can FEI apply product classification to improve parameterization and inventory
control?
An analysis of inventory classification was conducted in Chapter 3 and 4. In the former a review
on the ABC analysis was performed with a focus on the criteria, class sizes, number of classes
and strategies. In the latter an integral classification framework was modeled using an algorithm
to set reorder levels for a specified target service level. Due to the ATO/CTO environment FEI
operates in, the aggregate fill rate had to be defined on an end-item level, since all items in a
BOM are needed at the same time when assembly starts. Although, in reality, not all items are
necessarily required at the start of the assembly process, it still implies taking the aggregate
service level average does not accurately represent the actual service level relevant for FEI and
its customers. Therefore, in the analysis the service level per microscope type was modeled,
using the planning-BOMS of the respective systems. This showed that, due to the many items
present in a system, individual item service levels approach 100% fill rates even for low overall
service levels, reducing the added value of classification. The study thus revealed that currently
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known (lower bound) approximations for the end item fill rate are not accurate if the number of
items in the BOM is large, which is typical for the high-tech industry.

6. How to efficiently balance buffer options and obsolescence?
This question has been addressed in Chapter 5. Since, in reality, not all items on a planning-BOM
are needed right at the start of the assembly, setting the items service levels manually can
improve the accuracy. To do this, a tool has been developed that allows one to calculate the
end-item fill rate and best reorder levels for given item target service levels, with the possible
constraint that the expected inventory on hand may not exceed a certain number of weeks of
demand to reduce obsolescence risks. Moreover, the tool enables one to easily get an overview
of inventory KPIs for every item and to validate and quantify the impact of changing one or
multiple (buffer) parameters. A graphical overview in the form of a simulation of the expected
inventory position and inventory on hand contributes to this understanding.

7. How should FEI use and implement the new insights and concepts?
A first guide to organizational change was given in Chapter 5. An eight-step change management
approach was elaborated upon. The major steps and factors to support a successful change
implementation are to involve all people affected by the change from all levels of the
organization, to seek input and feedback from employees at all levels, and to convince people of
the urgency and added value of the change.

6.2 Recommendations
Complementary to the answers to the research questions above, an overview of additional
recommendations will be provided here.
First of all, it is highly recommended to create a tactical level in the supply chain hierarchy that includes
both Sourcing and Procurement. Since the MOQ, lead times and other contractual agreements with
suppliers highly influence the material flow and the operations of Procurement, it is suggested to jointly
analyze and determine the best options. This, in contrast to the current way where Sourcing determines
these parameters and Procurement regards them as an fixed input parameter, rather than something
they have an influence on.
Also, the tool developed as part of this study can be used together with Sourcing to analyze the impact
of e.g. an increased MOQ or reduced lead time on performance, both in terms of costs and service level.
Moreover, the tool can provide valuable insights and an easy understanding on the effects of potential
decisions, which can be used to convince other stakeholders/departments of the need to change certain
parameters. The tool makes use of lead times from the ERP system, thus it is suggested to keep an
accurate record of these values. Especially for items that recur frequently on the daily whiteboard
meeting, it may be particularly interesting to review the effect of changing certain parame ters.
Next, as a guide to determine good minimum order quantities, it is recommended to conduct additional
research on the transport costs, such that the order cost factor in the EOQ formula provides an accurate
representation of the real costs. Furthermore, it is recommended to review the fixed transport time
parameters as well, since right now they are based on worst-case scenarios and provide an indirect and
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inaccurate safety time allocation. It is therefore suggested to use the actual averages and possibly
correct them for supplier on-time delivery performance and variation in lead time. Thirdly, it is
suggested to make the safety stock value dependent on the demand variability, which is not the case
right now. Especially items with a high demand variability impair the overall responsiveness. Creating
buffers for these items as well can facilitate lead time reduction as well.
Since obsolete items have the risk of not being used anymore or becoming outdated, it is suggested to
switch the order policy for obsolete items from a POQ-policy with an order period of 180 days to a L4Lpolicy. Next, for new items the annual dollar volume is based on a one year forecast, contrary to other
items that use the one year history and one year forecast. This implies the annual dollar volume for
these items is underestimated and it is therefore suggested to e.g. double the forecast.
Currently safety times are used both on p- and m-items by, respectively, Procurement and Planning. It is
therefore, again, suggested to create a tactical level in the supply chain hierarchy in order to
synchronize/tune these decisions.
Moreover, it is advised to review and possibly revise the obsolescence risk definition, since many items
that have not been issued for a long time are currently not regarded as having an obsolescence risk.
Next, capacity expansions in terms of e.g. a new production hall require an increase in resources as well.
Since education and training new factory employees takes around 1.5 years and because the new
production hall already deals with a shortage of experts, one should anticipate early on these future
expansions.
Lastly, in order to increase responsiveness, standardization of products can be strengthened by making
(cheap) options part of the standard configuration, which provides less variability in demand.

6.3 Scientific contribution
The relevance of this thesis is multi-faceted from both an academic and practical perspective and will be
summarized in this section.
First of all, it was shown that for a typical high-tech industry company, the Gamma distribution provides
a good fit both for slower and faster moving items. Next, the modeling of the ABC classification
framework revealed that, for a 40 and 50% fill rate, the results of the study of Van Wingerden et al.
(2016), who showed that the price/demand criterion outperforms the annual dollar volume criterion,
also apply under different conditions. These different conditions include the change from a Poisson to a
Gamma distribution, a different dataset and the transition from a continuous review base -stock policy to
a periodic review policy with batch ordering due to MOQs.
Next, regarding the practical relevance, a tool was developed to provide /reveal valuable insights and
easily quantify the impact of changing parameters, facilitated by the means of a KPI sensitivity and
discrete event simulation. Moreover, it provides the functionality to set reorder levels based on a given
target service level, subject to the possible constraint that inventory on hand may not exceed a certain
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weeks of expected demand. Since the tool was developed by defining integrated Excel functions at the
‘back-end’ of the tool and the use of data validation, the tool can easily be used and benefited from in
other environments as well.
Finally, it was shown that the expressions for an end-item fill rate from Van Jaarsveld et al. (2015) and
Feigin (1999) do not perform well in case of BOMs with many tiers/items, which is typical and common
in the high-tech industry with highly-complex products. To the best of our knowledge, there is no
expression to accurately calculate the end-item fill rate from a linear combination of item service levels
in an environment with complex products (i.e. large BOMs). The analysis, using Feigin's (1999)
expression, revealed that the required item service levels differ substantially when using the aggregate
item fill rate or the end-item fill rate.

6.4 Future research directions
Several interesting directions for future research can be identified:
In this research it has been assumed that supplier lead times are deterministic. In reality, also at FEI, this
is not the case. Especially because of rejections due to insufficient quality and/or no adherence to the
specifications provided by FEI, both at the supplier and at FEI, actual lead times are stochastic. The use
of lead time and quantity commonality in BOMs to reduce variability may be an interesting direction for
future research as well.
Analyzing item commonality in the planning BOMs in terms of lead time and quantity commonality may
be an interesting direction for future research
In this study it has been identified that, to the best of our knowledge, there is no expression that can
accurately determine the end-item fill rates based on a linear combination of the individual item fill
rates in a setting with large BOMs. A study on adjusting this formula (e.g. with weights) or developing
another expression can be of great use in this area of research.
Next, conducting a study on the end-item fill rate using an exact expression for end-item fill rates
including BOM-probabilities in a high-tech industry setting with large BOMs and comparing it with the
approximations used in this study is of great interest.
Also, it would be interesting to perform a classification analysis with more qualitative criteria, such as
criticality, substitutability, commonality and obsolescence risk. Moreover, the current analysis was
focused on purchase items. An extension to m-items, including the underlying p-items, would be
interesting. Furthermore, the framework could be extended to a multi-echelon setting to compare the
results.
Finally, more related to the situation at FEI, a useful direction for future research would be the analysis
of transport costs on item level, based on e.g. the country of origin of the supplier and/or the item
weight, in order to provide a more accurate estimate of the order cost to be used in the EOQ formula.
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APPENDIX A – Project Methodology and Planning
Regulative Cycle
As explained in Chapter 1, the regulative cycle consists of five phases and will be described here:








The regulative cycle starts with the definition of the problem, which includes the formulation of
research questions and the writing of the research proposal. Based on the subsequent analysis
and diagnosis phase, the problem may prove more difficult than expected or show more
potentials for improvement that initially included in the scope, implying the problem definition
is not necessarily static.
The next phase concerns the analysis and diagnosis, during which the context and nature of the
problem is investigated and causes are analyzed. As described by Van Aken, Berends, & Van der
Bij (2012), the diagnosis phase has the purpose to “validate the business problem, to explore
and validate the causes and consequences of the problem and to develop preliminary ideas
about alternative directions to solve the problem”. The diagnosis should be based on both
empirical as well as theory-based analysis. Literature can serve as a basis if causal relationships
have already been established before. The next step is to validate the potential causes of the
problem and determine their relative importance.
The needed data sources to be used for this research can be of both a qualitative and
quantitative nature, including open and closed interviews, data extracted from ERP systems,
observation, document analysis and literature reviews. Especially quantitative data can be used
to uncover patterns and make fact-based conclusions.
Next, in the plan of action stage, directions for improvement and different solution concepts are
explored. A systematic literature review may aid here in finding a range of different solution
concepts to subsequently choose one and adapt it to the problem and context. While the
analysis and diagnosis will be of a more descriptive nature, the aim is to make the (re)design
more prescriptive, to be able to use the knowledge in a more direct, instrumental way (Van
Aken et al., 2012).
The final phases of intervention and evaluation concern the implementation and change of
processes and subsequent monitoring to determine if the intervention leads to the intended
improvement and if changes are necessary.

Note that the research will be based on the reflective cycle, but won’t follow it one-to-one. Since
implementation is not part of the Master Thesis, the intervention and evaluation phases of the
regulative cycle will not be followed.
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Conceptual Project Design
To complete the project proposal, a conceptual project design will be constructed, in which the
following elements are typically addressed (Van Aken et al., 2012): the subject of analysis, the
theoretical perspectives applied in the analysis, a confrontation between the theoretical perspectives
and the subject of analysis and the deliverables of the project. The generally expected deliverables for
the company at which the field problem solving projects is executed are (Van Aken et al., 2012):






A characterization and validation of the selected business problem;
An analysis and diagnosis of important causes and consequences of this problem from various
relevant perspectives;
An exploration of potential solutions;
An elaboration of one of the solutions into a solution design; and
A change plan

As explained earlier on, the topic of the research will be inventory planning and control in a high-mix,
high-complexity and low-volume environment. The literature that will be used to guide the research will
be focused upon the segmentation of inventory and the resulting parameterization, obsolescence,
buffer options to reduce material shortages, forecast errors due to demand and supply uncertainty and
make-to-forecast (MTF) production environments. Combining these theoretical perspectives with the
research subjects, should result in an elaborate analysis and diagnosis of the problem, an exploration of
directions for improvement, which should then result in defining a solution concept and, finally, a first
guide to implementation.
Theoretical perspectives







Subject of analysis
Inventory planning and control
in a high-mix, high-complexity
and low-volume environment

Inventory classification
Parameterization
Obsolescence
Buffer options
Forecast uncertainty
Make-to-Forecast
Deliverables






Characterization of business problem
Analysis and diagnosis
Exploration of solution directions
(Re)design
Change plan

Figure 38 Conceptual Project Design
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Project Plan
To guide this research and support the progress in a timely manner, a rough project planning has been
established, as shown in Table 14. As recorded in the Graduate School Master Thesis Manual, the total
duration of the Master thesis should be 21 weeks (excluding 4 optional weeks of holiday).
Table 14 Rough project planning
Step

Task

Description
Preparation

Wri te Li terature Study

Duration

Due date

Week

4 weeks

15-02-2017

4 weeks
4 weeks

21-03-2017
Apri l

1-4
5-8

31-05-2017

14

6 weeks

June

10-15

1 week
1 week

June
June

16
17

2 weeks

Jul y

18-19

1 week

Jul y

20

11-07-2017

21

Thesis
1
2

Wri te Research Proposal
Ana l ysis a nd diagnosis

3

Intermediate evaluation

4
5
6

(Re)design a nd directions
for i mprovement
Fi nalize + review/proofread
Ha nd in draft report

7

Adjus t report to feedback

8

Prepa re presentation +
s ci entific poster

9

Pres entation + Ora l Defense

@FEI wi th mentor a nd
compa ny s upervisors

Dra ft report for revision by
uni versity a nd company
s upervisors
Adjus t a nd a dd content based
on feedback from 1st a nd 2nd
s upervisor on the draft report

Meetings
Meeti ng with mentor

Di s cuss progress, direction and
content

Bi -weekl y

Meeti ng with company
s upervisor

Di s cuss progress, direction and
content

±Bi -weekl y
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APPENDIX B - The Transmission Electron Microscope
Microscopes can generally be classified into three different types: optical,
charged particle (electron and ion) and scanning probes. FEI focuses on the
second type. The production site in Eindhoven produces Transmission
Electron Microscopes that allow magnifications up to the picometer level (i.e.
10-12 meter) enabling the observation of individual atoms. In contrast to a
SEM, that scans the surface of the objects, the TEM makes a projection
through the object. The TEM has four main components: an electron optical
column, a vacuum system, electronics (e.g. lens supplies and high voltage
generator) and control software (FEI Company, 2010). Below a general
configuration and a module overview of the TEM are displayed. As can be
seen several modules are part of every TEM while others are optional.
Besides the optional modules customers can also request NSRs.

Figure 40 TEM Module overview (Kraaij,
2016a)

Figure 39 Titan Krios

Figure 41 TEM general configuration
(FEI Company, 2010)
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APPENDIX C – Analysis of Planning and Control at FEI

Figure 42 Planning and Control at FEI

Sales
In Figure 42 the planning and control system at FEI is visualized (FEI Company, 2017a). The contact with
customers takes place via the sales department, where customers can request quotations, discuss
product specifications and make agreements on delivery dates. The sales department consists of
multiple business units, each focusing on different types of customers. To assess how certain a customer
order is, the sales department rates every customer order on a percentage scale from 0-100%. Ratings
>50% indicate FEI is technically selected and >70% means budget is allocated and triggers the official
communication of the order to Logistics.
Order Desk & Shipping
Sales orders and configurations arriving at Logistics are analyzed by Order Desk & Shipping that is
responsible for order fulfillment. To this end, they are involved in order acceptance, order progress
tracking, shipment preparation, shipping and post shipment. Order acceptance includes, amongst
others, NSRs and requests for accessories (called X-tech items). Post shipment tasks include DOA
handling (Dead On Arrival, i.e. microscope contains broken items on arrival at the customer). Moreover,
they screen and process the customer order and translate it into clear delivery requirements and a
configuration that can be used within the ERP system, that can be used by Planning and Manufacturing.
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Planning and S&OP
With the information from Sales, the S&OP (Sales and Operations Planning) can create plans. On a high
level, the Strategic Long Range Planning (SLRP) is created on a yearly basis, consisting of a 5-year ahead
estimation/objective of the number and types of systems to be sold. On a lower level, a quarterly S&OP
Meeting takes place, during which the planning of the upcoming 7 quarters is discussed. Next to this a
more frequent Customer Demand Management (CDM) Meeting takes place in which the planning for
the upcoming 5 months is discussed.
The information from S&OP and Order Desk & Shipping serves as input for Planning. Planning consists of
MPS, Logistics, Change and NPI planners that, amongst others, have the following responsibilities:


The MPS planner creates the Master Production Schedule, that “represents what the company
plans to produce, expressed in specific configurations, quantities, and dates. It must take into
account the forecast, the production plan, and other important considerations such as backlog,
availability of material, availability of capacity, and management policies and goals” (APICS,
2016). Main challenges that affect the MPS planning are forecast accuracy and the planning of
NPIs (New Production Introduction) and NSRs. The planning process can roughly be divided into
five phases, as shown in Figure 43.
Request

Va l idate

Approve

S&OP --> MRP

Tra ck
progress

Figure 43 MPS Planning process

o

o

Planning starts with the request phase, during which Planning receives requests from
Sales to add (planned) microscope orders to the planning. Both planning and production
are based on, on the one hand, customer orders with detailed configurations and, on
the other hand, planned/forecasted orders with a generic configuration (Dutch: basis
configuratie). Projected orders can thus be added as ‘anonymous’ tools to the MPS
planning meaning no customer order has been matched to the microscope yet. The
generic configuration only consists of highly standard components that are common on
most orders. Because every order is unique and a wide number of possible end
configurations is possible, producing complete microscopes to forecast is not feasible.
Therefore, only after a customer order is matched to a basis configuration microscope,
the remaining modules and items are added to the microscope. Although not occurring
frequently, higher management may decide to prioritize one order over the other,
based on e.g. projected revenues or the customer, which may require adjustments in
the current planning.
Next, the validation phase starts. The (projected) orders are inputted into the Krant,
which is a spreadsheet that provides an overview of all (projected) orders, with amongst
others, the type of microscope, the planned production start date, the addition of a
probe or image corrector (explained in a later section), the type of accelerator, planned
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ship date and position in the factory. For customer orders, a probability indicating how
certain an order and corresponding configuration is listed as well. To validate if the
current planning is still feasible, progress of microscopes that are currently in the factory
is monitored, by checking the progress and possible delays for the work-orders per
microscope.
To verify the capacity in the factory is sufficient for the planned production, the socalled Position Plan is created, which is a (Gantt-chart like) overview of the production
slots (Dutch (FEI): kooi) in the factory against time, based on both actual customer
orders and projected orders. The Position Plan can be seen as a RCCP (Rough Cut
Capacity Planning) tool to check if available capacity meets the capacity requirements
from the MPS.
o Next, the approval stage commences. If the available capacity is matched and validated
with the required capacity and requests from Sales have been incorporated, the
approved plan is established, listing the types of microscopes to be produced in every
quarter.
o Subsequently, the approved plans are translated into a MRP. The MPS planner enters
the build plan details manually into the ERP system. When a customer order is matched
to a forecasted generic configuration, the configuration will be adjusted to meet the
required configuration by the customer. Based on the entered build plan information,
the ERP system automatically calculates the material needs based on the BOM. These
material needs are send out to Procurement who then send out forecasts and orders to
suppliers.
o When a feasible planning has been created and requirements are determined, changes
can still take place and progress has to be tracked. Major changes that may occur are
Ship plan Changes with respect to the S&OP planning, which are changes to the shipping
quarter of a microscope to the customer. A change in ship quarter may be caused by
customer requests, revenue purposes (i.e. quarterly targets), manufacturing issues or
large configuration changes.
The Logistics planners are mainly concerned with daily work-order management, such as
assembly planning of modules, which are sent out to the Clean Room/factory. Based on the MPS
and the corresponding BOMs (Bill-of-Material), they can plan the work-orders. Moreover, they
keep track of progress and material shortages.
NPI (New Production Introduction) planners focus on the continuous improvement of current
systems and processes and possible supplier capacity issues for new items. Moreover, together
with Engineering and Production they ensure BOMs are accurate and up-to-date with new
items. Furthermore, they are involved in material planning, work-orders and purchase orders to
support the phase in and phase out of items.
Change planners support the execution of changes in Engineering, evaluate the risk and analyze
the impact of change requests. They support the phase in and phase out of items as well and
record changes in ERP systems and MRP settings. Information re garding changes affecting
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purchasing are passed on to Procurement. Moreover, they are involved in obsolescence scrap
monitoring.
Sourcing
Sourcing takes care of the contracts with suppliers and makes the agreements with suppliers on a global
level, meaning the production sites in Eindhoven, Brno and Hillsboro all have to operate under the same
contracts, including the cost price, lead time and Minimum Order Quantity (MOQ). Since the production
site in Brno, for example, produces microscopes in larger volume s than Eindhoven, they generally order
in larger quantities at suppliers. The MOQs agreed on in the contracts are based on an offset between
the required order quantity and quantity discounts. Hence, the MOQs that Procurement in Eindhoven
has to comply with may be larger than the needed quantity, which may lead to excess inventory.
Procurement
Based on the Master Production Schedule for the high level systems, purchase requirements for
individual lower-level items can be generated. The MPS is the input that together with BOM data and
inventory data drives the Material Requirements Planning (MRP), which is a set of techniques to define
the material requirements and recommend replenishment orders. Starting at MPS level, the MRP
determines the required item quantities to produce the higher-level materials. Moreover, it determines
the date when those items are required. This is done by an explosion of the BOM, adjusting for
inventory on hand or on order incorporating the net requirements and corresponding lead ti mes.
Moreover, because of MRP’s time-phased character, it can suggest to reschedule orders if the due date
and need data are not in line (APICS, 2016). Procurement sets out purchase orders at the suppliers for
the required items, based on the forecasts received from Planning. The main software tool used for the
above described processes is called QAD, an ERP system offering solutions for the manufacturing
industry. Ordering has to be executed within the guidelines recorded in the contracts with the suppliers,
arranged by Sourcing as described above. Parameters set by Procurement itself are the review period,
requisition lead time, safety stock and safety time. In the next chapter these will be elaborated upon.
Warehousing
Warehousing is responsible for receiving, picking and packing goods. After ordering takes place by
Procurement, goods are received at the warehouse. Here they are unloaded, unpacked and checked
against purchase orders and invoices. Items with high rejection rates that are sensitive to quality issues
can be subject to obligatory quality checks before they are stored in the warehouse. This to prevent that
low-quality items are not observed only at the moment they are to be used in the factory. Based on the
work-orders information from Planning, material handlers in the warehouse pick the required items,
based on the BOM. Finally, finished modules (e.g. the FEG (Field Emission Gun) module for in-company
transport to Brno) and microscopes are packed and prepared for final shipments. Warehousing
maintains records of both received and shipped goods.
The majority of these functions are part of Operations, of which the organogram is shown in Figure 44.
As can be seen, the operational department of FEI consists of Engineering, Production, Logistics and
Quality. Within Logistics four divisions can be identified: Planning, Procurement, Order Desk & Shipping
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and Warehousing. As indicated in the introduction, this research will be executed at the Procurement
department which consists of seven members.
Operations

Engineering

Production

Planning

Logistics

Quality

Order desk &
Shipment

Procurement

Warehousing

Figure 44 Organogram Operations Department Eindhoven

Production Process
Module and system
assembly
3 weeks

Connect and
beam down
4 weeks

Basic
configuration
2-6 months

Options and
accessories
1-3 months

Finishing
2-3 weeks

Shipment
4 weeks

Figure 45 Production process

The sequence of the production process with the corresponding durations is shown in Figure 45.
Before the primary production process starts, a secondary assembly line, the feeder line, is started. On
this line modules are produced according to a Make-to-Forecast (MTF) policy. The process starts with
the assembly of modules and systems (e.g. the Field Emission Gun, condenser lenses, probe corrector,
objective lens, image corrector, projection system). In this stage the modules are mounted on top of
each other into a column. The second step is the connect and beam down stage, during which the
construction is put in test position, the high-tension (HT) tank and cabinets are connected, standard
checks are carried out, software and servers are installed and the FEG is mounted. Next, the basic
configuration stage starts during which optical checks, alignments and resolution (pre-) checks are
carried out. Next, the microscope is complemented with the options and accessories the customer has
requested. Then the last phase at the production site commences during which the final tests are
finished, a factory acceptance test takes place to show the customer the microscope meets the
customer order requirements and the microscope is prepared to be shipped. Then shipmen t takes place
for which the microscope is dismantled and packed first and shipped subsequently, usually via air
transport. Then the microscope is assembled again at the customer site where configuration and testing
takes place for about three to four months. All these operations together result in an internal
production lead time of about 9 months.
Following the Product Process Matrix created by Hayes & Wheelwright (1979), who classify
manufacturing environments into four categories based on the process structure, the production
environment within FEI can be classified as a job shop. A job shop environment is characterized by low
volume and low standardization, each having different and unique requirements and individual jobs can
be regarded as projects (Hopp & Spearman, 2001). Furthermore, the situation at FEI has resemblance
with a configure-to-order (CTO) system. It functions the same as an assemble-to-order (ATO) system in
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Install
3-4 months

the sense that the final product is only assembled after the customer order is known. Just like an ATO
system, modules are made to forecast to prevent excessive customer lead times. However, what
distinguishes the situation at FEI from an ATO system is that in an ATO system a customer has to choose
from available product specifications while CTO systems are unique and tailored to the exact needs of
the customer (De Kok, 2017). Moreover, following the definition of Kraaij (2016a) what distinguishes the
situation at FEI is that customer orders that arrive are matched to existing generic systems, that are all at
a different stage in the production pipeline. This implies the CODP for every order is located at a
different point in time and the customer lead time is different for each order.
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APPENDIX D – Cause-Effect Diagram
In this chapter the cause-effect diagram is depicted (see next page). The different types of challenges
and complexities have been visualized by coloring the blocks in the diagram. As one can note, six classes
have been distinguished as shown in the legend in the diagram.









The two dark-blue blocks constitute the main topics for this research, as will be elaborated upon
in the next chapter.
The light-blue blocks indicate the causes and issues related to inventory management and the
corresponding challenges, such as inventory segmentation, parameterization, obsolescence and
buffer stocks (e.g. safety time and safety stock).
The orange blocks is composed of supply and supplier complexities, such as long supply lead
times, forecast commitments, MOQs, limited supplier capacities and on-time-delivery.
The purple blocks represent product complexity and the corresponding consequences, such as
yield issues, strict specifications, rejection, long lead time and specification uncertainty.
The green blocks show the order and manufacturing complexity. This includes, amongst others,
the flexibility regarding cancellation, delays and reconfiguration, and the high level of
customization.
The red blocks, finally, indicate issues and causes related to demand uncertainty, such as the
growth and shift in demand, high-mix low-volume production and forecast errors.
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Figure 46 Cause-Effect Diagram
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APPENDIX E – Hierarchical Planning Framework

Figure 47 Hierarchical Planning Framework (Kraaij, 2016a)
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APPENDIX F - Incoterms
The most preferred Incoterm for FEI is EXW (Ex Works) or FCA (Free Carrier) at the supplier. EXW obliges
the supplier to make the ordered goods available at their location, usually the seller’s factory or
warehouse, and properly packaged, so they can be picked up by a carrier. The responsibility regarding
costs, risks and insurance for the buyer start from the moment the goods are being loaded at the
supplier’s site. With FCA the responsibility ends as soon as the goods have been loaded.

Figure 48 Incoterms (“NFI Industries,” 2013)
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APPENDIX G – Service level derivation
In this appendix exact expressions for the service level for both a Poisson and Gamma distribution will
be elaborated upon, following the logic of Broekmeulen & Van Donselaar (2014), for a (𝑅, 𝑠, 𝑛𝑄)
inventory policy system. Before formulating the expression for the service level, several assumptions are
made:
1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)
5.)
6.)

Lead times are constant and deterministic
Demand is stationary
The inventory policy used is the (𝑅, 𝑠, 𝑛𝑄) policy
Demand which cannot be met from inventory on hand is immediately backordered
Items are non-perishable
Subsequent replenishment orders cannot overtake each other, i.e. an order B placed later than
order A cannot arrive earlier than order A

Moreover, define: 𝑅 (review period), 𝑠 (reorder level), 𝑄 (minimum order quantity), 𝐿 (lead time) and 𝐷𝑡
as demand during an arbitrary time interval (t1 , t 2 ], i.e. the demand during t periods.
To determine the inventory on hand at a specific moment the concept inventory position (𝐼𝑃) will be
used, which is equal to the sum of the inventories in the total system minus the backorders. The total
inventory in the system is the sum of inventory on hand and the scheduled receipts or in-transit
inventory.
At an arbitrary review moment 𝜏 there is insufficient information to determine the inventory on hand at
that specific moment, since part of the inventory position may be scheduled receipts. The inventory on
hand can be determined L (lead time) periods later (𝜏 + 𝐿) just after a potential delivery, as shown in
Figure 49. If there is an actual delivery at (𝜏 + 𝐿) depends on whether a replenishment order has been
generated at the review moment 𝜏. In case the MOQ is (much) larger than the average demand during a
review period, in many review periods no replenishment order will be generated. To visualize this,
compare Figure 49 and Figure 50, where in the latter graph the MOQ is increased from 12 to 48. As one
can see in the second graph, the increase of the MOQ leads to a review period at 𝜏 + 𝑅 without an
actual replenishment. The reason that the inventory on hand can be defined at this moment is due to
the fact that all in-transit inventory at moment 𝜏 has arrived by then and is turned into inventory on
hand. During the interval (𝜏, 𝜏 + 𝐿) demand may have taken place though, which leads to a reduction of
the on hand inventory. When assuming that all unmet demand is backordered immediately, the
inventory on hand just after a potential delivery, at moment (𝜏 + 𝐿), can be formulated as follows:
𝐼𝑂𝐻 (𝜏 + 𝐿) = (𝐼𝑂𝐻 (𝜏) − 𝐷(𝜏, 𝜏 + 𝐿)) + = max(𝐼𝑃(𝜏) − 𝐷 (𝜏, 𝜏 + 𝐿), 0) = (𝐼𝑃(𝜏) − 𝐷(𝜏, 𝜏 + 𝐿)) +
Where 𝑥 + represent the notation max (0, 𝑥). Since the inventory on hand cannot be negative, the
maximum with respect to zero is taken.
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In a similar vein the inventory on hand just before a potential delivery moment, at time 𝜏 + 𝑅 + 𝐿 can
be determined. The first review moment after the arbitrary review moment 𝜏 is at time (𝜏 + 𝑅 ) and
when considering the system just before a potential delivery, a replenishment order placed at time
(𝜏 + 𝑅) will not have arrived yet at time (𝜏 + 𝑅 + 𝐿). Moreover, no other scheduled receipts have
arrived at time (𝜏 + 𝐿) and just before the moment (𝜏 + 𝑅 + 𝐿). However, demand may have taken
place during the interval (𝜏 + 𝐿, 𝜏 + 𝑅 + 𝐿). From this one can derive that:
𝐼𝑂𝐻 (𝜏 + 𝑅 + 𝐿) = (𝐼𝑂𝐻 (𝜏 + 𝐿) − 𝐷(𝜏 + 𝐿, 𝜏 + 𝑅 + 𝐿)) + = (𝐼𝑃(𝜏) − 𝐷 (𝜏, 𝜏 + 𝑅 + 𝐿)) +
Again, note that in the remainder of this report the moment 𝜏 + 𝑅 + 𝐿 is regarded as the moment just
before a potential delivery moment.
This expression can be generalized for both 𝑡 = 𝐿 and 𝑡 = 𝐿 + 𝑅:
𝐼𝑂𝐻 (𝜏 + 𝑡) = (𝐼𝑃(𝜏) − 𝐷(𝜏, 𝜏 + 𝑡)) +
The expected inventory on hand at time 𝑡 can then be defined as:
𝐸[𝐼𝑂𝐻 (𝜏 + 𝑡)] = 𝐸[(𝐼𝑃(𝜏) − 𝐷(𝜏, 𝜏 + 𝑡) ) +]
Now the terms review cycle and potential delivery cycle will be defined. A review cycle is defined as the
interval (𝜏, 𝜏 + 𝑅) and a potential delivery cycle as (𝜏 + 𝐿, 𝜏 + 𝑅 + 𝐿). The inventory on hand at the
beginning of a potential delivery cycle is thus always larger than or equal to the inventory on hand at the
end of the cycle. For clarification these terms are visualized in Figure 50 as well.

Figure 49 Example of an (R,s,nQ) policy, R=3, s=22, Q=12, 𝑫𝒕~𝑼{𝟎, … , 𝟏𝟓}, L=1 (Broekmeulen & Van Donselaar, 2014b)
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Figure 50 Example of an (R,s,nQ) policy, R=3, s=22, Q=48, 𝑫𝒕~𝑼{𝟎, … , 𝟏𝟓}, L=1 (Broekmeulen & Van Donselaar, 2014b)

Just as for the expression for the expected inventory on hand, the formulation for the expected
backorders can be derived in the same way, where the backorders represent the negative part of the
inventory position:
𝐵𝑂(𝜏 + 𝐿) = max(𝐷 (𝜏, 𝜏 + 𝐿) − 𝐼𝑃(𝜏),0) = (𝐷 (𝜏, 𝜏 + 𝐿) − 𝐼𝑃(𝜏)) +
𝐵𝑂(𝜏 + 𝑅 + 𝐿) = (𝐷 (𝜏, 𝜏 + 𝑅 + 𝐿) − 𝐼𝑃(𝜏)) +
These expressions can again be generalized for both 𝑡 = 𝐿 and 𝑡 = 𝐿 + 𝑅:
𝐵𝑂(𝜏 + 𝑡) = (𝐷 (𝜏, 𝜏 + 𝑡) − 𝐼𝑃(𝜏)) +
And for the expected backorders:
𝐸[𝐵𝑂(𝜏 + 𝑡) ] = 𝐸[(𝐷(𝜏, 𝜏 + 𝑡) − 𝐼𝑃(𝜏)) + ]
The expected number of backorders during the interval (𝜏 + 𝐿, 𝜏 + 𝑅 + 𝐿) can then be defined as:
𝐸[𝐵𝑂] = 𝐸[𝐵𝑂(𝜏 + 𝑅 + 𝐿)] − 𝐸[𝐵𝑂(𝜏 + 𝐿)]
With the expressions defined above for the inventory on hand and backorders, the fill rate 𝑃2, the
fraction of demand that can be delivered immediately from stock, can be determined. When
considering the fill rate during a potential delivery cycle, i.e. during the interval (𝜏 + 𝐿, 𝜏 + 𝑅 + 𝐿), the
fill rate is equal to the expected number of backorders that occur during this interval divided by the
average demand during this interval:
𝑃2 = 1 −

𝐸[𝐵𝑂]
𝐸[𝐵𝑂 (𝜏 + 𝑅 + 𝐿)] − 𝐸[𝐵𝑂(𝜏 + 𝐿)]
=1−
𝐸[ 𝐷𝑅 ]
𝐸[𝐷 (𝜏 + 𝐿, 𝜏 + 𝑅 + 𝐿)]
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=1−

𝐸[{𝐷(𝜏, 𝜏 + 𝑅 + 𝐿) − 𝐼𝑃(𝜏)}+ ] − 𝐸[{𝐷(𝜏, 𝜏 + 𝐿) − 𝐼𝑃(𝜏)}+ ]
𝐸[𝐷 (𝜏 + 𝐿, 𝜏 + 𝑅 + 𝐿)]

A commonly made assumption is that at review moment when a replenishment order is generated, the
inventory position is exactly equal to the reorder level 𝑠. In reality this assumption is not realistic in case
of periodic review models and usually not in continuous review models. In case of a continuous review
model this assumption only holds if all order quantities are the same and the MOQ is a multiple of this
quantity. In situations where this assumption does not hold, the real inventory position at the moment
of ordering is equal to 𝑠 − 𝑈, where 𝑈 is the so-called undershoot. An example is depicted in Figure 51.

Figure 51 Example of an undershoot situation (De Kok, 2010)

For the (𝑅, 𝑠, 𝑛𝑄) the following equations can be defined (adjusted from De Kok (1991, 2010)):
𝐼(𝑡 + 𝐿) = 𝑠 + 𝑄 − 𝑈0,𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑐 − 𝐷(𝜏, 𝜏 + 𝐿)
𝐼(𝑡 + 𝑅 + 𝐿) = 𝑠𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 = 𝑠 − 𝑈𝑅,𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑐 − 𝐷 (𝜏 + 𝑅, 𝜏 + 𝑅 + 𝐿)
Since there are no deliveries between the moments (𝜏 + 𝐿) and (𝜏 + 𝑅 + 𝐿), the average net inventory
during a potential delivery cycle can be defined as:
𝐸[𝐼] =

𝐸 [𝐼(𝑡 + 𝐿)] + 𝐸 [𝐼(𝑡 + 𝑅 + 𝐿)]
2
𝑄 𝐸[𝑈0,𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑐 ] + 𝐸 [𝑈𝑅,𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑐 ] 𝐸[𝐷 (𝜏, 𝜏 + 𝐿)] + 𝐸 [𝐷(𝜏 + 𝑅, 𝜏 + 𝑅 + 𝐿)]
=𝑠+ −
−
2
2
2
𝑄
= 𝑠 + − 𝐸 [𝐷 (𝜏 + 𝑅, 𝜏 + 𝑅 + 𝐿)] − 𝐸[𝑈𝑅,𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑐 ]
2

The latter is also referred to as the safety stock since it is the expected inventory on hand just before a
delivery moment.
The first two moments of the undershoot were approximated by Tijms (1986). The undershoot for the
items with a Poisson distribution, that have almost solely demand quantities of one, is expected to be
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negligible. The undershoot for the Gamma distribution, in this case for items with larger demand
quantities, can be approximated by (De Kok, 2010):
𝐸 [𝑈𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑐 ] =
2
]=
𝐸 [𝑈𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑐

(𝛼 + 1)𝛽
2

(𝛼 + 1)(𝛼 + 2)𝛽 2
3

The models elaborated upon in the next sections for the Poisson and Gamma distributions do not
depend on the possible assumption regarding the undershoot (Broekmeulen & Van Donselaar, 2014b).
Fill rate for the discrete distribution
Given that, following the logic of the (𝑅, 𝑠, 𝑛𝑄) policy with backorders and discrete demand, a
replenishment order at a review moment is only created if the inventory position has strictly dropped
below the reorder level 𝑠, this means, that the inventory position after a potential replenishment order
is always larger than 𝑠 − 1 and smaller than or equal to 𝑠 − 1 + 𝑛𝑄. Hadley & Whitin (1963) have shown
that for such a (𝑅, 𝑠, 𝑛𝑄) policy the inventory position at an arbitrary review moment just after a
potential replenishment order has been created follows a uniform distribution between 𝑠 and 𝑠 − 1 +
1

𝑄, i.e. 𝐼𝑃(𝜏)~𝑢(𝑠, 𝑠 − 1 + 𝑄) . This implies that 𝑃 (𝐼𝑃 = 𝑠 + 𝑖) = for 𝑖 = 0,1, … , 𝑄 − 1.
𝑄

With this, an expression for the expected number of backorders at time (𝜏 + 𝑡) can be derived:
𝐸[𝐵𝑂(𝜏 + 𝑡)] = 𝐸[{𝐷 (𝜏, 𝜏 + 𝑡) − 𝐼𝑃(𝜏) }+ ]
=∑

∞

𝑖=−∞
𝑄−1

𝑃 (𝐼𝑃 = 𝑠 + 𝑖)𝐸[{𝐷 (𝜏, 𝜏 + 𝑡) − (𝑠 + 𝑖)}+ ]
𝑄−1 ∞

1
1
= ∑ 𝐸 [{𝐷(𝜏, 𝜏 + 𝑡) − (𝑠 + 𝑖)}+ ] = ∑ ∑ 𝑃(𝐷𝑡 = 𝑑){𝑑 − (𝑠 + 𝑖)}+
𝑄
𝑄
𝑖=0
𝑄−1

=

1
∑
𝑄

𝑖=0 𝑑=0

∞

∑

𝑃 (𝐷𝑡 = 𝑑){𝑑 − (𝑠 + 𝑖) }

𝑖=0 𝑑=𝑠+𝑖+1

Using the fill rate expression from the beginning of the Appendix, the fill rate for discrete demand can
be defined as follows:
𝐸 [𝐵𝑂]
𝐸 [𝐵𝑂(𝜏 + 𝑅 + 𝐿)] − 𝐸 [𝐵𝑂(𝜏 + 𝐿)]
= 1−
𝐸 [𝐷𝑅 ]
𝐸 [𝐷 (𝜏 + 𝐿, 𝜏 + 𝑅 + 𝐿)]
1 𝑄−1 ∞
1 𝑄−1
∑
∑
𝑃(𝐷𝑅+𝐿 = 𝑑){𝑑 − (𝑠 + 𝑖)} − ∑𝑖=0 ∑∞
𝑑=𝑠+𝑖+1 𝑃(𝐷𝐿 = 𝑑 ){𝑑 − (𝑠 + 𝑖)}
𝑄 𝑖=0 𝑑=𝑠+𝑖+1
𝑄
= 1−
𝐸 [𝐷(𝜏 + 𝐿, 𝜏 + 𝑅 + 𝐿)]
1 𝑄−1 ∞
∑
∑
[𝑃 (𝐷𝑅+𝐿 = 𝑑) − 𝑃(𝐷𝐿 = 𝑑)] {𝑑 − 𝑠 − 𝑖}
𝑄 𝑖=0 𝑑=𝑠+𝑖+1
= 1−
𝐸[𝐷𝑅 ]
𝑃2 = 1 −
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Fill rate for the Poisson distribution
The fill rate expression from above can be tailored to a specific distribution, which is the Poisson
distribution in this case.
Given that, 𝑃 {𝐷𝑡 = 𝑑} =

(𝑡𝜆) 𝑑 −𝑡𝜆
𝑒
for 𝑑
𝑑!

∈ ℕ0 (Montgomery & Runger, 2011), the fill rate can be

expressed as:
1 𝑄−1 ∞
∑
∑
[𝑃(𝐷𝑅+𝐿 = 𝑑) − 𝑃 (𝐷𝐿 = 𝑑)] {𝑑 − 𝑠 − 𝑖}
𝑄 𝑖=0 𝑑=𝑠+𝑖+1
𝑃2 = 1 −
𝐸 [𝐷𝑅 ]
1 𝑄−1 ∞
{(𝑅 + 𝐿)𝜆}𝑑 −(𝑅+𝐿)𝜆 (𝐿𝜆) 𝑑 −𝐿𝜆
∑𝑖=0 ∑𝑑=𝑠+𝑖+1 [
𝑒
−
𝑒 ] {𝑑 − 𝑠 − 𝑖}
𝑄
𝑑!
𝑑!
= 1−
𝑅 ∗𝜆
Expected backorders for the continuous distribution
For the (𝑅, 𝑠, 𝑛𝑄) with backorders and continuous demand Hadley & Whitin (1963) showed that the
inventory position at an arbitrary review moment, just after a potential replenishment order has been
generated, the inventory position is uniformly distributed between 𝑠 and 𝑠 + 𝑄, i.e. 𝐼𝑃(𝜏)~𝑢(𝑠, 𝑠 + 𝑄)
(Broekmeulen & Van Donselaar, 2014b). This finding is helpful for finding an exact expression for the fill
rate for Gamma distributed demand.
Define the stochastic variable ∆ as ∆= 𝐼𝑃(𝜏) − 𝑠, i.e ∆~𝑢(0, 𝑄). Next, define 𝑓𝑡 (. ) and 𝑔(. ) as the
probability density functions (pdf) for 𝐷𝑡 and ∆, respectively.
Using the results from the previous sections, representing demand as 𝑥 and ∆ as 𝛿, the expected
backorders at time (𝜏 + 𝑡) can be defined as:
∞ 𝑄

𝐸[𝐵𝑂(𝜏 + 𝑡)] = 𝐸[{𝐷(𝜏, 𝜏 + 𝑡) − 𝐼𝑃(𝜏) }+ ] = 𝐸[(𝐷𝑡 − 𝑠 − ∆)+ ] = ∫ ∫(𝑥 − 𝑠 − 𝛿) + 𝑓𝑡 (𝑥)𝑔(𝛿 )𝑑𝛿𝑑𝑥
−∞ 0
𝑠 𝑄

𝑠+𝑄

= ∫ ∫ (𝑥 − 𝑠 − 𝛿) +𝑓𝑡 (𝑥)𝑔(𝛿 )𝑑𝛿𝑑𝑥 + ∫
𝑠

−∞ 0

∞

+∫

𝑄

∫ (𝑥 − 𝑠 − 𝛿) +𝑓𝑡 (𝑥)𝑔(𝛿 )𝑑𝛿𝑑𝑥
0

𝑄

∫ (𝑥 − 𝑠 − 𝛿) + 𝑓𝑡 (𝑥)𝑔(𝛿 )𝑑𝛿𝑑𝑥

𝑠+𝑄 0

𝑠 𝑄

𝑠+𝑄

= ∫ ∫(𝑥 − 𝑠 − 𝛿) +𝑓𝑡 (𝑥)𝑔(𝛿 )𝑑𝛿𝑑𝑥 + ∫
0 0

𝑠

𝑠+𝑄

+ ∫
𝑠

𝑄

𝑥−𝑠

∫
0

(𝑥 − 𝑠 − 𝛿) + 𝑓𝑡 (𝑥)𝑔(𝛿 )𝑑𝛿𝑑𝑥
∞

∫ (𝑥 − 𝑠 − 𝛿) +𝑓𝑡(𝑥)𝑔(𝛿 )𝑑𝛿𝑑𝑥 + ∫
𝑥−𝑠

𝑄

∫ (𝑥 − 𝑠 − 𝛿) +𝑓𝑡(𝑥)𝑔(𝛿 )𝑑𝛿𝑑𝑥

𝑠+𝑄 0

In the first integral term of the last step one can see the starting value of the integration over 𝑥 is
changed from −∞ into zero, since the probability density function of the Gamma distribution is zero for
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negative values and demand cannot be negative. Since the term (𝑥 − 𝑠 − 𝛿) + in the first integral cannot
be smaller than zero, this term is equal to zero since 𝑥 ≤ 𝑠. In the same vein (𝑥 − 𝑠 − 𝛿) + in the third
integral is equal to zero as well since 𝛿 ≥ 𝑥 − 𝑠.
Moreover, because in the second and fourth integral 𝛿 ≤ 𝑥 − 𝑠 and 𝑥 ≥ 𝑠 − 𝛿, respectively, the term
(𝑥 − 𝑠 − 𝛿) + can be replaced by (𝑥 − 𝑠 − 𝛿). Lastly, because 𝛿 is uniformly distributed (∆~𝑢(0, 𝑄) ),
1
𝑔(𝛿 ) can be replaced by . This means the expression for the expected backorders at time (𝜏 + 𝑡) can
𝑄

be simplified to:
𝑠+𝑄 𝑥−𝑠

1
1 ∞ 𝑄
𝐸[𝐵𝑂(𝜏 + 𝑡)] = ∫ ∫ (𝑥 − 𝑠 − 𝛿 )𝑓𝑡(𝑥)𝑑𝛿𝑑𝑥 + ∫ ∫ (𝑥 − 𝑠 − 𝛿 )𝑓𝑡 (𝑥)𝑑𝛿𝑑𝑥
𝑄
𝑄 𝑠+𝑄 0
𝑠

0

Next, this expression can be integrated over 𝛿:
𝑠+𝑄

1
1
1 ∞
1
∫ [(𝑥 − 𝑠) 𝛿 − 𝛿 2 ]𝛿=𝑄
𝐸 [𝐵𝑂(𝜏 + 𝑡)] = ∫ [(𝑥 − 𝑠)𝛿 − 𝛿 2 ]𝛿=𝑥−𝑠
𝑓
(𝑥)𝑑𝑥
+
𝑡
𝛿=0
𝛿=0 𝑓𝑡 (𝑥)𝑑𝑥
𝑄
2
𝑄 𝑠+𝑄
2
𝑠

𝑠+𝑄

1
1
1 ∞
1
= ∫ ((𝑥 − 𝑠) 2 − (𝑥 − 𝑠) 2 )𝑓𝑡(𝑥)𝑑𝑥 + ∫ [(𝑥 − 𝑠)𝑄 − 𝑄 2 ] 𝑓𝑡 (𝑥)𝑑𝑥
𝑄
2
𝑄 𝑠+𝑄
2
𝑠

𝑠+𝑄

∞
1
1
1
2
∫
∫
=
(𝑥 − 𝑠) 𝑓𝑡 (𝑥)𝑑𝑥 +
[(𝑥 − 𝑠) − 𝑄] 𝑓𝑡 (𝑥)𝑑𝑥
𝑄
2
2
𝑠+𝑄
𝑠

𝑠+𝑄

∞
1
1
𝑄 ∞
= ∫ (𝑥 − 𝑠) 2 𝑓𝑡 (𝑥)𝑑𝑥 + ∫ 𝑥𝑓𝑡 (𝑥)𝑑𝑥 − (𝑠 + ) ∫ 𝑓𝑡 (𝑥)𝑑𝑥
𝑄
2
2 𝑠+𝑄
𝑠+𝑄
𝑠

Fill rate for the Gamma distribution
To arrive at an exact expression for the expected number of backorders for a Gamma distribution, the
formulation derived in the previous section can be adjusted as will be done in this section.
Define demand, here defined as 𝑥, to be Gamma distributed with mean 𝛼𝛽 and variance 𝛼𝛽 2. The
appropriate 𝛼 and 𝛽 can then be found by using 𝛼𝛽 = 𝑡𝜇 and 𝛼𝛽 2 = 𝑡𝜎 2 . To use 𝛼 and 𝛽 in the
expression, they will be rewritten as expressions solely dependent on 𝑡, 𝜇 and 𝜎: from the first and
second expression, respectively: 𝑡 =
𝛽2 =

𝛼𝛽
𝜇

∗

𝜎2
𝛼

=

𝛽𝜎2
𝜇

and thus 𝛽 =

𝜎2
𝜇

𝛼𝛽
𝜇

and 𝛽 2 =

𝑡𝜎2
𝛼

. By combining these two expressions one can find

. Next, combining 𝛼 =

Then, the probability density function can be defined as:
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𝑡𝜇
𝛽

and 𝛽 =

𝜎2
𝜇

, one can find 𝛼 = 𝑡

𝜇2
𝜎2

.

𝑓 (𝑥|𝛼, 𝛽) =

𝑥 𝛼−1 −𝑥𝛽
𝑒
Γ(𝛼)𝛽 𝛼

∞

where Γ(𝛼) = ∫0 𝑦 𝛼−1 𝑒 −𝑦 𝑑𝑦.
Next, define the cumulative distribution function as 𝐹 (𝑥|𝛼, 𝛽), with Γ(𝛼 + 1) = 𝛼Γ(𝛼). With these
assumptions and definitions, three expressions will be derived that will be of use to find an expression
for the expected number of backorders for the Gamma distribution:
𝑏

∫ 𝑓 (𝑥|𝛼, 𝛽) 𝑑𝑥 = 𝐹(𝑏|𝛼, 𝛽) − 𝐹(𝑎|𝛼, 𝛽)
𝑎

𝑏

𝑏

𝑏
𝑥
𝑥
𝑥𝛼
𝑥𝛼
−
−
𝛽 𝑑𝑥 = 𝛼𝛽 ∫
𝛽 𝑑𝑥
𝑒
𝑒
𝛼
𝛼+1
𝑎 Γ(𝛼) 𝛽
𝑎 Γ(𝛼 + 1) 𝛽
= 𝛼𝛽[𝐹 (𝑏|𝛼 + 1, 𝛽) − 𝐹 (𝑎|𝛼 + 1, 𝛽) ]

∫ 𝑥𝑓(𝑥|𝛼, 𝛽)𝑑𝑥 = ∫
𝑎

𝑏

𝑏

𝑏
𝑥
𝑥 𝛼+1 −𝑥𝛽
𝑥 𝛼+1
−
2∫
𝛽 𝑑𝑥
(
)
𝑒
𝑑𝑥
=
𝛼
+
1
𝛼𝛽
𝑒
𝛼
𝛼+2
𝑎 Γ(𝛼) 𝛽
𝑎 Γ(𝛼 + 2)𝛽
= (𝛼 + 1)𝛼𝛽 2 [𝐹(𝑏|𝛼 + 2, 𝛽) − 𝐹(𝑎|𝛼 + 2, 𝛽)]

∫ 𝑥 2 𝑓(𝑥|𝛼, 𝛽) 𝑑𝑥 = ∫
𝑎

Now, the expression derived in the previous section can be modified as follows:
𝑠+𝑄

∞
1
1
𝑄 ∞
𝐸[𝐵𝑂(𝜏 + 𝑡)] = ∫ (𝑥 − 𝑠) 2 𝑓𝑡 (𝑥)𝑑𝑥 + ∫ 𝑥𝑓𝑡 (𝑥)𝑑𝑥 − (𝑠 + ) ∫ 𝑓𝑡 (𝑥)𝑑𝑥
𝑄
2
2 𝑠+𝑄
𝑠+𝑄
𝑠

𝑠+𝑄

∞
1
1
𝑄 ∞
2
= ∫ (𝑥 − 𝑠) 𝑓(𝑥|𝛼, 𝛽)𝑑𝑥 + ∫ 𝑥𝑓(𝑥|𝛼, 𝛽) 𝑑𝑥 − (𝑠 + ) ∫ 𝑓(𝑥|𝛼, 𝛽)𝑑𝑥
𝑄
2
2 𝑠+𝑄
𝑠+𝑄
𝑠

𝑠+𝑄

∞
1
1
1
𝑄 ∞
= ∫ ( 𝑥 2 − 𝑠𝑥 + 𝑠 2 ) 𝑓(𝑥|𝛼, 𝛽)𝑑𝑥 + ∫ 𝑥𝑓 (𝑥|𝛼, 𝛽) 𝑑𝑥 − (𝑠 + ) ∫ 𝑓(𝑥|𝛼, 𝛽)𝑑𝑥
𝑄
2
2
2 𝑠+𝑄
𝑠+𝑄
𝑠

=

(𝛼 + 1)𝛼𝛽 2
𝑠𝛼𝛽
[𝐹(𝑠 + 𝑄|𝛼 + 2, 𝛽) − 𝐹 (𝑠|𝛼 + 2, 𝛽)] −
[𝐹 (𝑠 + 𝑄|𝛼 + 1, 𝛽) − 𝐹(𝑠|𝛼 + 1, 𝛽)]
2𝑄
𝑄
𝑠2
[𝐹 (𝑠 + 𝑄|𝛼, 𝛽) − 𝐹 (𝑠|𝛼, 𝛽)] + 𝛼𝛽[𝐹 (∞|𝛼 + 1, 𝛽) − 𝐹 (𝑠 + 𝑄|𝛼 + 1, 𝛽)]
+
2𝑄
𝑄
− (𝑠 + )[𝐹 (∞|𝛼, 𝛽) − 𝐹(𝑠 + 𝑄|𝛼, 𝛽)]
2

Since,


𝐹 (∞|𝛼 + 1, 𝛽) and 𝐹(∞|𝛼, 𝛽) are equal to 1,
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(−

𝑠𝛼𝛽
𝑄

= −(


and (

𝑠

− 𝛼𝛽) 𝐹(𝑠 + 𝑄|𝛼 + 1, 𝛽) = − ( + 1) 𝛼𝛽𝐹(𝑠 + 𝑄|𝛼 + 1, 𝛽)
𝑄

𝑠+𝑄
) 𝛼𝛽𝐹(𝑠 + 𝑄|𝛼 + 1, 𝛽)
𝑄

𝑠2
2𝑄

𝑄

𝑠2

2

2𝑄

+ 𝑠 + )𝐹(𝑠 + 𝑄|𝛼, 𝛽) = (

+

2𝑠𝑄
2𝑄

+

𝑄2

(𝑠+𝑄)2

2𝑄

2𝑄

)𝐹 (𝑠 + 𝑄|𝛼, 𝛽) =

𝐹 (𝑠 + 𝑄|𝛼, 𝛽)

the expression above can be rewritten and simplified into the following expression:
(𝛼 + 1) 𝛼𝛽 2
𝑠+𝑄
[𝐹 (𝑠 + 𝑄|𝛼 + 2, 𝛽) − 𝐹(𝑠|𝛼 + 2, 𝛽)] − (
) 𝛼𝛽𝐹 (𝑠 + 𝑄|𝛼 + 1, 𝛽)
2𝑄
𝑄
𝑠𝛼𝛽
(𝑠 + 𝑄) 2
𝑠2
𝑄
+
𝐹(𝑠|𝛼 + 1, 𝛽) +
𝐹(𝑠 + 𝑄|𝛼, 𝛽) −
𝐹 (𝑠|𝛼, 𝛽) + 𝛼𝛽 − (𝑠 + )
𝑄
2𝑄
2𝑄
2

𝐸[𝐵𝑂 (𝜏 + 𝑡)] =

Recall that the fill rate 𝑃2 can be written as:
𝑃2 = 1 −

𝐸 [𝐵𝑂]
𝐸[𝐵𝑂 (𝜏 + 𝑅 + 𝐿)] − 𝐸 [𝐵𝑂(𝜏 + 𝐿)]
=1−
𝐸 [ 𝐷𝑅 ]
𝐸 [𝐷 (𝜏 + 𝐿, 𝜏 + 𝑅 + 𝐿)]

By inserting the above derived expression for the expected number of backorders and replacing 𝛼 and 𝛽
in the first term by 𝛼𝑅+𝐿 and 𝛽𝑅+𝐿 and in the second term by 𝛼𝐿 and 𝛽𝐿 , the final expression for 𝑃2 can
be found.
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APPENDIX H – Algorithm Results
This appendix consists of two sections. In the first section the summary results are listed. In the second
section the total cost results for a classification with two and three classes are shown.
Summary tables of algorithm results
In this appendix the results of the algorithm applied to the ABC Classification are listed. The results have
been divided over seven tables, where the first two tables show the result of the item and system
approach, respectively, and the latter five tables display the results for 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 classes,
respectively. The costs and threshold are defines as explained in Chapter 4. Sum s denotes the sum of all
reorder levels. Finally, the service levels per class are indicated by p2_class.
Table 15 Algorithm Results for the item approach

≥30%
≥40%
≥50%

Cost (€)
16015
17564
18635

Sum s
19136
20573
23781

Table 16 Algorithm Results for the system approach

≥30%
≥40%
≥50%

Cost (€)
11345
11458
11885

Sum s
22336
23530
24137

Table 17 Algorithm Results for 2 classes

ADV
≥30%

≥40%

≥50%

Cost (€)
Threshold
Sum s
p2_1
p2_2
Cost (€)
Threshold
Sum s
p2_1
p2_2
Cost (€)
Threshold
Sum s
p2_1
p2_2

Price*MOQ Price*MOQ/Demand

12016
1
25535
0,80279
0,99877
14484
1
29388
0,86245
0,99977
15102
1
29428
0,90414
0,99977

12646
1
25535
0,80769
0,98531
13713
1
25553
0,80769
0,99638
14631
3
28884
0,93886
0,99977
95

12215
1
25535
0,80872
0,97819
12735
1
23102
0,80872
0,98935
13520
1
24813
0,80872
0,99638

Table 18 Algorithm Results for 3 classes

ADV
≥30%

≥40%

≥50%

Cost (€)
Threshold1
Threshold2
Sum s
p2_1
p2_2
p2_3
Cost (€)
Threshold1
Threshold2
Sum s
p2_1
p2_2
p2_3
Cost (€)
Threshold1
Threshold2
Sum s
p2_1
p2_2
p2_3

Price/Demand Price*MOQ/Demand

12103
1
8
25384
0,80279
0,99914
0,9899
14160
1
8
27502
0,86705
0,99914
0,99903
14752
1
8
27544
0,90791
0,99914
0,99903

12482
1
3
25552
0,80769
0,89798
0,99977
12805
1
3
28757
0,80769
0,97665
0,99977
12572
3
5
28136
0,93886
0,99943
0,99961

96

11510
1
2
24310
0,80872
0,81572
0,99938
11921
1
2
27053
0,80872
0,90423
0,99938
12469
1
2
27131
0,80872
0,96201
0,99938

Table 19 Algorithm Results for 4 classes

ADV
≥30% Cost (€)
Threshold1
Threshold2
Threshold3
Sum s
p2_1
p2_2
p2_3
p2_4
≥40% Cost (€)
Threshold1
Threshold2
Threshold3
Sum s
p2_1
p2_2
p2_3
p2_4
≥50% Cost (€)
Threshold1
Threshold2
Threshold3
Sum s
p2_1
p2_2
p2_3
p2_4

Price/Demand Price*MOQ/Demand

12225
1
3
8
26255
0,80279
0,99951
0,9989
0,99903
14329
1
3
8
28920
0,86245
0,99951
0,9999
0,99903
14939
1
2
8
27801
0,90791
0,99968
0,99914
0,99903

12382
1
3
8
26255
0,80769
0,90359
0,999
0,99906
12731
1
3
8
26921
0,80769
0,98093
0,999
0,99906
14572
3
5
6
28134
0,93886
0,99943
0,9996
0,99961

97

11479
1
2
9
26125
0,80872
0,81726
0,99915
0,99941
11872
1
2
9
26726
0,80872
0,90423
0,99915
0,99941
12442
1
2
9
26809
0,80872
0,96478
0,99915
0,99941

Table 20 Algorithm Results for 5 classes

ADV
≥30% Cost (€)
Threshold1
Threshold2
Threshold3
Threshold4
Sum s
p2_1
p2_2
p2_3
p2_4
p2_5
≥40% Cost (€)
Threshold1
Threshold2
Threshold3
Threshold4
Sum s
p2_1
p2_2
p2_3
p2_4
p2_5
≥50% Cost (€)
Threshold1
Threshold2
Threshold3
Threshold4
Sum s
p2_1
p2_2
p2_3
p2_4
p2_5

Price/Demand Price*MOQ/Demand

12197
1
2
3
5
26325
0,80279
0,99968
0,99088
0,99907
0,99984
14245
1
3
4
7
29173
0,86245
0,99951
0,99915
0,99927
0,99997
14882
1
3
7
9
28260
0,90791
0,99951
0,99905
0,99971
0,99965

12423
1
4
5
6
27930
0,80769
0,92664
0,99984
0,9996
0,99961
12789
1
3
6
9
28270
0,80769
0,97776
0,99949
0,99988
0,99925
14723
3
5
8
9
27493
0,94043
0,99943
0,99944
0,99929
0,99925

98

11544
1
2
3
6
26046
0,80872
0,81572
0,99956
0,99969
0,99904
11955
1
2
3
6
26797
0,80872
0,90423
0,99956
0,99969
0,99904
12521
1
2
3
6
26878
0,80872
0,96345
0,99956
0,99969
0,99904

Table 21 Algorithm Results for 6 classes

ADV
≥30% Cost (€)
Threshold1
Threshold2
Threshold3
Threshold4
Threshold5
Sum s
p2_1
p2_2
p2_3
p2_4
p2_5
p2_6
≥40% Cost (€)
Threshold1
Threshold2
Threshold3
Threshold4
Threshold5
Sum s
p2_1
p2_2
p2_3
p2_4
p2_5
p2_6
≥50% Cost (€)
Threshold1
Threshold2
Threshold3
Threshold4
Threshold5
Sum s
p2_1
p2_2
p2_3
p2_4
p2_5
p2_6

Price/Demand Price*MOQ/Demand

12208
1
3
4
6
9
26539
0,80279
0,99951
0,99915
0,9965
0,99961
0,99965
14247
1
3
4
6
9
28398
0,86245
0,99951
0,99915
0,99951
0,99961
0,99965
14879
1
3
4
6
9
28440
0,90557
0,99951
0,99915
0,99951
0,99961
0,99965

12389
1
2
3
8
9
26602
0,80769
0,8086
0,97819
0,999
0,99929
0,99925
12787
1
3
5
6
7
28864
0,80769
0,97776
0,99943
0,9996
0,99912
0,99984
14561
3
6
7
8
9
27670
0,93886
0,99949
0,99912
0,99989
0,99929
0,99925
99

11515
1
3
4
8
9
26827
0,80872
0,88625
0,99994
0,99951
0,99948
0,99941
11969
1
3
4
8
9
27099
0,80872
0,94131
0,99994
0,99951
0,99948
0,99941
12514
1
2
5
8
9
27530
0,80872
0,96065
0,99969
0,99952
0,99948
0,99941

Total cost results
In the following table the total costs are shown for a classification with two classes for all different
threshold options and criteria. The tables for 3, 4, 5 and 6 classes are omitted because of the large
number of rows (i.e. threshold value options) for these criteria.
Table 22 Cost results for 2 classes

Threshold
c12

ADV

Price/Demand

Price*MOQ/Demand

≥30%

≥40%

≥50%

≥30%

≥40%

≥50%

1

€12.016

€14.484

€15.102

€12.647

€13.713

€15.693

2

€24.531

€24.575

€24.625

€13.359

€15.021

3

€22.661

€22.685

€22.708

€13.226

4

€24.720

€24.733

€24.746

5

€23.859

€23.865

€23.870

6

€25.784

€25.787

7

€25.769

8
9

≥40%

≥50%

€12.215

€12.735

€13.520

€15.734

€13.041

€13.546

€14.205

€13.904

€14.631

€13.257

€13.984

€14.876

€13.343

€14.278

€14.882

€13.758

€14.672

€15.235

€13.760

€14.659

€15.253

€14.298

€15.118

€15.823

€25.789

€14.251

€15.045

€15.964

€14.525

€15.188

€16.093

€25.771

€25.773

€14.690

€15.640

€16.419

€14.905

€15.733

€16.463

€16.357

€18.054

€22.147

€14.974

€15.925

€16.613

€15.065

€15.995

€16.741

€15.986

€17.324

€19.169

€15.321

€16.316

€17.227

€18.450

€26.950

€26.951

100

≥30%

APPENDIX I – MATLAB Algorithm script
Script to execute algorithm for 3 classes
p2system=zeros(6,1);
p2systemagg=0;
classes=3; %Define number of classes
slowmover=round(0.08*size(X,1));
p2aggobj=0.94;
p2systemobj=0.5; %Aggregate end-item fill rate
p2step=0.001; %step value in the algorithm for the fill rate
meann=zeros(size(X4,1),1);
stdd=zeros(size(X4,1),1);
alfaL=zeros(size(X4,1),1); %alfa*leadtime
alfaRL=zeros(size(X4,1),1); %alfa*(review period+lead time)
beta=zeros(size(X4,1),1);
moq=zeros(size(X4,1),1);
review=zeros(size(X4,1),1);
leadtime=zeros(size(X4,1),1);
cost=zeros(size(X4,1),1);
results=strings(26,3);
mincost=zeros(3,1);
classsizemincost=zeros(3,1);
S=zeros(size(X4,1),1); %reorder level
Sdelta=zeros(size(X4,1),1); %temporary reorder level to be used for the items
items in the class with the highest gamma
costs=zeros(size(X4,1),1);
p2=zeros(size(X4,1),1);
p2delta=zeros(size(X4,1),1);
p2agg=zeros(size(X4,1),1); %aggregate fill rate
EBOL=zeros(size(X4,1),1); %expected backorders at time (t+L)
EBORL=zeros(size(X4,1),1); %expected backorders at time (t+R+L)
EBO=zeros(size(X4,1),1);
EBOdelta=zeros(size(X4,1),1); %temporary EBO value to be used for the items
in the class with the highest gamma
gammai=zeros(size(X4,1),1); %gamma value
%X=demand data, X4=MOQ, leadtime, review period and costs
for c=1:size(X,1) %For all items
moq(c,1)=X4(c,1);
leadtime(c,1)=X4(c,2);
review(c,1)=X4(c,3);
cost(c,1)=X4(c,4);
%Determine mean and std.dev.
if c>0.5*size(X,1) && (sum(X(c,1:16))==0 || sum(X(c,37:52))==0)
%Only from first to last nonzero element
firstnonzero = find(X(c,:),1,'first');
lastnonzero = find(X(c,:),1,'last');
meann(c,1)=mean(X(c,firstnonzero:lastnonzero));
stdd(c,1)=std(X(c,firstnonzero:lastnonzero));
else
meann(c,1)=mean(X(c,:));
stdd(c,1)=std(X(c,:));
end
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labdaRL=( review(c,1)+leadtime(c,1) ) * meann(c,1);
labdaL=leadtime(c,1) * meann(c,1);
beta(c,1)=(stdd(c,1)^2)/meann(c,1);%beta=(sigma)^2 / mu
alfaRL(c,1)=(review(c,1)+leadtime(c,1))*(meann(c,1)/stdd(c,1))^2;
alfaL(c,1)=(leadtime(c,1))*(meann(c,1)/stdd(c,1))^2;%alfa=(mu/sigma)^2
end
for c=1:size(X,1)
add=1; %Number to add to S(c,1)
if p2(c,1)<0.8
while p2delta(c,1)<0.8
Sdelta(c,1)=S(c,1)+add;
if c<=slowmover %Poisson distribution
for i=0:moq(c,1)-1
for d=S(c,1)+i+1:99
backorders=( poisspdf(d,labdaRL)-poisspdf(d,labdaL)
)*(d-S(c,1)-i);
p2delta(c,1)=1- (1/moq(c,1))*backorders/ (
meann(c,1)*review(c,1) );
EBOdelta(c,1)=(1/moq(c,1))*backorders;
end
end
add=add+1;
else %Gamma Distribution
%EBO-RL
EBORL(c,1)=calcEBO(c,Sdelta(c,1),alfaRL(c,1),beta(c,1),moq(c,1)); %Call
function that calculates the expected backorders
%EBO-L
EBOL(c,1)=calcEBO(c,Sdelta(c,1),alfaL(c,1),beta(c,1),moq(c,1)); %Call
function that calculates the expected backorders
p2delta(c,1)=1 -( EBORL(c,1)-EBOL(c,1) )/ (
meann(c,1)*review(c,1) );
EBOdelta(c,1)=EBORL(c,1)-EBOL(c,1);
add=add+1;
end
end
end
p2(c,1)=p2delta(c,1);
S(c,1)=Sdelta(c,1);
p2agg(c,1)=p2delta(c,1)*meann(c,1);
costs(c,1)=0.10/52*cost(c,1)*S(c,1);
p2_initial=p2delta;
EBO_initial=EBOdelta;
if p2(c,1)<0.8+p2step
while p2delta(c,1)<0.8+p2step
Sdelta(c,1)=S(c,1)+add; %Increase reorder level if fill rate
smaller than p2step
if c<=slowmover %Poisson distribution
for i=0:moq(c,1)-1
for d=S(c,1)+i+1:99
backorders=( poisspdf(d,labdaRL)-poisspdf(d,labdaL)
)*(d-S(c,1)-i);
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p2delta(c,1)=1- (1/moq(c,1))*backorders/ (
meann(c,1)*review(c,1) );
EBOdelta(c,1)=(1/moq(c,1))*backorders;
end
end
add=add+1;
else %Gamma distribution
%EBO-RL
EBORL(c,1)=calcEBO(c,Sdelta(c,1),alfaRL(c,1),beta(c,1),moq(c,1));
%EBO-L
EBOL(c,1)=calcEBO(c,Sdelta(c,1),alfaL(c,1),beta(c,1),moq(c,1));
p2delta(c,1)=1 -( EBORL(c,1)-EBOL(c,1) )/ (
meann(c,1)*review(c,1) );
EBOdelta(c,1)=EBORL(c,1)-EBOL(c,1);
add=add+1;
end
end
end
end
p2agg_initial=p2agg;
costs_initial=costs;
Sdelta_initial=Sdelta;
EBORL_initial=EBORL;
EBOL_initial=EBOL;
p2delta_initial=p2delta;
EBOdelta_initial=EBOdelta;
%%
criterion=0;
for classification=1:3 %Loop over ADV, Price/Demand and Price*MOQ/Demand
criterion=criterion+1
threshold=0;
for c12=1:8 %Threshold between class 1 and 2
for c23=(c12+1):9 %Threshold between class 2 and 3
c12
c23
p2_80=0.3;
p2_90=0.4;
p2aggobj=0.94;
p2systemagg=0;
aggregategamma=zeros(classes,1);
gammap2=zeros(classes,1);
gammacost=zeros(classes,1);
S=zeros(size(X4,1),1);
Sdelta=Sdelta_initial;
costs=costs_initial;
p2=p2_initial;
p2delta=p2delta_initial;
p2agg=p2agg_initial;
EBOL=EBOL_initial;
EBORL=EBORL_initial;
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EBO=EBO_initial;
EBOdelta=EBOdelta_initial;
p2obj(1:classes,1)=0;
threshold=threshold+1;
sorted=calcClassification(classification,c12,c23,X,X4); %Call
function that classifies the items into three classes according to the
specified threshold valus c12 and c23
for class=1:classes
p2min=1;
rowmaxgammaclass=find(sorted(:,55)==class);
for i=1:size(rowmaxgammaclass,1)
if p2(rowmaxgammaclass(i,1),1)<p2min %Use in next lines
to set new p2obj
p2min=p2(rowmaxgammaclass(i,1),1);
end
end
p2obj(class,1)=p2min;
end
%Calculate P2-BOM
numberofitemsinbom=zeros(6,1);
p2system_temporary=zeros(size(X4,1),6);
for bom=1:6
for i=1:size(X,1)
if ismember(itemnumber(i,1),bomnumbers(:,bom))==1
p2system_temporary(i,bom)=max((1-p2(i,1))/p2(i,1),0);
numberofitemsinbom(bom,1)=numberofitemsinbom(bom,1)+1;
end
end
p2system(bom,1)=1/(1+sum(p2system_temporary(:,bom)));
end
p2systemagg=mean(p2system);
%Calculate Weighted Average
p2_weighted_temporary=0;
for p=1:6
p2_weighted_temporary=p2_weighted_temporary+yeardemand(p,1)*p2system(p,1);
end
p2systemagg_weighted=p2_weighted_temporary/sum(yeardemand);
%Calculate P2-BOM
for class=1:classes
numberofitemsinbom=zeros(6,1);
p2system_temporary=zeros(size(X4,1),6);
for bom=1:6
for i=1:size(X,1)
if ismember(itemnumber(i,1),bomnumbers(:,bom))==1
if sorted(c,55)==class
p2system_temporary(i,bom)=max((1p2delta(i,1))/p2delta(i,1),0);
numberofitemsinbom(bom,1)=numberofitemsinbom(bom,1)+1;
else
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p2system_temporary(i,bom)=max((1p2(i,1))/p2(i,1),0);
numberofitemsinbom(bom,1)=numberofitemsinbom(bom,1)+1;
end
end
end
p2system_gamma(bom,class)=1/(1+sum(p2system_temporary(:,bom)));
end
p2systemagg_gamma(class,1)=mean(p2system_gamma(:,class));
%Calculate Weighted Average
p2_weighted_temporary=0;
for p=1:6
p2_weighted_temporary=p2_weighted_temporary+yeardemand(p,1)*p2system_gamma(p,
class);
end
p2systemagg_weighted_gamma(class,1)=p2_weighted_temporary/sum(yeardemand);
gammap2(class,1)=p2systemagg_weighted_gamma(class,1)p2systemagg_weighted;
for c=1:size(X,1)
if sorted(c,55)==class
gammacost(class,1)=gammacost(class,1)+0.10/52*cost(c,1)*(Sdelta(c,1)-S(c,1));
end
end
aggregategamma(class,1)=gammap2(class,1)/gammacost(class,1);
end
p2aggregate=sum(p2agg)/sum(meann);
while p2systemagg_weighted<p2systemobj
maxgammai=max(aggregategamma);
cmaxgammai=find(aggregategamma==maxgammai);
% If duplicate gammas, take random one, cause next iteration
not necessarily the other one
cmaxgammai=cmaxgammai(randi(size(cmaxgammai,1)),1);
%Increase S for class with highest gamma
rowmaxgammaclass=find(sorted(:,55)==cmaxgammai); %List of all
rows that are of the class with highest gamma
p2min=1;
for i=1:size(rowmaxgammaclass,1)
S(rowmaxgammaclass(i,1),1)=Sdelta(rowmaxgammaclass(i,1),1);%Change S for
highest gamma class
p2(rowmaxgammaclass(i,1),1)=p2delta(rowmaxgammaclass(i,1),1);%Update p2 for
highest gamma class
EBO(rowmaxgammaclass(i,1),1)=EBOdelta(rowmaxgammaclass(i,1),1);
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costs(rowmaxgammaclass(i,1),1)=0.10/52*cost(rowmaxgammaclass(i,1),1)*S(rowmax
gammaclass(i,1),1);
gammai(rowmaxgammaclass(i,1),1)=0; %Set to zero again
%Find item with smallest fill rate in the class
if p2(rowmaxgammaclass(i,1),1)<p2min %Use in next lines
to set new p2obj
p2min=p2(rowmaxgammaclass(i,1),1);
end
end
%Set new p2obj for class with highest gamma
p2obj(cmaxgammai,1)=p2min;
class=cmaxgammai;
p2systemagg=p2systemagg_gamma(class,1);
p2systemagg_weighted=p2systemagg_weighted_gamma(class,1);
for bomm=1:6
p2system(bomm,1)=p2system_gamma(bomm,class);
end
aggregategamma(class,1)=0;
gammap2(class,1)=0; %Set gamma-value to zero again
gammacost(class,1)=0; %Set gamma-value to zero again
for c=1:size(X,1) %Determine gamma value for all items that
belonged to the class with the highest gamma
if sorted(c,55)==class
add=1; %Number to add to S(c,1)
if p2(c,1)<p2obj(class,1)+p2step
if p2obj(class,1)+p2step >1
%Leave gamma value at zero if fill rate + p2step exceeds one, since fill rate
cannot be larger than 100%
else
while p2delta(c,1)<p2obj(class,1)+p2step
Sdelta(c,1)=S(c,1)+add;
if c<=slowmover %Poisson distribution
for i=0:moq(c,1)-1
for d=S(c,1)+i+1:99
backorders=(
poisspdf(d,labdaRL)-poisspdf(d,labdaL) )*(d-S(c,1)-1);
p2delta(c,1)=1(1/moq(c,1))*backorders/ ( meann(c,1)*review(c,1) );
EBOdelta(c,1)=(1/moq(c,1))*backorders;
end
end
add=add+1;
else %Gamma distribution
%EBO-RL
EBORL(c,1)=calcEBO(c,Sdelta(c,1),alfaRL(c,1),beta(c,1),moq(c,1));
%EBO-L
EBOL(c,1)=calcEBO(c,Sdelta(c,1),alfaL(c,1),beta(c,1),moq(c,1));
p2delta(c,1)=1 -( EBORL(c,1)EBOL(c,1) )/ ( meann(c,1)*X4(c,3) );
EBOdelta(c,1)=EBORL(c,1)-EBOL(c,1);
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add=add+1;
end
end
end
end
p2agg(c,1)=p2(c,1)*meann(c,1);
end
end
%Calculate P2-BOM
numberofitemsinbom=zeros(6,1);
p2system_temporary=zeros(size(X4,1),6);
for bommm=1:6
for i=1:size(X,1)
if ismember(itemnumber(i,1),bomnumbers(:,bommm))==1
if sorted(c,55)==class
p2system_temporary(i,bommm)=max((1p2delta(i,1))/p2delta(i,1),0);
numberofitemsinbom(bommm,1)=numberofitemsinbom(bommm,1)+1;
else
p2system_temporary(i,bommm)=max((1p2(i,1))/p2(i,1),0);
numberofitemsinbom(bommm,1)=numberofitemsinbom(bommm,1)+1;
end
end
end
p2system_gamma(bommm,class)=1/(1+sum(p2system_temporary(:,bommm)));
end
p2systemagg_gamma(class,1)=mean(p2system_gamma(:,class));
%Calculate Weighted Average
p2_weighted_temporary=0;
for p=1:6
p2_weighted_temporary=p2_weighted_temporary+yeardemand(p,1)*p2system_gamma(p,
class);
end
p2systemagg_weighted_gamma(class,1)=p2_weighted_temporary/sum(yeardemand);
gammap2(class,1)=p2systemagg_weighted_gamma(class,1)p2systemagg_weighted; %Calculate numerator part of fill rate
for c=1:size(X,1)
if sorted(c,55)==class
gammacost(class,1)=gammacost(class,1)+0.10/52*cost(c,1)*(Sdelta(c,1)-S(c,1));
%Calculate denominator part of fill rate
end
end
aggregategamma(class,1)=gammap2(class,1)/gammacost(class,1);
p2aggregate=sum(p2agg)/sum(meann);
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if p2systemagg_weighted>p2_80 %Save results if fill rate
reaches 20%
totalcost(threshold,criterion+2)=sum(costs);
sumS(threshold,criterion)=sum(S);
sumEBO(threshold,criterion)=sum(EBO);
totalp2obj80(1:3,threshold)=p2obj;
systemp2_80(1:6,threshold)=p2system;
weightedsystemp2_80(threshold,criterion)=p2systemagg_weighted;
p2_80=2;%To make sure it doesn't go into the loop anymore
end
if p2systemagg_weighted>p2_90 %Save results if fill rate
reaches 30%
totalcost(threshold,criterion+5)=sum(costs);
sumS(threshold,criterion+3)=sum(S);
sumEBO(threshold,criterion+3)=sum(EBO);
totalp2obj90(1:3,threshold)=p2obj;
systemp2_90(1:6,threshold)=p2system;
weightedsystemp2_90(threshold,criterion)=p2systemagg_weighted;
p2_90=2;%To make sure it doesn't go into the loop anymore
end
end
totalcost(threshold,1)=c12;
totalcost(threshold,2)=c23;
totalcost(threshold,criterion+8)=sum(costs);
sumS(threshold,criterion+6)=sum(S);
sumEBO(threshold,criterion+6)=sum(EBO);
totalp2obj95(1:3,threshold)=p2obj;
systemp2_95(1:6,threshold)=p2system;
weightedsystemp2_95(threshold,criterion)=p2systemagg_weighted;
p2systemresult(1:6,threshold)=p2system;
p2systemaggresult(threshold,1)=p2systemagg;
end
end
%
20% Write results to summary overview
mincost(criterion,1)=min(totalcost(:,criterion+2));
results(1,criterion+1)=min(totalcost(:,criterion+2));%cost
classsizemincost(criterion,1)=find(totalcost(:,criterion+2)==mincost(criterio
n,1),1);
results(2,criterion+1)=totalcost(classsizemincost(criterion,1),1);%threshold1
results(3,criterion+1)=totalcost(classsizemincost(criterion,1),2);%threshold2
results(4,criterion+1)=sumS(classsizemincost(criterion,1),1);%S
results(5,criterion+1)=sumEBO(classsizemincost(criterion,1),1);%EBO
results(6:8,criterion+1)=totalp2obj80(1:3,classsizemincost(criterion,1));%p2o
bj
results(1:6,criterion+4)=systemp2_80(1:6,classsizemincost(criterion,1));
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results(7,criterion+4)=weightedsystemp2_80(classsizemincost(criterion,1),1);
results(8,criterion+4)=mean(systemp2_80(1:6,classsizemincost(criterion,1)));
%
30% Write results to summary overview
mincost(criterion,1)=min(totalcost(:,criterion+5));
results(10,criterion+1)=min(totalcost(:,criterion+5));%cost
classsizemincost(criterion,1)=find(totalcost(:,criterion+5)==mincost(criterio
n,1),1);
results(11,criterion+1)=totalcost(classsizemincost(criterion,1),1);%threshold
1
results(12,criterion+1)=totalcost(classsizemincost(criterion,1),2);%threshold
2
results(13,criterion+1)=sumS(classsizemincost(criterion,1),criterion+3);%S
results(14,criterion+1)=sumEBO(classsizemincost(criterion,1),criterion+3);%EB
O
results(15:17,criterion+1)=totalp2obj90(1:3,classsizemincost(criterion,1));%p
2obj
results(10:15,criterion+4)=systemp2_90(1:6,classsizemincost(criterion,1));
results(16,criterion+4)=weightedsystemp2_90(classsizemincost(criterion,1),1);
results(17,criterion+4)=mean(systemp2_90(1:6,classsizemincost(criterion,1)));
%
50% Write results to summary overview
mincost(criterion,1)=min(totalcost(:,criterion+8));
results(19,criterion+1)=min(totalcost(:,criterion+8));%cost
classsizemincost(criterion,1)=find(totalcost(:,criterion+8)==mincost(criterio
n,1),1);
results(20,criterion+1)=totalcost(classsizemincost(criterion,1),1);%threshold
1
results(21,criterion+1)=totalcost(classsizemincost(criterion,1),2);%threshold
2
results(22,criterion+1)=sumS(classsizemincost(criterion,1),criterion+6);%S
results(23,criterion+1)=sumEBO(classsizemincost(criterion,1),criterion+6);%EB
O
results(24:26,criterion+1)=totalp2obj95(1:3,classsizemincost(criterion,1));%p
2obj
results(19:24,criterion+4)=systemp2_95(1:6,classsizemincost(criterion,1));
results(25,criterion+4)=weightedsystemp2_95(classsizemincost(criterion,1),1);
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results(26,criterion+4)=mean(systemp2_95(1:6,classsizemincost(criterion,1)));

resultssystem(1:6,criterion)=p2systemresult(1:6,classsizemincost(criterion,1)
);
resultssystem(7,criterion)=p2systemaggresult(classsizemincost(criterion,1),1)
;
results
end
results(1,1)="cost";
results(2,1)="threshold";
results(4,1)="S";
results(5,1)="EBO";
results(6,1)="p2obj";
results(10,1)="cost";
results(11,1)="threshold";
results(13,1)="S";
results(14,1)="EBO";
results(15,1)="p2obj";
results(19,1)="cost";
results(20,1)="threshold";
results(22,1)="S";
results(23,1)="EBO";
results(24,1)="p2obj";

Function to calculate expected backorders
function [EBO] = calcEBO(c,S,alfa,beta,moq)
part1(c,1)=(alfa+1)*alfa*beta^2/(2*moq)*(gamcdf(S+moq,alfa+2,beta)gamcdf(S,alfa+2,beta));
part2(c,1)=( (S+moq)/moq )*alfa*beta*gamcdf(S+moq,alfa+1,beta);
part3(c,1)=( (S*alfa*beta)/moq )*gamcdf(S,alfa+1,beta);
part4(c,1)=( (S+moq)^2/ (2*moq) )*gamcdf(S+moq,alfa,beta);
part5(c,1)=( (S)^2/(2*moq) )*gamcdf(S,alfa,beta);
part6(c,1)=alfa*beta-S-0.5*moq;
EBO=part1(c,1)-part2(c,1)+part3(c,1)+part4(c,1)-part5(c,1)+part6(c,1);

Function to classify items
function [classification] = calcClassification(classification,c12,c23,X,X4)
classes=3;
percentage(1,1)=c12/10;
percentage(2,1)=c23/10;
percentage(3,1)=1;
sorted=X;
numberofitems=zeros(classes,1);
sorted(1:size(X,1),53)=1:size(X,1);%Add order
for row=1:size(X,1)
cost=X4(row,4);
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if classification==1
sorted(row,54)=sum(X(row,:))*cost;
elseif classification==2
sorted(row,54)=cost/sum(X(row,:));
elseif classification==3
moq=X4(row,1);
sorted(row,54)=moq*cost/sum(X(row,:));
end
end
sorted=sortrows(sorted,54,'descend');
numberofitems(1,1)=round(percentage(1,1)*size(X,1));
sorted(1:numberofitems(1,1),55)=1;
for class=2:classes
numberofitems(class,1)=round(percentage(class,1)*size(X,1));
sorted(numberofitems(class-1,1)+1:numberofitems(class,1),55)=class;
end
sorted=sortrows(sorted,53,'ascend');
classification=sorted;
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APPENDIX J – Example of a BOM structure

Figure 52 An example of a BOM for the C3-lens module 1096130
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APPENDIX K – End-item fill rate approximation
In the graph below, an analysis of the pessimistic end-item fill rate approximation:
𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑙 − 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑛 = ∏ 𝑃2,𝑖
𝑖 ∈𝑛

Contrary to the approximation of Feigin (1999) that results, with 400 items and individual fill rates of
99%, in an end-item fill rate of about 20%, this expressions leads to an end-item fill rate of about 2%.
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Figure 53 Graphical analysis of an end-item fill rate approximation for 500 items
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APPENDIX L – Derivations and script for VBA Tool
Derivation of inventory KPI expressions
In this section additional expressions for inventory management KPIs will be derived to be used in the
tool. To make the tool usable for any new item added to the FEI’s portfolio in the future, the formulas
used will be based on the Gamma distribution since this distribution provided a good fi t for the whole
range of items. The KPIs for the inventory at the begin and end of a potential delivery cycle, the average
inventory, the expected order lines and order size and expected costs will be derived (Broekmeulen &
Van Donselaar, 2014b):
Inventory on Hand
Similar to the expression for the expected backorders, the expected inventory on hand can be defined as
𝑄

∞

+
𝐸 [𝐼𝑂𝐻 (𝜏 + 𝑡)] = 𝐸[ (𝐼𝑃(𝜏) − 𝐷𝑡 )+ ] = 𝐸[(𝑠 + ∆ − 𝐷𝑡 )+] = ∫ ∫ (𝑠 + 𝛿 − 𝑥) 𝑓𝑡 (𝑥)𝑔(𝛿)𝑑𝛿𝑑𝑥
−∞ 0

Without changing the value of this function, it can be changed into the following expression which can
subsequently be split up into two separate integrals:
𝐸 [𝐼𝑂𝐻 (𝜏 + 𝑡)]
∞

𝑄

= ∫ ∫ [𝑠 + 𝛿 − 𝑥 + (𝑥 − 𝑠 − 𝛿) + ]𝑓𝑡(𝑥)𝑔(𝛿 )𝑑𝛿𝑑𝑥
−∞ 0
∞
𝑄

∞

𝑄

= ∫ ∫ (𝑠 − 𝑥 + 𝛿 )𝑓𝑡 (𝑥)𝑔(𝛿 )𝑑𝛿𝑑𝑥 + ∫ ∫ (𝑥 − 𝑠 − 𝛿) + 𝑓𝑡 (𝑥)𝑔(𝛿)𝑑𝛿𝑑𝑥
−∞ 0

−∞ 0

The integral on the right side is exactly equal to the expression derived in Chapter 4 for the expected
backorders. The left side of the integral can be integrated over 𝛿 to get the following result:
∞

1
1
𝑄
[(𝑠 − 𝑥)𝑄 + 𝑄 2 ] 𝑓𝑡 (𝑥)𝑑𝑥 + 𝐸[𝐵𝑂(𝜏 + 𝑡)] = 𝑠 + − 𝐸 [𝐷𝑡 ] + 𝐸 [𝐵𝑂(𝜏 + 𝑡)]
2
2
−∞ 𝑄

𝐸 [𝐼𝑂𝐻 (𝜏 + 𝑡)] = ∫

The average inventory on hand during a potential delivery cycle 𝐸[𝐼𝑂𝐻 ] can then be expressed as:
𝐸 [𝐼𝑂𝐻 ] =

𝑠+

𝑄
𝑄
− 𝐸 [𝐷𝐿 ] + 𝐸[𝐵𝑂(𝜏 + 𝐿)] + 𝑠 + − 𝐸 [𝐷𝑅𝐿 ] + 𝐸[𝐵𝑂(𝜏 + 𝑅 + 𝐿)]
2
2
2
𝑄
= 𝑠 + + 0.5 ∗ (−𝐸[𝐷𝐿 ] − 𝐸 [𝐷𝑅𝐿 ] + 𝐸[𝐵𝑂(𝜏 + 𝐿)] + 𝐸[𝐵𝑂(𝜏 + 𝑅 + 𝐿)])
2

Moreover, the safety stock can be formulated as 𝑠𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘: = 𝑠 − 𝐸 [𝐷𝐿+𝑅 ]
Expected number of order lines and order size
The expected order lines per review period is the probability that, at a review moment just before
generating a potential replenishment, the inventory position is smaller than the reorder level. Again,
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define the stochastic variable ∆ as ∆= 𝐼𝑃(𝜏) − 𝑠, i.e ∆~𝑢(0, 𝑄). Next, define 1{𝑥>𝛿 } as the indicator
function
𝐸[𝑂𝐿] = 𝑃(𝐼𝑃(𝜏) − 𝐷 (𝜏, 𝜏 + 𝑅 ) < 𝑠) = 𝑃(𝑠 + ∆ − 𝐷𝑅 < 𝑠) = 𝑃(𝐷𝑅 > ∆) =
∞

∞

= ∫ ∫ 1{𝑥>𝛿} 𝑓𝑅 (𝑥)𝑔(𝛿 )𝑑𝛿𝑑𝑥
−∞ −∞
∞ min(𝑄,𝑥)

1 ∞
∫ 𝑓 (𝑥)min(𝑄, 𝑥)𝑑𝑥
𝑄 0 𝑅
0
0
1 𝑄
1 ∞
1 𝑄
= ∫ 𝑥𝑓𝑅 (𝑥)𝑑𝑥 + ∫ 𝑄𝑓𝑅 (𝑥)𝑑𝑥 = 1 − 𝐹𝑅 (𝑄) + ∫ 𝑥𝑓𝑅 (𝑥) 𝑑𝑥
𝑄 0
𝑄 𝑄
𝑄 0
=∫ ∫

𝑓𝑅 (𝑥) 𝑔(𝛿 )𝑑𝛿𝑑𝑥 =

Adjusting this expression for the Gamma distribution yields:
𝐸 [𝑂𝐿] = 1 − 𝐹 (𝑄|𝛼𝑅 , 𝛽𝑅 ) +

1 𝑄
𝛼 𝛽
∫ 𝑥𝑓(𝑥|𝛼𝑅 , 𝛽𝑅 )𝑑𝑥 = 1 − 𝐹(𝑄|𝛼𝑅 , 𝛽𝑅 ) + 𝑅 𝑅 𝐹 (𝑄|𝛼𝑅 + 1, 𝛽𝑅 )
𝑄 0
𝑄

The expected supply quantity can be determined by multiplying the expected order size and the
expected number of order lines, which, on the long term, should be equal to the expected demand.
This implies the expected order size can be expressed as:
𝐸[𝑂𝑆] =

𝐸[𝐷(𝜏, 𝜏 + 𝑅)]
𝐸[𝑂𝐿]

Expected costs
The expected total costs per review period depend on the holding, backorder and ordering costs. Using
the expressions for the expected backorders from APPENDIX G – Service level derivation and the
expected inventory from above, the costs per review period can be defined. Moreover, define 𝐾 as the
costs per order and ℎ and 𝑏 as the holding and backorder costs:
𝑄
+ 0.5 ∗ (−𝐸[𝐷𝐿 ] − 𝐸 [𝐷𝑅𝐿 ] + 𝐸[𝐵𝑂(𝜏 + 𝐿)] + 𝐸 [𝐵𝑂(𝜏 + 𝑅 + 𝐿)])}
2
+ 𝑏{𝐸[𝐵𝑂(𝜏 + 𝐿 + 𝑅)] − 𝐸 [𝐵𝑂(𝜏 + 𝐿)]}

𝐸[𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 ] = 𝐾 ∗ 𝐸 [𝑂𝐿] + ℎ {𝑠 +

𝑄
+ 0.5 ∗ (−𝐸[𝐷𝐿 ] − 𝐸 [𝐷𝑅𝐿 ])} + (0.5ℎ
2
+ 𝑏) {𝐸[𝐵𝑂(𝜏 + 𝐿 + 𝑅 )] + (0.5ℎ − 𝑏)𝐸 [𝐵𝑂(𝜏 + 𝐿)]}

= 𝐾 ∗ 𝐸 [𝑂𝐿] + ℎ {𝑠 +

VBA Tool functions
Public Function FEI_FillRate(demand As Double, stdev As Double, R As Double, L As Double, s As Double,
MOQ As Double)
alfaL = (demand ^ 2 / stdev ^ 2) * L
alfaRL = (demand ^ 2 / stdev ^ 2) * (R + L)
beta = stdev ^ 2 / demand
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EBOL = (alfaL + 1) * alfaL * beta ^ 2 / (2 * MOQ) * (WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaL + 2,
beta, True) - WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaL + 2, beta, True)) _
- (s + MOQ) / MOQ * alfaL * beta * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaL + 1, beta, True) +
s * alfaL * beta / MOQ * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaL + 1, beta, True) _
+ (s + MOQ) ^ 2 / (2 * MOQ) * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaL, beta, True) - s ^ 2 / (2
* MOQ) * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaL, beta, True) _
+ alfaL * beta - (s + MOQ / 2)
EBORL = (alfaRL + 1) * alfaRL * beta ^ 2 / (2 * MOQ) * (WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaRL
+ 2, beta, True) - WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaRL + 2, beta, True)) _
- (s + MOQ) / MOQ * alfaRL * beta * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaRL + 1, beta, True)
+ s * alfaRL * beta / MOQ * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaRL + 1, beta, True) _
+ (s + MOQ) ^ 2 / (2 * MOQ) * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaRL, beta, True) - s ^ 2 /
(2 * MOQ) * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaRL, beta, True) _
+ alfaRL * beta - (s + MOQ / 2)
FEI_FillRate = 1 - (EBORL - EBOL) / (demand * R)
End Function
Public Function FEI_IOH_L(demand As Double, stdev As Double, R As Double, L As Double, s As Double,
MOQ As Double)
alfaL = (demand ^ 2 / stdev ^ 2) * L
beta = stdev ^ 2 / demand
EBOL = (alfaL + 1) * alfaL * beta ^ 2 / (2 * MOQ) * (WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaL + 2,
beta, True) - WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaL + 2, beta, True)) _
- (s + MOQ) / MOQ * alfaL * beta * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaL + 1, beta, True) +
s * alfaL * beta / MOQ * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaL + 1, beta, True) _
+ (s + MOQ) ^ 2 / (2 * MOQ) * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaL, beta, True) - s ^ 2 / (2
* MOQ) * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaL, beta, True) _
+ alfaL * beta - (s + MOQ / 2)

FEI_IOH_L = s + 0.5 * MOQ - demand * L + EBOL
End Function
Public Function FEI_IOH_RL(demand As Double, stdev As Double, R As Double, L As Double, s As Double,
MOQ As Double)
alfaRL = (demand ^ 2 / stdev ^ 2) * (R + L)
beta = stdev ^ 2 / demand
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EBORL = (alfaRL + 1) * alfaRL * beta ^ 2 / (2 * MOQ) * (WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaRL
+ 2, beta, True) - WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaRL + 2, beta, True)) _
- (s + MOQ) / MOQ * alfaRL * beta * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaRL + 1, beta, True)
+ s * alfaRL * beta / MOQ * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaRL + 1, beta, True) _
+ (s + MOQ) ^ 2 / (2 * MOQ) * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaRL, beta, True) - s ^ 2 /
(2 * MOQ) * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaRL, beta, True) _
+ alfaRL * beta - (s + MOQ / 2)

FEI_IOH_RL = s + 0.5 * MOQ - demand * (R + L) + EBORL
End Function
Public Function FEI_IOH_Avg(demand As Double, stdev As Double, R As Double, L As Double, s As
Double, MOQ As Double)
alfaL = (demand ^ 2 / stdev ^ 2) * L
alfaRL = (demand ^ 2 / stdev ^ 2) * (R + L)
beta = stdev ^ 2 / demand
EBOL = (alfaL + 1) * alfaL * beta ^ 2 / (2 * MOQ) * (WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaL + 2,
beta, True) - WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaL + 2, beta, True)) _
- (s + MOQ) / MOQ * alfaL * beta * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaL + 1, beta, True) +
s * alfaL * beta / MOQ * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaL + 1, beta, True) _
+ (s + MOQ) ^ 2 / (2 * MOQ) * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaL, beta, True) - s ^ 2 / (2
* MOQ) * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaL, beta, True) _
+ alfaL * beta - (s + MOQ / 2)
EBORL = (alfaRL + 1) * alfaRL * beta ^ 2 / (2 * MOQ) * (WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaRL
+ 2, beta, True) - WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaRL + 2, beta, True)) _
- (s + MOQ) / MOQ * alfaRL * beta * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaRL + 1, beta, True)
+ s * alfaRL * beta / MOQ * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaRL + 1, beta, True) _
+ (s + MOQ) ^ 2 / (2 * MOQ) * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaRL, beta, True) - s ^ 2 /
(2 * MOQ) * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaRL, beta, True) _
+ alfaRL * beta - (s + MOQ / 2)

FEI_IOH_Avg = s + 0.5 * MOQ + 0.5 * (-demand * (2 * L + R) + EBORL + EBOL)
End Function
Public Function FEI_Orderlines(demand As Double, stdev As Double, R As Double, MOQ As Double)
alfaR = (demand ^ 2 / stdev ^ 2) * R
beta = stdev ^ 2 / demand
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FEI_Orderlines = 1 - WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(MOQ, alfaR, beta, True) + alfaR * beta / MOQ *
WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(MOQ, alfaR + 1, beta, True)
End Function
Public Function FEI_Ordersize(demand As Double, stdev As Double, R As Double, MOQ As Double)
alfaR = (demand ^ 2 / stdev ^ 2) * R
beta = stdev ^ 2 / demand
OL = 1 - WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(MOQ, alfaR, beta, True) + alfaR * beta / MOQ *
WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(MOQ, alfaR + 1, beta, True)
FEI_Ordersize = demand * R / OL
End Function
Public Function FEI_Safetystock(demand As Double, R As Double, L As Double, s As Double)
FEI_Safetystock = s - demand * (L + R)
End Function
Public Function FEI_Costs(demand As Double, stdev As Double, R As Double, L As Double, s As Double,
MOQ As Double, price As Double, interest As Double, penalty As Double, ordercost As Double)
alfaL = (demand ^ 2 / stdev ^ 2) * L
alfaRL = (demand ^ 2 / stdev ^ 2) * (R + L)
beta = stdev ^ 2 / demand
alfaR = (demand ^ 2 / stdev ^ 2) * R
EBOL = (alfaL + 1) * alfaL * beta ^ 2 / (2 * MOQ) * (WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaL + 2,
beta, True) - WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaL + 2, beta, True)) _
- (s + MOQ) / MOQ * alfaL * beta * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaL + 1, beta, True) +
s * alfaL * beta / MOQ * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaL + 1, beta, True) _
+ (s + MOQ) ^ 2 / (2 * MOQ) * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaL, beta, True) - s ^ 2 / (2
* MOQ) * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaL, beta, True) _
+ alfaL * beta - (s + MOQ / 2)
EBORL = (alfaRL + 1) * alfaRL * beta ^ 2 / (2 * MOQ) * (WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaRL
+ 2, beta, True) - WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaRL + 2, beta, True)) _
- (s + MOQ) / MOQ * alfaRL * beta * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaRL + 1, beta, True)
+ s * alfaRL * beta / MOQ * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaRL + 1, beta, True) _
+ (s + MOQ) ^ 2 / (2 * MOQ) * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaRL, beta, True) - s ^ 2 /
(2 * MOQ) * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaRL, beta, True) _
+ alfaRL * beta - (s + MOQ / 2)
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OL = 1 - WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(MOQ, alfaR, beta, True) + alfaR * beta / MOQ *
WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(MOQ, alfaR + 1, beta, True)
FEI_Costs = ordercost * OL + price * interest / 52 * R * (s + 0.5 * MOQ - 0.5 * (demand * (2 * L + R))) +
(0.5 * price * interest / 52 * R - penalty) * EBOL + (0.5 * price * interest + penalty) * EBORL
End Function
Public Function FEI_ordercosts(demand As Double, stdev As Double, R As Double, L As Double, s As
Double, MOQ As Double, price As Double, interest As Double, penalty As Double, ordercost As Double)
alfaL = (demand ^ 2 / stdev ^ 2) * L
alfaRL = (demand ^ 2 / stdev ^ 2) * (R + L)
beta = stdev ^ 2 / demand
alfaR = (demand ^ 2 / stdev ^ 2) * R
EBOL = (alfaL + 1) * alfaL * beta ^ 2 / (2 * MOQ) * (WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaL + 2,
beta, True) - WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaL + 2, beta, True)) _
- (s + MOQ) / MOQ * alfaL * beta * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaL + 1, beta, True) +
s * alfaL * beta / MOQ * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaL + 1, beta, True) _
+ (s + MOQ) ^ 2 / (2 * MOQ) * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaL, beta, True) - s ^ 2 / (2
* MOQ) * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaL, beta, True) _
+ alfaL * beta - (s + MOQ / 2)
EBORL = (alfaRL + 1) * alfaRL * beta ^ 2 / (2 * MOQ) * (WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaRL
+ 2, beta, True) - WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaRL + 2, beta, True)) _
- (s + MOQ) / MOQ * alfaRL * beta * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaRL + 1, beta, True)
+ s * alfaRL * beta / MOQ * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaRL + 1, beta, True) _
+ (s + MOQ) ^ 2 / (2 * MOQ) * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaRL, beta, True) - s ^ 2 /
(2 * MOQ) * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaRL, beta, True) _
+ alfaRL * beta - (s + MOQ / 2)
OL = (1 - WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(MOQ, alfaR, beta, True) + alfaR * beta / MOQ *
WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(MOQ, alfaR + 1, beta, True))
FEI_ordercosts = ordercost * OL
End Function
Public Function FEI_holdingcosts(demand As Double, stdev As Double, R As Double, L As Double, s As
Double, MOQ As Double, price As Double, interest As Double, penalty As Double, ordercost As Double)
alfaL = (demand ^ 2 / stdev ^ 2) * L
alfaRL = (demand ^ 2 / stdev ^ 2) * (R + L)
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beta = stdev ^ 2 / demand
alfaR = (demand ^ 2 / stdev ^ 2) * R
EBOL = (alfaL + 1) * alfaL * beta ^ 2 / (2 * MOQ) * (WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaL + 2,
beta, True) - WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaL + 2, beta, True)) _
- (s + MOQ) / MOQ * alfaL * beta * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaL + 1, beta, True) +
s * alfaL * beta / MOQ * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaL + 1, beta, True) _
+ (s + MOQ) ^ 2 / (2 * MOQ) * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaL, beta, True) - s ^ 2 / (2
* MOQ) * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaL, beta, True) _
+ alfaL * beta - (s + MOQ / 2)
EBORL = (alfaRL + 1) * alfaRL * beta ^ 2 / (2 * MOQ) * (WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaRL
+ 2, beta, True) - WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaRL + 2, beta, True)) _
- (s + MOQ) / MOQ * alfaRL * beta * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaRL + 1, beta, True)
+ s * alfaRL * beta / MOQ * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaRL + 1, beta, True) _
+ (s + MOQ) ^ 2 / (2 * MOQ) * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaRL, beta, True) - s ^ 2 /
(2 * MOQ) * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaRL, beta, True) _
+ alfaRL * beta - (s + MOQ / 2)
OL = 1 - WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(MOQ, alfaR, beta, True) + alfaR * beta / MOQ *
WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(MOQ, alfaR + 1, beta, True)
FEI_holdingcosts = price * interest / 52 * R * (s + 0.5 * MOQ - 0.5 * (demand * (2 * L + R)))
End Function
Public Function FEI_penaltycosts(demand As Double, stdev As Double, R As Double, L As Double, s As
Double, MOQ As Double, price As Double, interest As Double, penalty As Double, ordercost As Double)
alfaL = (demand ^ 2 / stdev ^ 2) * L
alfaRL = (demand ^ 2 / stdev ^ 2) * (R + L)
beta = stdev ^ 2 / demand
alfaR = (demand ^ 2 / stdev ^ 2) * R
EBOL = (alfaL + 1) * alfaL * beta ^ 2 / (2 * MOQ) * (WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaL + 2,
beta, True) - WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaL + 2, beta, True)) _
- (s + MOQ) / MOQ * alfaL * beta * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaL + 1, beta, True) +
s * alfaL * beta / MOQ * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaL + 1, beta, True) _
+ (s + MOQ) ^ 2 / (2 * MOQ) * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaL, beta, True) - s ^ 2 / (2
* MOQ) * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaL, beta, True) _
+ alfaL * beta - (s + MOQ / 2)
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EBORL = (alfaRL + 1) * alfaRL * beta ^ 2 / (2 * MOQ) * (WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaRL
+ 2, beta, True) - WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaRL + 2, beta, True)) _
- (s + MOQ) / MOQ * alfaRL * beta * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaRL + 1, beta, True)
+ s * alfaRL * beta / MOQ * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaRL + 1, beta, True) _
+ (s + MOQ) ^ 2 / (2 * MOQ) * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaRL, beta, True) - s ^ 2 /
(2 * MOQ) * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaRL, beta, True) _
+ alfaRL * beta - (s + MOQ / 2)
OL = 1 - WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(MOQ, alfaR, beta, True) + alfaR * beta / MOQ *
WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(MOQ, alfaR + 1, beta, True)
FEI_penaltycosts = (0.5 * price * interest - penalty) * EBOL + (0.5 * price * interest + penalty) * EBORL
End Function
Public Function FEI_TargetFillRate(p2obj As Double, demand As Double, stdev As Double, R As Double, L
As Double, MOQ As Double, WeeksOfInventory As Double)
Dim j As Integer
Dim FillRate, s As Double
alfaL = (demand ^ 2 / stdev ^ 2) * L
alfaRL = (demand ^ 2 / stdev ^ 2) * (R + L)
beta = stdev ^ 2 / demand
smax = 10 * demand * L
smin = 0
s = (smin + smax) / 2
For j = 1 To 20
EBOL = (alfaL + 1) * alfaL * beta ^ 2 / (2 * MOQ) * (WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaL + 2,
beta, True) - WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaL + 2, beta, True)) _
- (s + MOQ) / MOQ * alfaL * beta * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaL + 1, beta, True) +
s * alfaL * beta / MOQ * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaL + 1, beta, True) _
+ (s + MOQ) ^ 2 / (2 * MOQ) * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaL, beta, True) - s ^ 2 / (2
* MOQ) * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaL, beta, True) _
+ alfaL * beta - (s + MOQ / 2)
EBORL = (alfaRL + 1) * alfaRL * beta ^ 2 / (2 * MOQ) * (WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaRL
+ 2, beta, True) - WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaRL + 2, beta, True)) _
- (s + MOQ) / MOQ * alfaRL * beta * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaRL + 1, beta, True)
+ s * alfaRL * beta / MOQ * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaRL + 1, beta, True) _
+ (s + MOQ) ^ 2 / (2 * MOQ) * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaRL, beta, True) - s ^ 2 /
(2 * MOQ) * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaRL, beta, True) _
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+ alfaRL * beta - (s + MOQ / 2)
FillRate = 1 - (EBORL - EBOL) / (demand * R)
If FillRate > p2obj Then
smax = s
Else
smax = smax
End If
If FillRate < p2obj Then
smin = s
Else
smin = smin
End If
s = (smin + smax) / 2
Next j
Do While FillRate < p2obj
s= s+1
EBOL = (alfaL + 1) * alfaL * beta ^ 2 / (2 * MOQ) * (WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaL + 2,
beta, True) - WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaL + 2, beta, True)) _
- (s + MOQ) / MOQ * alfaL * beta * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaL + 1, beta, True) +
s * alfaL * beta / MOQ * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaL + 1, beta, True) _
+ (s + MOQ) ^ 2 / (2 * MOQ) * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaL, beta, True) - s ^ 2 / (2
* MOQ) * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaL, beta, True) _
+ alfaL * beta - (s + MOQ / 2)
EBORL = (alfaRL + 1) * alfaRL * beta ^ 2 / (2 * MOQ) * (WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaRL
+ 2, beta, True) - WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaRL + 2, beta, True)) _
- (s + MOQ) / MOQ * alfaRL * beta * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaRL + 1, beta, True)
+ s * alfaRL * beta / MOQ * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaRL + 1, beta, True) _
+ (s + MOQ) ^ 2 / (2 * MOQ) * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s + MOQ, alfaRL, beta, True) - s ^ 2 /
(2 * MOQ) * WorksheetFunction.GammaDist(s, alfaRL, beta, True) _
+ alfaRL * beta - (s + MOQ / 2)
FillRate = 1 - (EBORL - EBOL) / (demand * R)
Loop
If WeeksOfInventory > 0 Then
AverageInventory = s + 0.5 * MOQ + 0.5 * (-demand * (2 * L + R) + EBORL + EBOL)
Do While AverageInventory > demand * WeeksOfInventory
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s=s-1
AverageInventory = s + 0.5 * MOQ + 0.5 * (-demand * (2 * L + R) + EBORL + EBOL)
If s < 0 Then
s=0
Exit Do
End If
Loop
End If
FEI_TargetFillRate = WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(s, 0)
End Function
Public Function FEI_Classify(demand As Double, price As Double, MOQ As Double, criterion As String,
numberofclasses As Integer)
Dim numberofitems As Integer
Dim class As String
numberofitems = WorksheetFunction.Count(Range("A2:A100000"))
Dim info(1 To 10000, 1 To 3) As Double
Dim classification(1 To 10000, 1 To 1) As Double
'Demand, MOQ and Price to array
For i = 2 To numberofitems + 1
info(i - 1, 1) = Cells(i, 1)
info(i - 1, 2) = Cells(i, 2)
info(i - 1, 3) = Cells(i, 3)
Next i
If criterion = "Annual Demand Volume (=Demand*Price)" Then
For t = 1 To numberofitems
classification(t, 1) = info(t, 1) * info(t, 3)
Next t
classvalue = demand * price
ElseIf criterion = "Price/Demand" Then
For t = 1 To numberofitems
classification(t, 1) = info(t, 3) / info(t, 1)
Next t
classvalue = price / demand
ElseIf criterion = "Price*MOQ/Demand" Then
For t = 1 To numberofitems
classification(t, 1) = info(t, 3) * info(t, 2) / info(t, 1)
Next t
classvalue = price * MOQ / demand
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End If
'Sort
For i = LBound(classification) To UBound(classification)
For j = i + 1 To UBound(classification)
If classification(i, 1) < classification(j, 1) Then
SrtTemp = classification(j, 1)
classification(j, 1) = classification(i, 1)
classification(i, 1) = SrtTemp
End If
Next j
Next i
If numberofclasses = 1 Then
class = "A"
ElseIf numberofclasses = 2 Then
boundary1 = classification(WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(Cells(4, 10) / 100 * numberofitems, 0), 1)
If classvalue > boundary1 Then
class = "A"
Else
class = "B"
End If
ElseIf numberofclasses = 3 Then
boundary1 = classification(WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(Cells(4, 10) / 100 * numberofitems, 0), 1)
boundary2 = classification(WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(Cells(5, 10) / 100 * numberofitems, 0), 1)
If classvalue > boundary1 Then
class = "A"
ElseIf classvalue <= boundary1 And classvalue > boundary2 Then
class = "B"
Else
class = "C"
End If
ElseIf numberofclasses = 4 Then
boundary1 = classification(WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(Cells(4, 10) / 100 * numberofitems, 0), 1)
boundary2 = classification(WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(Cells(5, 10) / 100 * numberofitems, 0), 1)
boundary3 = classification(WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(Cells(6, 10) / 100 * numberofitems, 0), 1)
If classvalue > boundary1 Then
class = "A"
ElseIf classvalue <= boundary1 And classvalue > boundary2 Then
class = "B"
ElseIf classvalue <= boundary2 And classvalue > boundary3 Then
class = "C"
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Else
class = "D"
End If
ElseIf numberofclasses = 5 Then
boundary1 = classification(WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(Cells(4, 10) / 100 * numberofitems, 0), 1)
boundary2 = classification(WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(Cells(5, 10) / 100 * numberofitems, 0), 1)
boundary3 = classification(WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(Cells(6, 10) / 100 * numberofitems, 0), 1)
boundary4 = classification(WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(Cells(7, 10) / 100 * numberofitems, 0), 1)
If classvalue > boundary1 Then
class = "A"
ElseIf classvalue <= boundary1 And classvalue > boundary2 Then
class = "B"
ElseIf classvalue <= boundary2 And classvalue > boundary3 Then
class = "C"
ElseIf classvalue <= boundary3 And classvalue > boundary4 Then
class = "D"
Else
class = "E"
End If
ElseIf numberofclasses = 6 Then
boundary1 = classification(WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(Cells(4, 10) / 100 * numberofitems, 0), 1)
boundary2 = classification(WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(Cells(5, 10) / 100 * numberofitems, 0), 1)
boundary3 = classification(WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(Cells(6, 10) / 100 * numberofitems, 0), 1)
boundary4 = classification(WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(Cells(7, 10) / 100 * numberofitems, 0), 1)
boundary5 = classification(WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(Cells(8, 10) / 100 * numberofitems, 0), 1)
If classvalue > boundary1 Then
class = "A"
ElseIf classvalue <= boundary1 And classvalue > boundary2 Then
class = "B"
ElseIf classvalue <= boundary2 And classvalue > boundary3 Then
class = "C"
ElseIf classvalue <= boundary3 And classvalue > boundary4 Then
class = "D"
ElseIf classvalue <= boundary4 And classvalue > boundary5 Then
class = "E"
Else
class = "F"
End If
End If
FEI_Classify = class
End Function
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Public Function FEI_enditemfillrate(enditem As String)
Dim p2_temporary As Double
Dim numberofitems As Integer
numberofitems = WorksheetFunction.Count(Range("A2:A100000"))
p2_temporary = 0
If enditem = "Titan HB" Then
For i = 2 To numberofitems + 1
If IsError(Application.VLookup(Cells(i, 8), Sheet8.Range("A1:A100000"), 1, False)) = False Then
If IsError(Cells(i, 11)) = True Then
p2item = 1
Else
p2item = Cells(i, 11)
End If
p2_temporary = p2_temporary + (1 - p2item) / p2item
End If
Next i
End If
If enditem = "Krios" Then
For i = 2 To numberofitems + 1
If IsError(Application.VLookup(Cells(i, 8), Sheet8.Range("B1:B100000"), 1, False)) = False Then
If IsError(Cells(i, 11)) = True Then
p2item = 1
Else
p2item = Cells(i, 11)
End If
p2_temporary = p2_temporary + (1 - p2item) / p2item
End If
Next i
End If
If enditem = "Chemistem" Then
For i = 2 To numberofitems + 1
If IsError(Application.VLookup(Cells(i, 8), Sheet8.Range("C1:C100000"), 1, False)) = False Then
If IsError(Cells(i, 11)) = True Then
p2item = 1
Else
p2item = Cells(i, 11)
End If
p2_temporary = p2_temporary + (1 - p2item) / p2item
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End If
Next i
End If
If enditem = "Metrios" Then
For i = 2 To numberofitems + 1
If IsError(Application.VLookup(Cells(i, 8), Sheet8.Range("D1:D100000"), 1, False)) = False Then
If IsError(Cells(i, 11)) = True Then
p2item = 1
Else
p2item = Cells(i, 11)
End If
p2_temporary = p2_temporary + (1 - p2item) / p2item
End If
Next i
End If
If enditem = "Titan LB" Then
For i = 2 To numberofitems + 1
If IsError(Application.VLookup(Cells(i, 8), Sheet8.Range("E1:E100000"), 1, False)) = False Then
If IsError(Cells(i, 11)) = True Then
p2item = 1
Else
p2item = Cells(i, 11)
End If
p2_temporary = p2_temporary + (1 - p2item) / p2item
End If
Next i
End If
If enditem = "ETEM" Then
For i = 2 To numberofitems + 1
If IsError(Application.VLookup(Cells(i, 8), Sheet8.Range("F1:F100000"), 1, False)) = False Then
If IsError(Cells(i, 11)) = True Then
p2item = 1
Else
p2item = Cells(i, 11)
End If
p2_temporary = p2_temporary + (1 - p2item) / p2item
End If
Next i
End If
FEI_enditemfillrate = 1 / (1 + p2_temporary)
End Function
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APPENDIX M – Tool Structure and Manual
To explain the definitions in cells, several cells are equipped with additional information which is shown when clicking on the cell, as visualized in
the figure below as well. In the upper left corner one can choose an item from the drop-down list, which subsequently automatically loads all the
characteristics of this item, such as the item description, buyer, price and parameters (the red cells). To analyze the impact of changing a
parameter one can change parameter values in the grey cells under the heading ‘Alternative’. In the middle the resulting KPIs are shown for the
current and alternative parameter settings. On the right size, additionaly, one can check if an item is present in one of the planning-BOMs of the
main systems and if the item has a lead time offset. Finally, on the bottom one can see a simulation of the inventory positio n and inventory on
hand, for the number of periods specified in the upper left.
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Figure 54 View of ‘Analysis’ sheet prototype tool

By setting the fill rate objective in the third column, the corresponding reorder level and realized fill rate are automatically shown in column 5
and 4, respectively. By setting a maximum number of weeks of on-hand inventory, the reorder level for some items may change. The 6th and 7th
column show the corresponding decrease in fill rate and reorder level due to this constraint. To visualize the impact of the constraint, the graph
shows the resulting fill rates for all items with (blue) and without (red) the constraint.

Figure 55 View of 'Calculate reorder levels' sheet prototype tool
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By selecting the criterion from the drop-down list, indicating the number of classes and choosing the
threshold values to set class sizes, one can subsequently press the button ‘determine classes’ which
automatically determines the class for every item. On the upper right a summary overview is shown
with the number of items, average demand, MOQ and price in every class. The graphs visualize the
latter three as well.

Figure 56 View of 'Classify' sheet prototype tool
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